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Syria won
budge on

terms for talks
Gold abroad to improve regional standing

K..r to sav review Israel's security needs in the

secretly

in Bar-On case - report

Jmsss.
Police, secretly took evident*

Yesterday from attorney Dan Avh

SSk io “Bar-On far.Hebroa"

case. Israel Radio opened tea

"^ere has Been speculation that

Avi-Yitzhak leated the soiy to

Channel 1 reporter Ayala Hasson,

according to the,report- .

Police am expeca^to ia®®*®
Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert

today, the repotiadded.

MK Aryeh 15611 and Justice

Minister Tzahi’ Bahegbi are also

exoected to be soimnooed to give

^•iSnce in the case wiflrai the

“Mte mdflie Saa,Anotaey^

It is still unclear whether Pnine

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu

win be summoned to give evi-

dence.
National Investigations Chief

Cradr. Sando Mazor met with

State Attorney Edna Aibel yester-

day to discuss the continuation of

the investigation. Police are still at

the stage of gathering information.

Lieberman stunned as police probe

falsification of IBA documents

Bv EVELYN GORDON and Km

. The reaction of Avigdor

lieberman, director-general of the

Prime Minister's Office, to not

being officially informed police

were investigating him for

allegedly falsifying documents

was “exceedingly harsh,” Internal

Security Minister Avigdor

Kahalani said last night in an

tetervteW with Channel 1

.

9fficf_!^Svi
P
Tten llchdii^o ' The police decided yest

SSLt Speaker Dan Tidteti^
SSSi EforfsW

rtmnm-Msial affair, m which

Hasson said a deal was^^
whereby Shas would supp^1

^SVeemfflt if Rom Bar^n

was ramed

nerview wihivh«>u“ *

The po&e decided, yesterday .to

open an Investigation into allega-

infonued him yesterday that they

had found enough evidence to

warrant an investigation, Cabel

said. He then asked Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu to

suspend Lieberman in light of the

investigation.

However, Lieberman com-

plained police did not inform him

of the investigation and he first

learned of it from a report on

Israel Radio.

He charged that the tnvestiga-
open m investigation mto allega- . “T
^tortAJ^felsifeddoc-

which he gave to the cabi- racially motivated,
^ ^

net an -'the --subject of the Israel

BroadcastingAuthority. -

LaborMK Eitan Cabel had filed

52L ^ed^^^bargain in a complaint to the polree abontthe
then arranged a P*®1 oargaw ^ and the police

Deri’s fraud tnaL.

inviRuj p . _

last night on Channel

Police responded, that suspects

are not routinely informed when

Continued on Page 2

and so far no one has been ques-

tioned as a suspect, according to a

source.

The issue of going to court to

request the lifting of

journalist/source confidentiality

also has not been decided, and

police are reportedly gathering

evidence from all those Hasson

accused in her TV broadcast of

being involved in the affair, before

deciding how to proceed in the

investigation. .

Last night. Prime Minister s

Office Director-General Avigdor

Lieberman said his involvement in

the affair is so marginal that he

cannot even remember when Bar-

On ’s name first came up. Internal

Minister Avigdor Kahalani said he

is not sure when Lieberman will

be summoned.
Meanwhile, Israel Broadcasting

Authority Director-General

Mordechai Kirscbenbaum said

yesterday that he would resign if

the Channel 1 's story on the “Bar-

On for Hebron" affair rums out to

be incorrect

Continued on Page 2

By DAVID MAK0VSKY
and news agencies

Syrian Vice President Abdel

Khalim Khaddam poured cold water

on rising expectations that talks with

Israel could be resumed anytime

soon, announcing yesterday that

Damascus would not budge from its

insistence that talks continue where

they “left ofT under Labor.

Meanwhile, European Middle

Eastenvoy Miguel Angel Moratinos

told reporters that Syrian President

Hafez Assad asked him to secure a

goodwill gesture from the Israeli

government to resume peace talks,

which have been suspended for

about a year.

Moratinos said the request came

during talks in Damascus yesterday

that centered cm how to resume die

negotiations, which opened in

Madrid in 1991.

“He asked me to get from me

Israeli side some kind of gesture-.

some kind of declaration of good-

will from the Netanyahu govern-

ment ... and some kind of clarifica-

tion on whal they mean by resuming

the talks on the basis of [UN
Resolution] 242 and the Madrid

principles,” Moratinos said.

Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu’s foreign policy adviser

Dote Gold flew to an unknown des-

tination yesterday, triggering specu-

lation diat he may be in Cairo or in

die Gulf states holding meetings to

improve Israel’s regional standing in

the aftermath of the Hebron accord.

When asked for a comment,

Netanyahu's spokesman Shai Bazak

said Gold is preparing the prime

trip to Davos,

Switzerland, but refused to say

whether Gold was currently there-

While attending an economic con-

ference in Switzerland this week-

end, Netanyahu and Egyptian

president Hosni Mubarak are

expected to meet to repair their

frayed personal relationship. A
meeting between Netanyahu and

Palestinian Authority Chairman

Yasser Arafat is also expected.

Khaddam, speaking alongside

Shara during a Gulf tourto win Arab

support for Syria’s position, is

known to be influential in

Damascus. His remarks cany

review Israel's security needs in the

event that some parts of the Golan

may ultimately be returned,

Neianvahu refuses to accept the

Syrian demand to resume talks

where they left off.

Damascus interprets this to mean

that former prime minister Yitzhak

Rabin had already agreed to fully

withdrawal from the Golan, and

therefore the Netanyahu govern-

ment must accept this and a May

1995 draft that calls for accepting

certain principles to guide Golan-

related securin' arrangements.

Khaddam's remarks seems to dash

hopes that Syria may be pu^ng back

lowmg thTSiosure that the US on its demands, and it stands in con-

minister's

has reportedly written Israel a letter

suggesting it supports Jerusalem's

contention that unsigned documents

and verbal understandings with a

third patty are not legally binding

upon the Netanyahu government.

Speaking in Muscat vesterelay.

Khaddam asked, "Da* this mean,

that we are restricted to choosing to

surrender to what Israel wants? The

alternative is resistance and working

to boost Arab and international

efforts to pressure Israel into ... abid-

ing by agreements reached in past

negotiations.”

Khaddam termed repons that such

p»gr<» talks would be restarted soon

as “Israeli propaganda." After meet-

ing UAE President Sheikh Zaid bin

Sultan Nahayan in Abu Dhabi,

Khaddam said. “There is no move-

ment until now regarding resump-

tion of talks on the Syrian and

Lebanese tracks."

While security sources confirm

that Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mcsdechai has ordered the IDF to

1*111 IU» ”
,

_

trust to Netanyahu’s optimism that a

-bridcine formula" will be found to

bring"about the resumption of talks

duringhis meeting with US President

Bill Clinton on February 13.

Netanyahu's remarks raised

expectation*, as have signals that

Mordechai. who has been named to

head security talks with the Syrians,

has ordered the IDF to look into

yielding portions of the Golan that

do not harm Israeli security.

The hopes that Syria may be scal-

ing back its demands were due to

several factors.

Fust, former US secretary of stare

Warren Christopher’s reported letter

to Netanyahu last September seems

to dampen expectations in

Damascus that it will win American

support for Syria's position.

Moreover, in the aftermath of the

Hebron accord with the

Palestinians, some officials in

Jerusalem have said Syria's refusal

to move ahead could leave it more

isolated in the region.
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Therefore, they concluded, the

religious community's objection to

sharing their beards boils down to

The sams objection as Akiva NoFs:

Hiat the beard is an integral part of

their way of life, and they do not

want to give it up.

The justices therefore declared the

.«.« mnilatinn onvemmp alloca-

BvRAlHE MARCUS

Former justice minister Ya’acov

Ne’eman denied two charges of

obstructing justice and giving

false evidence in Tel Aviv

Magistrate's Court yesterday.

Ne’eman’s lawyer Dan Sheinman

said be is confident of his client’s

innocence and wishes to complete

the trial as quickly as possible.

“My client did not lie, nor did he

present false declarations to police

and to the High Court of Justice,”

Sheinman said. “He merely forgot

a few details, which he [presented]

later. There was a mistake here.”

Ne’eman was appointed justice

minister in June but resigned two

K-nip affirm tnai ms months later after a petition to the

of his lifestyle and removing court against the appointment trig-

SSSld impai^human dignity. gered a police inquiry. Ne eman

allegedly gave false evidence to

police about a defense witness in

the Aryeh Deri trial, Martin

Brown. He is accused of lying

about the date when he met Deri

and trying to conceal the fact that

he was in touch with Deri's

lawyer, Dan Avi-Yitzhak.

Sheinman reached an agreement

with the district attorney whereby

prosecution witnesses Deri and

Avi-Yitzhak would not be sum-

moned in person to testily, but

would send signed affidavits

instead.

The trial will continue in a

month.
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Cabinet approves Rubinstein
Appointee’s refusal to take polygraph test creates minor stir

By EVELYN GORDON

Jerusalem District Court Judge Elyakim
Rubinstein was unanimously approved by
fee cabinet as the new attorney-general yes-

terday, despite a last-minute hitch caused by
his refusal to take a lie-detector test.

Rubinstein will take office on February'

12 .

The hitch arose over the General Security

Service's insistence that all senior govern-

ment officials, including the attorney-gener-

al, pass a polygraph test before they take

office. Rubinstein has been a vigorous

opponent of polygraph tests for years, argu-

ing that they are not only notoriously unre-

liable but also violate the Basic Law:
Human Dignity and Freedom. He has there-

fore refused to take a polygraph test in any

of his previous senior governmental jobs,

and refused to do so for this job as well.

In the end, the cabinet solved the problem

by setting up a high-level commission to

study the entire issue ofrequiring polygraph
tests from senior civil servants. The com-
mission will be headed by Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu and will include the

relevant ministers, representatives of the

security services, jurists and Rubinstein
himself, in his capacity as attorney-general.

The commission is to complete its work
within 60 days.

However, Rubinstein will essentially have
veto power over the commission's decision

because the attorney-general is the only per-

son authorized to decide legal questions for

the government. Thus if he (decides the pro-

cedure is illegal, that settles the issue. It is

only if he concludes that it is not illegal that

the commission would be free to consider

the question of whether it is necessary or
wise.

Rubinstein made this clear in a written

statement to the cabinet.

“If. after the discussion in principle is

completed, the procedure mandating the use

of a polygraph for security checks remains
in force, with the agreement of the attomey-
general, the attorney-general will also fulfill

this requirement," he wrote.

At a press conference following the

meeting. Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi
denied that Rubinstein's presence on die

committee constituted a conflict of inter-

est. If anyone suspects Rubinstein of
allowing personal considerations to influ-

ence his decision, he noted, they can
always petition the High Court of Justice

and let that body decide.

“[Rubinstein! is not the only member of
die legal community to raise doubts about
this subject," he said. “But the legal ques-
tion has never been decided."
Since most people do not object, he

explained, there has not yet been a ruling on
this issue.

Abu Marzook to be extradited to Israel
By MARILYN HENRY

NEW YORK - Mousa
Mohammed Abu Marzook. the

head of the political wing of

Hamas, could be extradited to

Israel within 60 days to face ter-

rorism charges after be dropped an

appeal in US federal court late

Tuesday and did not seek political

asylum.
“Because I car see no purpose

served by staying here, I have

instructed my lawyers to demand
that the State Department effect

my immediate surrender to

Israel," Abu Marzook said in a

taped statement that was broadcast

yesterday at a press conference in

New York.

Abu Marzook’s attorneys con-

tend that the charges against him
“are based on a far-feteehed theo-

ry of conspiracy.” They also were

offended by the US federal judge,

who. they said, had likened him to

a Nazi by contending that Abu
Marzook committed “crimes
against humanity."

“I am ready to go to Israel where
at least I will be afforded a hearing

on these absurd charges,” Abu
Marzook, 46. said in his taped

statement. “Ultimately I may
stand a better chance before Israeli

judges than before New York
judges."

But, he added that ”1 also do not

expect as a Palestinian political

leader that 1 will receive fair treat-

ment in Israel.”

The decision to drop the appeal

was nor based on a single event,

said attorney Michael Kennedy.

Abu Marzook, who has been in

solitary confinement in a
Manhattan jail since he was
detained at Kennedy Airport in

New York in July 1996.

Abu Marzook will be seen as

martyr, and his detention and
extradition are “bound to play into

the hands of extremists on both
sides,” said one of his lawyers,

Cherif Bassiouni.

The attorneys expressed confi-

dence in the Israeli civil court sys-

tem but said they feared he would
be tried in a military court, be
interrogated by the Shin Bet and
tortured.

There was virtually no mention
of the PLO or Palestinian

Authority leader Yasser Arafat at

yesterday's news conference,

which was attended by Abu
Marzook 's wife, Nadia A1 Ashi,

and five of his six children.

In a statement, A1 Ashi called on
the State Department “to forego

partisan politics and deny Israel’s

request for extradition.Alfeough

Abu Marzook insisted he was
innocent of the terrorism charges,

“it has become apparent that my
continued incarceration serves the

political interests of the Israeli

government,” he said in the taped
statement “Regrettably, it seems
that the Uniied States has set aside

all of its standards of justice in

order to join with Israel in the

political purpose of putting me in

jail for no other reason than my
leadership position in the political

bureau of Hamas.”
Bassiouni, an Egyptian who

leaches at DePaul University's law
school in Chicago and a major fig-

ure in UN’s efforts to develop an
international criminal court, sug-

gested that Abu Marzook ‘s deten-

tion essentially began with a mis-

take that later “snowballed.”

Abu Marzook, who was bom in

a refugee camp in Gaza, had been

living in Virginia for 15 years
when the FBI placed him on its

“watch list” Because he was on
that list, he was apprehended as be
tried to reenter the US. Then offi-

cials basically asked, “Now what
do we do?” Bassiouni said.

Israel subsequently requested
his extradition, alleging be was
responsible for someof die Hamas
attacks that killed scores of
Israelis between 1990 and 1994.
Much of that evidence was said to
be based on a confession by
Mohammed Salah, which later

was recanted.

Legal authorities in Israel

reportedly have called the evi-

dence against him “flimsy. I don’t
think the United States has an
interest in seeing him convicted,”

said Bassiouni. By extraditing

Abu Marzook, “fee US will get rid
of a Hot potato

”

US announces
ShalikashviK

retirement

ByMLLELKUTTLER

WASHINGTON - Israel’s

defense attache here, Maj.-
;

Gen. Yaron Yair, 'Said yes?'

terday that the US retiring

chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, Gen. John
Shaltkashvili, would be
remembered as a “very

warm friend” of Israel who
“succeeded in creating a

very close relationship” wife

his counterpart, Lt-Gen.
Amnon lipkin-Shahak.

The White House
announced yesterday that

Sbalikashvlli would be
retiring after nearly four

decades in fee US military,

including Che last four years

in fee top position.

. Yair said Shaiikashyili

“appreciated the IDF’s
achievements in different

areas" and worked to

strengthen military relations

between the two countries.

. During Sbalikashvlli 's

trip to Israel earlier this

month, the American exhib-
ited profound interest in

Israeli and Jewish history

and “was really moved by
his visit,” which included

outings to Latnra and •

Masada. Yair said.

Shalikashvili, 60, visited

Israel three times since,suc-

ceeding Colin Powell as

chairman. He plans to retire

in September.

Mohammed Abbas, the father of slain terrorist Hassan Abbas, leans down to kiss the coffin of his son during his funeral in Gaza
City yesterday. (ap>

Bodies of two Hamas terrorists returned to Gaza
By JON IMMANUEL

Hundreds of Hamas supporters
crowded the streets of Gaza yes-

terday to give a heroes welcome
to the bodies of two killers

returned in exchange for fee
Palestinian Authority's help last

year in locating the remains of
IDF soldier Ilan Sa'adon, who
was kidnapped and murdered
seven years ago.

The bodies of Hassan Abbas,
who was killed while committing
a terror attack in 1994 in

Jerusalem's Nahalat Shiva quarter

in which two people were killed;

and Mohammed Jadalah, who was
involved in fee kidnapping of sol-

dier Nahshon Wachsman. were
returned in pine coffins by a mili-

tary truck at Erez checkpoint
They were then canied by

Palestinian police to a truck, taken

to Gaza city and covered with the

Palestinian flag by crowds there

during a funeral parade.

Wachsman ’s father, Yehuda,
said the return of the bodies would
only an to encourage additional

acts of Islamic terror. “These ter-

rorists will become martyrs and a
symbol for the children of Gaza."

He said no one, not the IDF nor

the government informed the

family of the impending

exchange, and his family beard

about in the media.

“Parents who have lost chil-

dren are very sensitive, and
therefore it would have been
important to hem’ such a serious

matter from official sources,” he
said. “I think fee bodies should

have been burned so they could
not have been brought for

Islamic burial."

itim contributed to this report

To Hanani Rapoport

Our sincere condolences on the death of your

Father
You are in our thoughts and prayers at this sad time.

Kevin O’Hare and Janet Aquino
ABC News
London

A-Sanaa: I did not see

excavations under Al-Aksa
By BATSHEVA TSIIR

and UAT COLLINS

In deep sorrow, we announce the death of our mother

ZOLEIKA LEVY rt

The funeral will take place today.

Thursday, January 30, 1997, at 4:30 p.m.,

at Givat Shaul Cemetery, Jerusalem.

The mourners;
Zion, Yaffa, Avner, Sinai, Carmel
and their families

Shiva at 32 King David Street, Jerusalem. Tel. 02-5695555.

With deep sorrow we announce the passing of our dear

ANELISE BLOCH FREUND
The funeral took place on January 29th In Kfar Shmaryahu

Friends & Family

MK Taleb a-Sanaa (Democratic

Arab Party) yesterday dispelled

rumors that Israeli archeologists

were excavating a fennel under Al-

Aksa Mosque on the Temple Mount
Emerging from fee disputed tunnel

outside the Old City wall. a-Sanaa

said: “I did not see excavations

under Al-Aksa. The tunnel goes
under the wall (in fee direction of the
Temple Mount]. But it is impossible

to pass there because of fee water

that has accumulated."

According to accusations, allegedly

started by fee Wakt Israel is excavat-

ing at fee site and under fee mosque
in an attempt to cause the collapse of
the Moslem place of worship.

A-Sanaa and Knesset Education

Committee chairman Emanuel
Zissraarm (Hurd Way) had doffed

fear jackets and climbed down fee

narrow steps leading to a murky,

musty drainage tunnel which runs

outride fee wad close to fee mosque.

They emerged at the otherend of fee

tunnel, also outside fee walL
The tunnel exploration was the

culmination of a visit by education

committee members to the site ofthe

recent archeological excavations in

the vicinity of the Temple Mount.

The visit was marked by noisy and

often insulting exchanges between

the Arab MKs and some right-wing

Jewish MKs.
Antiquities Authority head Amir

Drori, who was on hand to greet fee

MKs. explained feat the two-year-

lone excavation project at the south-

eastern tip of die Western Wall had

been completed and would be

opened to fee general public in May.

The project's main purpose was to

reveal the Second Temple remains,

he said. A 70-meter section of fee

485-merer-long Western Wall had

been exposed to its fell height. The
project also includes fee restoration

ofa seventh century Moslem palace,

be said.

Drori stressed that throughout the

excavation period, fee archeologists

had been in touch with the Moslem
wakf. The members offee wakfhad
been invited to attend the tour, he
said, but declined.

•’ll is a hutzpa to present us with

such a fait accompli,” a-Sanaa
declared.

This was fee opening shot in a ver-

bal battle which continued almost

unabated throughout fee bour-and-a

half-long tour.

A-Sama was not convinced and
demanded to see the inside of fee

tunnel which runs to the mosque and
which had allegedly been excavated.
Emerging from the tunnel, a-

Sanaa admitted feat feere were no
signs of excavations under Al-Aksa:
Meanwhile, Internal Security

Minister Avigdor Kahalani (Third

Way) warned in die Knesset plenum
against Arab incitement aimed at

increasing tensions before tomor-

row’s prayers at the Temple Moant
marking fee end of Ramadan. He
said there is no evidence of excava-
tions affecting fee Temple Mount
and accused Israeli Arabs of adding
to the tension.

"There are people who are trying

to inflame and incite before Friday’s

prayers. And I warn them from this

podium feat since there is nothing

being done in the area, ifsomeone is

Dying to use baseless stories to

inflame fee large masses expected
there rat Friday against the State and

against fee rale of law, they win
meet wife a very strong response

from us."

y

BACKGROUND

Hanegbi said fee lack of a polygraph
examination will not prevent Rubinstein

from taking office because many people do
not take their tests until after they begin
work. There is no legal obligation to take

such a test, he added; this is merely a GSS
demand which has become the norm over
the years.

Cabinet Secretary Danny Naveh said this

requirement had not always been in force,

though he did not exactly know when the

GSS had introduced it.

Meanwhile, die Movement for Quality
Government in Israel asked Rubinstein yes-
terday to either take fee test or refrain from
entering office until fee commission has fin-

ished its work.
“As a man known for his integrity and

fairness, there is no doubt feat he will not
lend a hand to exempting himself from the
principle that all are equal before the law,”
the movement said in a press statement.

test is reliable
By RAHEMARCUS

Despite fee reservations of
Attomey-General-designate
Elyakim Rubinstein^ -who .has
refused to submit to a polygraph
examination, veteran paiygraphxst
Ishaya Horowitz believes the
polygraph examination is mote
reliable than other methods often
used in security and other exami-
nations.

“Even if it’s not 100 percent
reliable, it is a tool which is more
reliable than other investigation

methods arid is an accepted prao'
nee here for all those requiring

security clearances,” be said yes-
terday.

However, Rubinstein called

polygraph examinations notori-

ously unreliable and refused to

submit to the General Security
Service’s demand that he undergo
one before taking office. The
demand violates the Bade Law:
Human Dignity and Freedom, be
stud.

Speaking on Army Radio yes-
terday, Likud MK Gideon Ezra,

who is former deputy head of fee
GSS, said feat if Rubinstein was
fully familiar wife the polygraph
examination “he would come for-

ward- of his own volition to.

undergo such a test It can give

authorities indications whether
further investigations or inquiries

are required or not The poly-

graph can help decide, for exam-
ple if someone gave a classified

document toan unauthorized per-

son,” he said. .

Although polygraph results are

not admissible in court here, they

may be used to farther investiga-

tions or to dispel allegations. In

Japan, Horowitz said, polygraph

results are admissible, and in the

US such tests are always used

before appointing employees to

senior and sensitive posts.

. “The polygraph test is more sci-

entific than other methods of

security investigations,” Horowitz

said. “Other methods for security

clearances used by fee and
security services include ques-

tioning neighbors, colleagues,

friends, former employees and

even former army commanders
where human error, mere gossip,

the settling of old scores or per-

sonal opinion may determine the

candidate's future.”

In a polygraph test fee subject is

asked questions directly, which

include “control questions” rather

than questions being posed behind

the subject's back, he added.
Polygraphists only ask questions

that can be answered by “yes” or

“no” and do not relate to feelings,

ideas, tendencies or altitudes. The
polygraph works on various para-

meters -respiration, galvanic skin

response and cardiovascular sys-

tem.

AVI-YITZHAK OEBERMAN
Continued from Page 1 Continued from Page 1

In an interview wife Army
Radio, said,

“There is no doubt that if a story

of tiiis magnitude blows up, and I

have very good grounds to
believe it won't, I will sot be able

to continue in my job.” _
Kirscbenbaum said there was

more than one source to the story,

and fee editors double-checked
the story and “crossed their

sources.”

He said he had not commented
cm the affair to this day “because
as soon as I speak out, it wouldbe
presented as a war between
Kirschenbaum and Licberman, or
between Kirschenbaum and
Netanyahu.”
Kirschenbaum rejected fee sug-

gestion that if the stray is proved
untrue, it would pave fee way to

the privatization of the IBA.

“We have no interest in toppling

the government or forming anew
one. Wfe are journalists aid have
no political interest whatsoever
All the nuances which people
tried to attribute to ns, mclndmg
fee prime minister, that the man-
agement is politically apposed to
this government, are unfounded.
The IBA has never supported or
opposed one government or
another,” he said.

investigations are opened against
thwm. Liebeonan knew that com-
plaints about tiie issue had been

filed against him and should not

have been surprised by fee inves-

tigation. police said.

Kahalani. however, said feat

Liebezman should have been
informed, but that “the things be
said were exceedingly critical. I

feintc, that be will regret them,

and I would request feat he retract

them. We have a good police

force feat performs it work loyal-

ly in his position he needs to

count to 10 before reacting.”

The allegations stem from sum-
maries of three full-length reports

which Licberman prepared for a
cabinet meeting on the IBA in

December: Cabel and several oth-

ers - including the Movement for

Quality Government in Israel and
MK Ran Cohen (Meretz), who
heads the Knesset State Conirol
Committee - charged feat

Liebeonan put several things in

his summaries which did not exist

in the original reports, thereby

misleading the cahmet into dunk-
ing these statements and opinions
were part ofthe original reports.

Licberman has vehemently
denied these charges, accusing
opposition MKs of . a “crusade*’

against

MINISTRYOFTRANSPORT
National Construction,

MaintenanceandProperty Unit (NCMPU)

TENDER FOR THE BREAKING-UP AND/OR DISPOSAL
OFTHEABANDONED BOAT, ROCKY,
LOCATED ON THE GAN RAVEH BEACH

TENDER 2/97

Tiiis notice supersedes trie tender announcement,
published on January 16, 1997.

A. Bids are invited for the breaking-up and/or disposal of the
abandoned boat, Rocky, located on the Gan Raveh beach.

B. The technical specification can be obtained from the
swrtehboard/cashieKs room at the Shipping* and Ports
Authority, 102 Rehov Ha,atzma,

ut, HaHa,.TeL 04-8520241,
Sunday to Thursday, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

. .

C. A tour of the site for contractors will take place on
February 5, 1997, at 9:30 a.m. - meet at the hillock on the
PaJmahfm beach, opposite the wreck of the Rocky.

D. Bids should be submitted in sealed double envelopes by
12 noon on March 12, 1997, to the Chairman of the
Tenders Committee, Min. of Transport, 12th Floor, Clal

Center, 97 Rehov Yafo, P.O.B. 867, Jerusalem 91008.
E. Blds shouid be submitted in sealed envelopes in 5 copies;

envelopes should be marked Tender for the Disposal of
the Rocky; NCMPU Tender 2/97/ §

The following shouid be attached to bids: |
1 . Confirmation that the bidder is a registered trader.

2. Confirmation; from an Income Tax Assessing Officer that
the bidder keeps accounts, as required by law.

3. A bank guarantee for NIS200,000, valid for 60 days, made
out to the Min. of Transport

4. Confirmation that the bidder is registered at the office of
the Registrar of Contractors or, in the case of an overseas
contractor, is registered as required by local law.

*

F. The bid figure shouid not include VtilueAdded Tax.
G. The tender documents will be provided against payment of

NIS30Q (nonretumable). Payment should be made, usina
a Postal Bank payment slip, or to the cashier of the
Shipping and Ports Administration.

H. Participation in the tender is subject to attending the site
tour for contractors.

I. No undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid.

yoaOt+Bjah fane and a glut figure in her time.'
saved thousands ofchiUrcn daringVWIL
This a a b^ser^hnu-Bfc booic, iff the fate, worW-£unotls

photo-Journalist Nafhnm Tim Gidaj
Hardcover 160 pp, NTS 85-00

Ontt Gripping)

gefen&px
P.O.B. 3600-4 Jerusalem

Tel: 02-533-0247 Fax: 02-538-^423

listen to Aratz 7, 711 S 143 AM 105 FM
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Swiss seek document leaker
®®RN (Reuter) ^ Tbe ^Stviss

ye?tt^ay pros-
eeutors to braw for whoeverleaked

?h
diplomatic report

Jewish g^ps and^
prompted die resignation of the

States
an*fls®ador 10 *« United"

T^e Federal Council, or cabinet
condemned the leak to Swiss
media of a report -that compared'
me dispute with Jewish groups
over Holocaust accounts with' “a
-arthat Switzerland must wage;”
-Ine c^>inet also named a suc-

cessor ,to resigning Swiss, envoy

CarloJagmetti. nominating Alfred
- Derfago, who is now Swiss consul

.
general in New York.
“in addition,, the Federal

1 Council instructed federal prose-
cutors to open an investigation in

order, to identify the guilty per-
son” a. cabinet statement said
about the leak.

“Besides the damaging effects
this indiscretion had in theissue of
dormant assets, it also calls into

question, the activities of all our
diplomatic missions,*’ it added.
The

. weekend publication of
Jagmetu’s internal report to the

Bern government revived Jewish
anger just after Bern had calmed
matters by agreeing to set up a
Holocaust memorial food with
Swiss banks and businesses.

It also revived lingering resent-

ment left after Swiss Economics
Minister Jean-Paseal Delamuraz
apologized this month for calling

Jewish demands for compensation
“blackmail-”

The cabinet also urged the Swiss
journalist association's self-regu-

latory body to examine die ethics

of the publication of the leaked
report by the weekly

SonmagsZeitung and the daily

Tages-Anzeiger. both from the

same publisher.

The cabinet rejected as “unac-
ceptable” calls by one government
party’s executive board for

Delamuraz to resign over the

blackmail remark.
The board of the leftist Social

Democrats (SP). the biggest of
four parties in the center-left coali-

tion ihat has ruled since 1 959. at

the weekend accused Delamuraz
of unleashing a wave of anti-

semitism and urged him to step

down.

Separately, the historian leading

Switzerland's sweeping review of
its World War II Financial role yes-
terday recommended Swiss banks
and other companies preserve all

records on business they did from
1920 through 1950.

Jean-Francois Bergier. head of
an international commission of
historians named by Bern, set

explicit dates for documents pro-
tected in general terms under a
federal decree that set up the probe
of Jewish bank accounts and
Swiss business ties to Nazi
Germany.

councils

to renew
protest
By BAWD BUDGE

Israeli Arab cpunciUeaders have
decided to renew their sit-in strike

opposite the. Prime Minister's
Office in Jerusalem to press the

government to bail out die finan-

cially,crippled focal authorities.

The derision to renew the strike

on February 9. at the end of
Ramadan, was taken at a stormy
meeting of the secretariat of the
Arab Council Heads -forum in
SMaramon Tuesday night The par-
ticipants accused the governmentof
reneging on an agreement to cover
deficits and increase budgets.
The Arab council heads had

staged a sit-in protest for over five

weeks in a tent they pitched oppo-
site the Prime Minister's Office to

press the government to coverdebts
and raise budgets to those ofcoun-
cils in the Jewish sector.

The campaign was called offtwo
weeks ago after dre Treasury ^id
the Inxraior Ministry agreed to give
the 54 councils an extra NLS 150
million for regular budgets, spread

over three yearn, and an additional

NTS 40m. this year for development
projects.

A solution to the problem ofaccu-
‘

mutated debts, iotalKi^ over NIS
’all ihe-ccfunbi^'w^

d^eit^jemfing a meeting of the

Effati committee, which was doeto
give its recommendations at the

end of this month.

The council heads charged, how-
ever, that they had since received a
letter from fee Interior Ministry

stating that the promised additional

funding would be conditional on
the councils themselves increasing

income from municipal, taxes

(arnona).

“The original agreement (fid nor

specifically state this condition,

which is unacceptable as far as we
are concerned,” said Hussein
Suleiman, spokesman fertile forum

of Arab Council Heads.
“This negates the • agreement

readied with
,
the government drat

was signed by all the council

heads, because h doesn’t take into

account the lower-than-average

socio-eccatomic condition of most

Arab ritizcos,” said Hussein, him-

self bead of Mash’bad local council

near Nazareth.

The Interior Ministry, however,

rejected the arguments, saying it

had been made dear to the Arab

council leaders that the additional

funding would bd. conditional an
them increasing municipal taxes

and overall income.
, .

Happy Birthday Yosef Burg
Yad Vashem chairman Avner Shalev (left) bands Yad Vashem International Chairman Dr. Yosef Burg a present for his 88th
birthday as the institution's international board convened for its annual meeting yesterday at Yad Vashem. The board released
a statement landing efforts to compensate Holocaust victims and calling on European governments and Jewish organizations
to reject any attempts to label these efforts as blackmail. (Isaac Hararii

Bill defeated atiowing Ethiopians petition
El A1 to operate
on Shabbat

for immigrant visas
By EVELYN GORDON

By UAT COLLINS

A bill proposing EJ AJ operate on
Shabbat was shot down in the

Knesset yesterday when the coali-

tion turned out in force for die vote

while Labor MKs were largely

absent or abstained.
The government broke off a

meeting on the appointment of the

attorney general for foe vote on the

bill, which was proposed by
Avraham POraz (Shinui-Meretz).

Jt was supported by 10 MKs, 32
opposed it and four abstained

During tiie plenum discussion.

Transport Minister Yitzhak Levy
(National Religious Party) stud he
would like El A2 to stop operations

several hours before Shabbat and
resume them several hours after it

to prevent Shabbat desecration.

Levy also said he would like to

close Ben-Gurion Airport on
Shabbat, even for foreign airlines.

He said his ministry holds that

whoever buys El AI when it is pri-

vatized would have to promise not

to operate it on Shabbat
“Not everything can be examined

from the point of view of foe size of

the check,” said Levy. “There are

other things a country must protect,

even if there is an economic price

for it”

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu interjected from the

plenum floor foal Levy’s opinion

does not reflect the stand of the

Prime Minister’s Office, which is

in charge of the privatization poli-

cy. He added that the ban on
Shabbat flights for El Al is in force

only as long as the company is gov-

ernment owned.
Poraz said a US consulting firm

estimated that El Al loses some $50
million a year because it does not

fly on ShabbaL
He said these figures would pre-

vent the successful privatization of
the company.

Four hundred and eighty

Ethiopian women petitioned the •

High Court of Justice yesterday

against the Interior Ministry’s

refusal to let them and their chil-

dren immigrate under foe Law of
Return.

All 480 have been in Addis
Ababa for several years, but have
been barred from immigrating on
the grounds that they are faiash

raura - Jews who converted to

Christianity. However, much of
the Ethiopian Jewish community
considers them Jewish, and there

has been an ongoing battle to get

them to Israel.

In August 1996, according to

the petition. Rabbi Ylsrael Rosen,
who heads foe Chief Rabbinate’s

conversion department, visited

the group, and authorized Rabbi
Menahem Waldman to perform a

process of formal conversion on
the women.
This process includes an

appearance before a rabbinical

court and immersion in a mikve.
Waidman completed this process
for all 480 over foe next two
months.
The group’s attorney. Prof.

Michael Corinaldi, then asked
Interior Minister Eli Suissa to

grant foe women immigrant visas

on foe basis of the conversions,

since they bad been approved by
the Chief Rabbinate.
Corinaldi ’s request also

stressed that all foe women are of
Jewish origin, which was one of
Rosen's reasons for approving the

process.

Kess Rafael Hadana, one of the

leading kessim in the Ethiopian
community, personally certified

that each was originally Jewish,

the petition said.

However, two months have
gone by since this request was
filed, and Suissa bas not yet

responded. The group therefore

decided to petition the High
Court

Nurses threaten to strike
By JUDY SIEGEL

Nurses at most of the public hos-

pitals threatened to bold a “general

strike" early next week due to

severe crowding in these institu-

tions. Union head liana Cohen said

the nurses could no longer cany

out their responsibilities profes-

sionally due to the 140 percent to

150# capacity of departments and

patients
7

in the corridors.
_

In. letters to the prime minister,

finance minister and health minis-

ter, Cohen urged,them to come and

see the situation in the hospitals

with then- own eyes. She accused

Treasury officials of befog respon-

sible for the deterioration in tire

hospitals since September, when it

agreed to negotiate foe matter of
-updating the 13-year-old official

musing standards. These set down
how many noises are required to
treat patients in each department.
Since then, nothing bas been set-

tled. Coheaclaimed.
No comment was available from

the Finance - Ministry spokesman,
but tire Health Mrmstry said last

nightthatinOctobersspecialcom-
mittee. representing tire employers
and foe nurses was set up.
The committee is due tocomplete

uswodreo nursing standards in

Match, thus “tiremhustiy sees now
reason to go on strike before aO tire

r deliberations are completed.”
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Knesset image-building
By UAT COLLINS

below aroT “Wb’re in the House; you'll do tire work;”and “Laughing an

the wav to the bank.”The proposals drew the extent of foe problem fee-

ins Knesset Streaker Dan Tichou.who wants to change tire image of the

counny‘5 parliament- “Vfe-re very worried aboirL tire Knesset’s image.

Sometimes tt is fo'sastrousT
,
'nch<»i said. •'

•

TjcFkw said he intends to establisha team ofMKs to work on unprov-

int> foenublic’s perception
offoe parliament. He denied nYcdiot Aharonot

Sty foal ha had accepted foe services of advertising company Gitam-

BBDO kj hdpon a voluntary basi* He said he met wife Gftara-BBDO

/Sector MosJreTeomim, and feefceadsofmany other companies, “to con-

sult with them, but the difference between foal and actually hiring any-

b
^t^'fora bener imagecomes shortly afterTrchwi fired fee

The Middle East MJHary Balance

1994-1995 comprises over 500 pages

with appendices, tables, glossaries

and maps. Hardcover. Edited by

Colonel (Res.) Dt Ephraim Kam,

former Assistant Director of the

Research Dtvtsion of IDF MiRaiy

Mergence and currertly Deputy

Head of The JaSee Center.

JP Price NIS 99

\-wBttoulpeefin any language?
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XSV7 The Middle East

In Military Balance 1994-1995
Edited by Colonel (Res.) Dr. Ephraim Kam

The eleventh annual edition of the Middle East Military

Balance, published by Tel Aviv University's prestigious

Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies

A comprehensive survey of ma)or developments and changes in the Middle

East, with a special emphasis on the AraWsraefl peace process.

Analyses of several strategic issues that cover longer term trends, including:

the evolution of the mifitary balance in the region, developments in foe armed

forces of foeArab stales, ballistic missiles, aerial power and morn.

As always, a thorough, up-to-date fating of economic, demographic, poSfcaJ

and military infrastructure of all the states and non-state actors In the region.

^B^^^PBoo)s.TbeJenisdcni PdslPOB SI. Jenialcm 91000
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THE MIDDLE EASTMILITARY BALANCE al WS 99 each

Postage in IstbcLNIS lOpcrorder, cr dror-tcMtoCff (ktivery NIS 1$

|||j5*§jj Total NIS

Brctoscd check payable io Tbc icntsalcni Post, « credit card details.

Please fei gift reciptera'smu. aiircss jnd message separately.
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KNESSET
briefs

Third Way, UTJ meet to discuss conversions

MKs from the Third Way met with members of United Torah
Judaism yesterday in foe first of several meetings to discuss the

parties’ stand on issues critical to them. MKs from both factions

denied foe reports feat the meetings were aimed at creating a
deal under which the Third Way would support the Conversion
Law in return for UTJ support of the so-called Golan Heights

Law.
The meeting only addressed fee issue of conversions. The

Third Way MKs said they favor maintaining the current situa-

tion under which conversions in Israel would need the autho-

rization of the Chief Rabbinate but non-Orthodox conversions

perfarmetLabroad would continue to be recognized. UTJ is

fighting the possibility that non-Orthodox conversions per-

formed in Israel would be recognized here.

Bill on free education passes first hurdle

The Knesset passed the preliminary reading of a bill yesterday

that would gram free higher education to residents of develop-

ment towns and poor neighborhoods. It was proposed by MK
Ephraim Oshaya (Labor), who said it is intended as a means to

close the social gaps between rich and poor and strengthen

development areas.

Bill would limit donations to PIH candidates

A candidate for the prime minister's position would not be

allowed to accept donations out of the framework of the Party

Funding Law under a bill which passed preliminary leading in

die Knesset yesterday.

The bill was submitted by Yossi Sand and Amnon Rubinstein

(both Meretz) and was supported by fee government. The bill

would close a loophole discovered in the so-called Direct

Election Law by which there is no concrete ban on a candidate

for the premiership receiving donations not approved under the

Party Funding Law.

PH! will try to include women in negotiations

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu has promised to try to

include women in the diplomatic negotiating teams. The
promise was delivered by the Prime Minister's Adviser on the

Status ofWomen Ermrnah Eton to Naomi Chazan (Meretz) in a

meeting of the Knesset Committee for fee Status ofWomen.

B9I aims to ban overloaded bucks
The Knesset unanimously passed preliminary reading of a bill

which would place a 60-day road ban on trucks found to be

overloaded. The bill was presented by Elie Goldschmidt

(Labor), who said it was aimed at fighting the increase m road

accidents involving trucks.

Bill would give grave desecrators 3-year term
A bill calling for a three-year prison sentence for anyone con-

victed of “illegally desecrating a grave or dishonoring the dead”
passed preliminary reading in the Knesset yesterday. The bill

was submitted by Shaul Yahalom (National Religious Party).

SR submitted on Jerusalem's status .

Labor faction chairman Ra’anan Cohen has submitted a bill

which calls for a 70 MK majority to approve changes in

Jerusalem’s status and municipal boundaries.

Cohen said in view of the talks on foe permanent arrange-

ments with the Palestinians, Jerusalem’s status must be strength-

ened. “[Prime Minister Binyamin] Netanyahu is likely to give in

to pressure by [Yasser] Arafat and give up parts of Jerusalem,"

Cohen said. Lien Collins

No Matter What You Think
of the Peace Agreements

OLEG IN OSLOLAND
will make you laugh, or cry, or both...

Oleg strikes again-. 112 new cartoons on the "peace process"

by Oleg Schwartzbung, one of today’s most impudent and
controversial cartoonists. This time - with Hebrew and Russian

texts 111 Hot off the press - in a softaover souvenir album.

JP Price NIS 30

Still available

Oleg in Paaceland - JP Price NIS 25

JP Special for both albums - NIS 49

All prices include VAT, p & h in Israel

Airmail overseas - please add NIS 12 per book

To : Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81,

Jerusalem 9100 e-mail: orders@jpost.co.il

Please send me Oleg in Osloland - NIS 30 per copy

Oleg in Peaceland- NIS 25 per copy

Both albums - NIS 49 per set

Enclosed is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post

Credit card orders accepted by phone/fax/e-mail

Tel (day)

Please list gift recipients’ names and addresses separately.
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Bombay blaze

kills three
BOMBAY— Fire spread

through the top floors of a 25-story
office tower today, killing three

people and trapping others for
about an hour high above the
beaches of the Arabian Sea,

Firefighters' ladders reached to

only the 14th floor, so rescuers had
to bring people down the stairs to
that level. About 21 people were
evacuated! through 14di-floor win-
dows to safety.

The fire may have started in ply-

wood and plastic being used for

construction by an American con-
sultant company on the 21nd floor,

said Deputy Chief Fire Officer

M.G. Sarfcod.

Three bodies were found on the

22nd floor, Sarkod said. He said

the victims had suffocated.

The blaze began at Express

Towers, in the prestigious Nariman
Point business district, which hous-

es the Indian Express newspaper
on the ground and first floor, and a

number of domestic and multina-

tional companies and banks.

"Three people died in a room on
the twenty-second floor that had
been locked on the inside/'said

city official Shridhar Joshi.

A police official said the three

dead men were local canteen staff

working for Pfizer Ltd, a US phar-

maceutical company.

A fire control room official said

firefighters had put out the flames

on the twenty-first floor, where the

blaze apppently started, and had

nearly extinguished the fire on the

hieher levels. Other Pfizer employ-

ees told how they fled the blaze.

“1 was working in my office at

8:20 am. on the 22nd floor,” said

Roshan Sadhu. sales manager for

Pfizer. "It was 8:22 when I heard

the fire alarm bells and I came
down by lift with a colleague and

six canteen boys.”

"The smoke was billowing, I

couldn't see in front of my nose,

suddenly a lift door opened in front

of me and I got in." another Pfizer

employee said, her lips still trem-

bling with shock.

The fire broke out shortly after

8:00 a.m. as early office workers

arrived at their desks.

A couple of hours later the

building would have been filled

with around 5,000 office and
newspaper employees. Bank of

America and Bank of India both

Serb protesters take

back the streets
BELGRADE (Reuter)

Thousands of Serbian students

blocked a main Belgrade square

yesterday as pro-democracy
demonstrators grew bolder in the

11th week of protests against the

annulment of opposition munici-

pal election victories.

An estimated 20,000 students

packed into Slavija Square, halt-

ing traffic. Riot police were not in

sight and a few traffic policemen

nearby made no effort to inter-

vene. The students, blowing
whistles and yelling slogans, then

marched along main boulevards,

encountering no resistance.

ft was the second day in v row
that riot police had all but disap-

peared from the streets.

This month they had stopped

students from marching for eight

successive days and had been

generally enforcing a ban on
protest marches.

A student organizer said the

cash-strapped Serbian govern-

ment simply could not afford the

cost of containing (he demonstra-

tions.

"The daily cost of police is two
million German marks (more
than $1 million),*' Mirjan Antonie

said, "Furthermore I think we
have won.” The protests began in

November when the government,

alleging voting “irregularities.”

annulled victories by the Zajedno
(Together) opposition coalition in

14 cities, including Belgrade.

The demonstrations have pre-

sented Serbian President

Slobodan Milosevic with the

most serious challenge to his 10

years in power.

A Russian envoy said Milosevic

would soon make proposals to

end the impasse and had agreed

the use of force would not pro-

vide a solution.

5 ONE-DAY TRIPS
with Shorashim & The

Jerusalem Post Travel Club
Spend a day away-from-it-aU on one of Shorashim's

entertaining and enlightening English speaking trips. You'll

meet your sort ofpeople, visit orf-the-beaten-tracx places

and hear interesting and informative

explanations from expert guides.

Space is limited so book early and avoid disappointment

Thursday
March 6

Monday
March 17

Tuesday
March 25

A DAY LIKE N9 OTHER
Israel is not associated with heavy industry, and yet..

This tour will visit the Haifa Bay, including the Oil

Refineries, the Haifa Electric Power Station, the

shipyards, workshops and navy base, plus a boat tour

of the bay. We bet you've never seen this part of Israel.

NIS 190 (including lunch)

Tour guide: Dr. Yoash Zohar

LAND OF MILK AND HONEY
Cheese, honey, olive oil and wine - well taste them all

on our way. Well start at the organic dairy of K1U, and
continue on to the olive oil press at the Druse village

of Yanuah, then the prize-winning Dalton winery.

We'll also visit the bee hives of Snadmof Dvora and
its silk production unit The Galilee is especially

beautiful at this time of the year. Join ns!

NIS 215 (including lunch)

Tour guide: Israel Shalem

IRISES ARE BLOOMING IN GDLBOA
|

Every year in March it happens. Irises cover ML 3
-m - lL. 1

Gilboa. They are the largest, most beautiful and
colorful, and some are yellow. We'll visit Nahal Toot

Thursday
April 3

on the trail oflupins, the "Cyclamen Hill” of Gilad

and Givat Hamoreh. Lunch at Kibbutz Tirat ZvL
NIS 185 (including lunch)

Tour guide: Hagar Leshner

ACRE - THE CRUSADER CITY
In July 1099, after they had captured Jerusalem, the

Crusaders realized they needed a port with a major
harbor. So they turned this small city into an

important Crusader stronghold. The markets filled

with goods, cloth, jewels and precious stones, for the

troops to take home as souvenirs. Well visit the

Hospitalers Quarter and view the new discoveries,

the Genoa Quarter - little Italy in the Holy Land, the

Templars Quarter; the Turkish Baths and more.

NIS17S
Tour gulden Hagar Leshner

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE SANHEDRIN
The Bar-Kochba Revolt failed. 600,00 Jews died.

Jerusalem was destroyed. Jews were sold as slaves,

and Tom study came to an end. But a new center arose

in the Galilee, and the towns of Zippori and Tiberias

became famous. Well visit them, as well as Beit

Shearun, the burial place of Rabbi Yehuda Hanasi

and his family.

NIS 215 (including lunch)
Tour guide: Danny Weiss

Thursday
April 24

The tour price includes transportation bom Jerusalem or Tel Aviv and return,

entrance to all sites, background lectures and on-the-spot explanations.

Lunch as indicated. 10% offwhen you book all five tours. Pick-up and drop-

offalong the route when possible and arranged beforehand.

Reservations and further information:

SHORASHIM, P0B 7588, 14 Rehov Abaibanel,

Reftavia, Jerusalem 91074.

Tel 02-566-6231 (9:30 a.m. - 230 p.m.)

Ask for Michal, Vered or Varda.

Biko
doctors

to face

probe
CAPE TOWN (Reuter) - State

doctors who failed to treat apartheid

icon Steve Biko after he was tor-

tured and beaten by security police

will be examined by South Africa's

Truth Commission.
"The Truth and Reconciliation

Commission (TRC) is to hold a

special hearing in June on the role

of doctors and other health- care

professionals in perpetuating, col-

luding with and preventing human
rights violations,” commission
memberWendy Ott said m a state-

ment yesterday.

"One of the special submissions

planned for the hearing is on die

death of black consciousness leader

Steve Biko.” No one was prosecut-

ed for Biko’s death in 1977, but

state doctors Ivor Lang and
Benjamin Tucker were dismissed

from die profession years later for

faking reports on hishealth and fail-

ing to treat his Injuries.

In August last year die Medical

Association of South Africa apolo-

gized for the first time for “insensi-

tive and indifferent actions” on
behalf of black members and
patients. Five former policemen
announced through their lawyer on
Tuesday that they would seek

amnesty for killing Biko while he

was detained in an apartheid prison.

A commission official said, how-
ever, there had been no word yet

from the state doctors who turned a

blind eye to his injuries.

Commission spokesman John
Allen said yesterday the ex-police-

men would have to take their place

in a queue of over 4,500 people

seeking amnesty for politically

motivated crimes committed in the

struggle over apartheid.

“We are legally obliged to give

precedence to people who are in

prison. It will be a number ofmonths
before we hear public testimony

about how Biko died,” he explained

He said the TRC investigative unit

would examine the evidence submit-

ted by Biko’s killers and would
determine whether they had met the

requirement for full disclosure.

White Afrikaner legislator Nic

Koomhof told Reuters the confes-

sion that Biko' was killed and did

not die as a result of any accident

was not unexpected, but had still

come as a shock.

Court confirms Bhutto dismissal

; *
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ISLAMABAD (Reuter)

have their main Bombay offices in

Express Towers.
Other companies located there

include German pharmaceuticals

firm Bayer, the German airline

Lufthansa, and multinational
advertising agency Lintas. A
branch of the State Bank of India is

also in the tower block.

City officials said firemen had
rescued six people who were
trapped in an elevator on the twen-

ty-first floor while the fire was
blazing.

Vivek Goenka, the managing
editor of the Indian Express . and
his wife Ananya were in their pent-

house suite when the fire broke
out. "We heard the alarms, saw the

smoke billowing and then security

came up to escort us down. We
came down by elevator because

the fire had not spread at that

stage," Ananya Goenka said.

She said other people had fled to

the rooftop terrace and who were
later brought down by a staircase,

but a naval helicopter circled the

tower in case an airlift was needed.
Around 30 fire engines and 280

firemen and officials helped fight

the blaze. (News agencies)

Pakistan's Supreme Court said

yesterday it had upheld President

Farooq Leghari’s dismissal of for-

mer prime minister Benazir
Bhutto, which means general

elections will proceed as planned

on February 3.

“There is enough material to
establish corruption, nepotism
and misrule,” Chief Justice Sajjad

Ali Shah said at the end of a hear-

ing which began on January 13.

"We uphold the order,” he said

of Leghari’s dismissal of Bhutto
on November 3.

But Bhuno shrugged off the

ruling. "This is nothing unexpect-
ed,” she told a news conference at

her home in the southern city of
Karachi during a break from elec-

tion campaigning.
“I knew they were going to give

a decision against us.

“Every time the Bhutto family

goes to the court, the decision is

different. Every time the decision

for the Bhuttos is unfavorable,”

she said
Witnesses said the verdict was

followed swiftly by clashes

between police and Bhuno support-

era outside the Islamabad court
They said police baton-charged
stone-throwing demonstrators who
were chanting pro-Bhutto slogans.

There was no immediate word on
injuries or arrests.

The Supreme Court's keenly
awaited judgement by a 6-1

majority of the seven-judge
bench, also meant those who
bought on the stock market in

anticipation of such a decision

had won their bets.

The stock market index in

Karachi, Pakistan's commercial
capital, rose 11.11 points, or 0.74

percent on Wednesday and
traders said speculators bad
moved it on hopes of the verdict

going against Bhutto. Brokers
said prices surged in after-hours

trading following the Supreme
Conn verdict

They said prices were likely 10

continue climbing on Thursday
with some predicting the Karachi

stock index could rise another 70
points.

Several top businessmen also

said they were happy with the ver-

dict “The judgment is good for

the country and the economy,”
said Maqbool Sadiq, head of the

Karachi Cotton Association.

Cotton and cotton goods are

major Pakistani exports.
*

Leghari dismissed Bhutto’s

government on November 5,

accusing it of corruption and mis-

t v
I

Ousted prime minister Benazir Bhutto adjusts hershawl during a press conference at her Karachi
residence yesterday. (Reuter)

role, charges Bhutto denies.

Fresh elections are set for

February 3 and opinion polls

show Bhutto’s Pakistan People's

Party (PPP) trailing her main

rival, the Pakistan Muslim League
(PML) of former prime minister

Nawaz Sharif. The latest poll, by
Gallup Pakistan and published in

The News English-language daily.

said 40 percent of its 2,000
respondents polled across the

country planned to vote for die

PML against- just 20 percent for

thePPP. : - ' -
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Dan Rather identifies

1986 black mugger
Frocks away as

Diana sells off
NEW YORK (AP) — TV news

anchorman Dan Rather has identi-

fied die man who more than 10
years ago yelled, “Kenneth, what’s

the frequency?” before knocking
him to the ground and kicking him.

Rather said the man is William

Tbger, now in prison for shooting

an NBC technician to death outside

a television studio in 1994.-

Rather, whose name and face are

well known in the United States,

was confronted on the night ofOcl
4, 1986, as he walked home from a

friend's apartment. He was
knocked down and kicked in die

neck and kidneys.

The attack had been a mystery to

Rather, ofthe “CBS Evening News
With Dan Rather.” He identified

Tager after he was shown pictures

of the man by the Deufy News.
“There’s 00 doubt in my mind

that this is the person,” he said.

Egyptian army destroys

Christian charity
CAIRO (Reuter) - The

Egyptian army has destroyed a

half-built Christian institute for

handicapped children outside

Cairo, sources close to the insti-

tute said yesterday.

The Coptic Christian charity

which runs the institute has com-
plained to the authorities about
the incident in December but has

not yet received a reply, added
the bishop in charge.

“The army brought bulldozers

and other equipment and razed

the buildings to the ground. Some
of them were three-storey build-

ings. They will have to restart

from scratch,” said one source

who saw the site both before and
after the incident.

The buildings, about 25 km
northeast of Cairo, were meant to

provide more space for children

in the care of the Cheerful Heart

Centre for the Mentally Disabled.

Bishop Boutros, chairman of
the board of the St John the

Divine Institution for

Development and Social

Services, said he did not know
what the army's motive might
have been.

LONDON (Reuter) - Princess

Diana— queen of lamerlycra, silk

and sequins— plans to sell some
of her vast wardrobe to help char-

ity and refashion her image.

Designers say Diana just wants

fresh cupboard space. But a
spokeswoman for the Princess of
Wales confirmed yesterday that

Diana had held talks with

Christie's auction house about a

charity dress sale later this year

that the press is gleefully dubbing
the “jumble sale of the century”.

“We are not in a position to

reveal any details but I can con-

firm discussions have taken place

with Christie's about a proposed

charity sale,” said the spokes-
woman for Diana.

Christie's confirmed talks were
underway for a sale that could

raise a million pound ($1.6 mil-

lion) for some of the causes Diana
champions, such as AIDS and can-
cer research.

While not quite a case of the

empress having no clothes,
Diana’s plans to sell off a small
comer of her fabled collection is

an unprecedented move by a
British royaL
The Daily Telegraph said Diana

- who smglebandedly put mori-

bund British fashion back on. the

map and die rest of the drably-clad

royals to shame - planned to auc-

tion 65 gowns, many bearing the

top designer names of the 1980s.

The paper said the ex-wife of
beir-to-the-throne Prince Charles

wanes to shed her image as high-

class clothes home and "pursue a

new role outside the conventional

royal mould”.
“The princess is keen to put the

years as a fashion icon behind her

and hopes that such a move will

increase public attention to her

work,” sard the paper.

But Diana's spokeswoman
played down talk that the princess

planned to donate her wedding
dress - an ivory froth of flounces

and bows - to London’s Victoria

and Albert Museum.
“No discussions have taken

place with the- .Victoria and
Albeit,” she said of die celebrated

wedding gown that- changed a

frumpy girl into a woman worth

Indeed, nobody could have

guessed that the chubby virgin

who was to wed Britain’s future

king would later blossom into the

sleek, , leggy woman packed into

silver lame and snappy salk-

REMEMBER THE SINGING RABBL.

Produced by the ShtomoCariebach

Foundation, this is a beautiful tribute to

the memory of the “Singing Rabbi",

released in lime for his Vhhrzeit

The Sweetest Friends is a set of two

audio cassettes. The Gift of Shabbos

includes ESyahu HaNati, Dovid

Melech, Yism'chu. Yibineh HaMikdash

and more, and the Shuvah indudes

Tzur Yisroel, Od Yfehama, Niggun and

ShamorV’Z&chor, among others.

JP Price NIS 45t
incl. VAT p & p in Israel

book
d e p art Bent

PUZZLED ABOUT ISRAEL?

I
02 G2-1 J 70:

J
To: JP Music Club, The Jerusalem Post. POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

1 Please send me sets ofThe Sweetest Friends, at NIS 45 each.

J
Enclosed is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post

Credit card orders accepted by phone/fax.

\
Name
Address

ICity

:
TeL (day).

1 Please 5st gift recipients' names andaddresses separately.

J
For overseas airmail, please add N1S9 per atkkess.

Now yon and year family can pm all the pieces of Israel together oath this new

84 piece full color map of Israel puzzle, finished she; 23x9 in. Recommeaided

for ages 5 and op. A perfect anytime gift.

Available in English or Hebrew.

Books. TheJerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please send me copies o£ • • -

MAP OFISBAKI.WBgMJ? at N1S-35 each —
Postage in Israel: one copy NIS 6, two oc mow NIS 10

or airmail NIS 25 percopy __
HEBREW ENGLISH TbtalNIS

Enctosed check payable to The Jeinsakm card deiaiu.
PlnKT linst (rift iwinwnl', rmnu, nAA - j umnt.1..

JP Price MSJi
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Making a spectacle of ourselves
The funeral will be

GREER FAY CASHMAH held at
Eyewear, m aaaition to

being a corrective aid, has
always been a. fashion

accessory as well. Many people,
especially women, in addition tonavmg a change of bands and

”

settings for their watches, also

S?]* IS*™1 of eyegIasses
w,“- different colored frames to
suit specific garments and occa-
sions.

The fashion aspect of specta-
cles is what has prompted many
designers to branch into this line.
One of ihe most recent is
Gershon Bram, who has pro-
duced a signature range of super-
light sunglasses for Galil Optic.
The frames are made of feather-
weight plastic, some of it metal
coated. Just as retro trends, per-
meate collections of clothing,
their influence is also seen in
eyewear, wife the Fifties, partic-
ularly Jacqueline Kennedy, as
inspiration. The essential differ-
ence is that the materials /used
today axe much lighter and there-
fore more comfortable.
This applies equally to reading

glasses. Although Gain Optic has
already acquired an international
reputation, it can't quite match
that ofAnglo-American, London,
a quality firm which has been
around since 1882. Anglo-
American cellulose acetate
frames are now available in
Israel. The marketing franchise
was acquired by Hani Barnea and
Esther Zmorchinski. who are dis-
tributing them through theirNew
Look company.
Even more retro than fee Fifties

are the Gipsy rimless and semi-
rintiess reading and sunglasses
which are reminiscent of eye-
wear worn over a century ago.
The half-frames are made of -

stainless steel and fee functional

finished product aptly conveys
its purpose: all the better to see

with.

While Gipsy exudes a sense of
severity. Prince of Italy, wife its

more shapely, elliptic frame, is

not only more fashion conscious

but also less expensive. Tbc
Gipsy price range is from NIS
285 to NIS 545. white Prince285 to NIS 545, white Prince

runs from NIS 250 to NIS 480.

CAVEAT EMPTOR!

By RUTHS BLUM

Havmg grown up in New
York City, I’d never

JL JLknown that there was
such a thing as a fuse box, let

alone where it was located, hi

those days, as far as I could tell,

hoc water was one ofnature’s ele-
ments which just happened to

How freely from the left side of
fee tap. And appliances ran by
mere virtue of having been
plugged into an outlet.

‘

It was not until I moved to

Israel that I learned to plan a
shower, and “stagger” my
machines. Very quickly I learned

to locate my fuse box, wherever I

was living. I even came to know
which little levers controlled

which circuits - information

invaluable when planning a
shower, doing tire laundry and
baking a cake simsbanepusly.

What I did notknow at tire time

was that the standard amount of

OFFERS

COMPUTER PRINTER - Citizen Swift

90. NTS 300. Cecil, 0iM582«B9SL^_
FAKE FURAND LEATHER JACKET-
Eke new. NIS 300 o.bjo. 03-523-3418.

BAER XE RQLLERBLADES - black,

or* 8. almost am NIS 150 oAj.o. 09-

950-0070-
: „

NUTRIA FUR JACKET- like new. size

44. NIS 350. 04-833-7363. NS
1

CANON CAMERA - Sore Shot Ace,
forty sBKHnaric, takes great pictures. 1

month guarantee. NIS 250. David. 06-

676-3749. after 9 Pfi.
RECORD PLAYER - Philips, joerco,

automatic!, speeds 78.-45. 33. NIS 200.

04-824-2207.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE - neete

some rep«ir.NIS30. W2-613382.:
FORMICA WARDROBE - 61x78”.

new, white, NIS 350. 03-505-9171..

CHROME LOUNGE CHAIR - modem.
wWte. NIS 320. 02-651-0620. NS. .

JANEFONDAEXERCISE RECORD
- 13 tpm. on pregnancy. binh.«coYtty.

tee. 02-624-1282. days.

.

«KJ BOOTS - DynafiC size 8 (EueX 9

j/2 (US), littie used, NIS 350. 02-641-

SSfc multi-purpose solu-
tion -Tar soft contact taues. 4 x 12

oz, NIS 20 each. 3 x 4 NIS 15 each.

02-566-1632.

BABY MONITOR -Hsto P^N1S

150: steam hen, NIS 50: radio bod

new. JBS-20; mttnHades. fitamrav we
3S-S0.NB lCXh desk bmp. NIS 30.02-

Vauoet, iatfciift

iNDSStT WASHING MACHINE _
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Can’t make the
funeral? Just log

in. ‘Virtual

funerals’ are
available on the
Net, Allison
Blankstein
Nazarian

reports from NY

The “virtual world” is extend-

ing 10 fee “virtual after-

world.”

Funerals have become the latest

life-cycle event feat can be virtually

experienced on the Internet.

Simplex Knowledge Company, a
software developer, has created

Cybermoum, a video system creat-

ed for funeral homes that allows

mourners to participate in funerals

via their personal computer.

“People don't grow up and die in

fee same neighborhoods anymore,”

said Jack Martin, the president and
owner of Simplex, based in White
Plains, New York. Distance, cost

and jobs are among the factors that

have contributed to what Martin

said is a decline in funeral atten-

dance in the US. “People physically

cannot attend funerals anymore,”
he said, adding feat this software

fills fee gap.

Cybermoum is being marketed to

funeral homes, which, in turn, cus-

tomize fee virtual funerals accord-

ing to their clients' wishes. Options

for funeral websites include chat

rooms where fee virtual visitors can

communicate wife those who attend

in person; video images that are

transmitted from the service and
updated every 30 seconds; and even
subtle advertising for fee funeral

Eyewear for the fashion oonsdous includes designs by (from top clockwise) Anglo American
London Eyewear, Gipsy, Gershon Bram and Prince of Italy.

home’s various services.

Each service has a different web
address and a secret password,

which only the family can give out

“It's not like you can cruise fee

Internet and crash someone's funer-

al.” Martin said.

“Some say this software sanitizes

or packages death as a commercial

product, but the reality is dial death

is already a commercial product,”

he said. “That's what funeral homes
are for.” But Jewish funeral direc-

tors are not convinced. “It just does-

n't sound like something feat would
appeal to us.” said Sonny Levitt,

vice president of eight funeral

homes in south Florida.

“With Jewish funerals, people

want to be there, to be a part of fee

shiva, to be a pan of fee mourning

process,” said Barry Wien, president

of five funeral homes in northern

New Jersey and New York.

“People are more spread apart, but

they do come in for a funeral.” But,

he said, “I think it is a wonderful

thing fa- an isolated case where for

some reason somebody can't come
and wants to participate.”

However, Levin noted, not every-

one has a computer, especially

among the senior-citizen popula-

tion. and those who do may not

know how to download fee neces-

sary programs. And because Jewish

funerals usually take place within 24
hours of the death, fee logistics of
informing and educating mourners
about fee software is prohibitive.

One of fee commandments of
mourning is comforting the mourn-
er, said Doniel Kramer.'an Orthodox
rabbi in New York. If this cannot be
done in person, the phone or

Internet can be an option, but not an
equal substitute. He cautioned that

wife each step away from full per-

sonal contact, the level of fulfill-

ment of fee commandment decreas-

There is also a danger of using

new technology as a “cop-out or an
excuse to miss a funeral,” Kramer
warned. Bur he said. “In general,

anything that allows people to pay
their respect if they cannot be there

personally is meritorious.”

Software such as Cybermoum is

“almost too convenient,” said Jay

Rosenbaum, a Reform rabbi who is

an officerof fee New York Board of

Rabbis. If there is an extreme case in

which there is no other method for

connection, the Internet can be a
viable option, Rosenbaum said But
he foresees little need for such soft-

ware at Jewish funerals. "The
Jewish community has by and large

made the decision that there is no
substitute for being at the chapel, at

fee cemetery."

Blowing a fuse over the electricity system
amperes provided by the Israel

Electric Corporation for regular

home use (as opposed to restau-

rant/factory nse) was a single

.
phase of 15 amps. What I also

did not know was that most
heavy-duty appliances in Israel

use up to 16 amps each. No won-
der, then, feat more than one
large machine in operation at any
given time was extending fee

limit. Hence, the fuse tripping

and hence the necessary “stag-

gering.”

A few years ago, the EEC
Consumer Division issued new
regulations regarding the supply

of electricity to individual

homes. This was to “answer a
growing demand” among Israeli

consumers and to “improve the

quality of the supply of electrici-

ty.” According to fee new regula-

tions, homes built after

December 1988 would be eligi-

ble foran electricity “upgrade” to

40 amps on a single phase;

homes built subsequent to that

date would automatically be
equipped with 40 amps - now the

“standard.” Three phases could
and can be installed (from 25
amps per phase and above) with-

out regard to these regulations.

A short while later, I began ren-

ovating a dilapidated old bouse,
in which the electrical wiring
was in an atrocious state and
needed total overhaul. This
would be the perfect opportunity

to take advantage of fee new EEC
regulations. Instead, I was urged
to install three phases. The high

cost of installation would be a

small price to pay - 1 was told by
several mavens (among them a

friend employed by fee IEC) -
for the luxury of never tripping a
fuse.

Taking “three-phase” to mean a

“triple” supply of electricity, I

was sold on fee idea, and went
ahead with it For fee next few
years, all was well with circuit

and fuse box. Happily, I ran dish-

washer and washing machine,
oven and boiler wife little ado.

According to consultant elec-

trical engineer Jonathan
Greenstein, fee smooth running
of my elecirical system had to do
wife proper balancing more than
with three phases. Apparently fee

heavy-duty appliances in my
home ended up being balanced
appropriately between the three

phases. Had my dishwasher and
washing machine been on the

same 25-amp phase, I would still

have bad to deal with fuse trip-

ping. In other words, though 1

imagined that my house was
being supplied wife 75 amps, it

was actually giving me less use

of these amps than if I had
installed a single phase at the

same number of amps.
So, what’s the catch? The IEC

will not allow homes to have a

single phase providing more than

40 amps, though it will allow us

to have three phases with as
many amps as we want.

According to Greenstein, this is

as*much hogwash as it is white-

wash. It is also a waste of elec-

tricity potential, since it is

extremely rare for individual

families to require large numbers
of amps on each phase but

important to have enough amps
in fee home to service modern
household appliances.

In the UK, for example, homes
can have up to 100 amps on a sin-

gle phase, which is equivalent to

fee 200 amps available in fee US.
In Israel, he claims, there is no
reason not to follow suit, other

than fee “good oJ* boy” network
of “protectionism for fee coun-
try's electricians and electrical

engineers.”
Greenstein has been leading a

personal crusade to convince fee

IEC to change its system. As of
yet, he has been given no satis-

factory reply to bis questions.

In the meantime, let us beware
of fee following:

When purchasing an appliance,

always find out the number of
amps it uses. While Israeli appli-

ances are never more than 16

amps (wife fee exception of the

Atmor electric shower, which is

20-22 amps), American and
English appliances are up to 45
amps. (Such appliances would
not suit a home here, unless it

had three phases of over 45 amps
each).

Also keep in mind that standard
circuits in this country are 16
amps. (The circuits are the small-

er “branches” of the phase.)

Before planning fee electrical-

system of a home you are build-

ing - or before upgrading your
existing system - consult wife an
electrical adviser. It is imperative
that all major appliances be bal-

anced properly on circuits and
phases.

And finally, beware of the dan-

gers involved in three-phase

electricity:

Firstly, a loose neutral wire in

the main fuse panel can cause fee

voltage level on each of the phas-
es to swing violently. This can
cause certain appliances to burn
out.

Secondly, there is greater dan-

ger of electrical shock prior to

fee tripping of the mimsar pehat
(the anti-electrocution lever). For
real safety, you’d need an anti-

electrocution device on each of
the three phases.

For further details and informa-
tion about your current current,

you can contact Jonathan
Greenstein at POB 4525,
Jerusalem 91044. Phone/Fax:
(02) 566-3510.

You are invited to offer per-
sonal stories about goods and
services in this country. Write
to: Ruthie Blum, POB 81,
91000 Jerusalem.

BARGAIN BASEMENT
30ft 02-6SI-0620. NS.

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER - Brother
Gnuger n,. NIS. 50, 02-563-3568, 1-2

pjBL‘
KITCHENTABLE— and 4 duure, NIS

300.02-

643-1837.
AMCOR STOVE. — brown, needs
repair, free.02-641 -5402.

. DRAWING/DRAFTING TABLE -
Neolt, 120x80 cm.. NIS 200. 02-563-
8153.
INFANT Car SEAT - cam, Italian

maker op to agd.4, NIS 100. 02-563-
8153.

' electra super gas heater -
ewdleot condition, NIS 350. 02-535-
2576. NS.
MXSKJACKET- leathertrim, size 14,

.
NIS 300. 02-563-9759. NS.
AEG VACUUM CLEANER - good
condition, phis dust bags, NIS 25a 02-
5704X362. : . .

: HAMMER DRILL- AEG-SB 2E-380.
including Wbtfcraft stand and set of 19
bits, NIS 350. 02-625-1374.
DANISH ARMCHAIR- NIS 300. 02-

- 563-1088. :
-

FOOD PROCESSOR - Hamilton
7 Beach, naive, perfect condition, all

attachments. NIS 350. 02-658-0241 , NS.
KERO-SUN HEATER - 3000 kilowatt

. horns. Unfe used, NIS 300. Howard. 02-
- 532-2207-

:

SINGLE BED - 3’6*% Grom England,

spring mattress, very good condition,

NIS350.02-581-0623, NS.
. ADRIENNE VITTADINI QUILT -
femroze. pastel blue and white, striped.

NIS 300. 02-671-0011.

‘SEFER HAMTIZVOT* - 2-voL set.

NIS 60; 3-shelf bookcase, black plastic.

NIS 90; wall cage f&rone hamster. NIS
40.

02-

679-4276.
JEAN5-Lce.aw3454.NlS lOCUS-
586-7952, ajk for Ezra, NS.
YOUTH BED - opens to double bed,

storage underneath, suits giri, NIS 350.

02-643-5620. .

PICTURE FRAMES - different sizes.

NIS 15 each. 02-679-2273.

SNOWSUIT - new, tags still on, size 29
M. NIS SO; tricycle, used, NIS 50 o.b.o.:

light fixture, modem for ceiling. NIS 50.

02-653-6971, NS.
SUCCA -3x4m, poles, canvas.

s'chock, NIS 200; large-size set of "Rif’

(Rav Alfasi), NIS 50. 02-563-2333. NS.
JVC TV - 21’*. like new, NIS 350. 02-

648-0907.

MEN'S JACKET - black, zippered,

fleece-lined, knitted cuffs and waistband,

size XXL. new, NIS 250. 02-563-9413.

.

LADIES’ 3/4 COAT - white wool, size

U new, NIS 150. 02-581-2850.

AKAI STEREO PHONOGRAPH
RECEIVER - with AR speakers, excel-

lent condition. NIS 32a 02-651-8825.

NS.
WALKMAN - Sony. AM/FM, equaliz-

er; NIS 150.02-5864)113.
‘CAT FANCY MAGAZINE - (US;,
14 back issues, give donation to J.P. Toy
Fund. 02-581-4292.
BOYS’ SPORTS SHOES - I-A. Gear,
size 30. new, NIS 7S:. L-A. Gear girls'

sports shoes, white, new, size 36, NIS 75.
02-535- 1975. NS.
BERBER-STYLE CARPET - white.

200 x 140. NIS 150. 03-566-1005.
YOUNG MEN’S SUIT - olive color,

double breasted, size 39R. NIS 350. 02-

566-9404
PANASONIC CORDLESS PHONE -
NIS 300. 02-678-5560, NS.
LL BEAN PANTS - new, bine. 30 X
32, NIS 3Q; Hanes boys' underwear, size

16, new, package of 3, NIS 25; men's
suit. NIS 100. 02-672-4804. NS.
ATTACHE CASE- black, leather, new
and beacufnl, size 18x13x45 in. NIS
175. 02-534-601

&

VANHEUSEN MEN’S SHIRT -never

opened. 16 1/2. 34/35, NIS 60; white

sneakers. Puma, US size 8, never worn,

NIS 150.02-651-8432, NS.
NINTENDO VIDEO GAMES - NIS

50 each, 02f535-2I35. NS.
DOUBLE SOFA BED - with 2 mat-

tresses. and linen storage drawer, excel-

lent condition. NIS 350. 02-643-8338.

‘HOW TO LEGALLY OBTAIN A
SECOND PASSPORT - NIS 150. 02-

672-4283.

'YIDDISHKEIT- magazine, fine sam-
ple. P.O.B. 5757, Jerusalem.

2 STEAM SAUCEPANS - kosher. NIS
50; box of educational games, excellent

condition. NIS 100: blackboard. NIS 20.

02-586-5839, NS.
CHILDREN'S BOORS -ages 1-4. NIS
5; winter hats, new. NIS 50 each; Kenny
Rogers CD. new. MIS 12- 02-561-1240.
ALGAE-ALFA AND OMEGA
TABLETS - one month's supply, NIS
110.02-538-6375.
PENDLETON PAST SUIT - lined,

100% wool, blue check, size 12, NIS
165: vviedbreaker, silk, lined, medium.
NIS 70; black and white blazer, cotton,

medium, NIS 50. 02-656-0704.

WANTED

FEMINISM BOOKS - end related arti-

cles. used, for research library. 08-926-

5167.
RECORD PLAYER - for 78 speed. 03-

973-1733.
LARGE, FINE DINING TABLE - to

boy. 03-643-0649.
LAWNMQWER - needed by Disabled

Children's Center, 4 Keren Hayesod St-.

Hetzliya Pituab. 09-955-7999 or 09-958-

2078.
ROCKER FORADULT- in good con-

dition. 08-947-0193.

TREADMILL - to share in nse. will

contribute to purchase and maintenance,

bi Rehavia. 02-563-5703. NS.
TELEVISION - 18-20". color, in good
condition. 02-533-3250, evenings.

FOR FAMILIES - leaving caravans for

permanent bousing: furniture, beds, chil-

dren’s desks, sofas, chairs, tables,

heaters, washers. 02-625-7290.

CHANGING TABLE - and breast-

feeding pOlow for twins. 02-997-3491.

VACUUM CLEANER - second-hand.
02-533-4102.

INK JET PRINTER - 02-625-7910.
COLOR TV - 22-25”. used, in very

good condition, with remote control. 02-

641-3185.

MACLAREN STROLLER - used, ia

good condition. Debbie, 02-67) -1 151.NS.
COMFY ARMCHAIR - beise leather.

02-561-0643.

BUILT-IN OVEN - 2-tiered, from
kosher home. 02-997-3491

.

VIDEO MACHINE - multi-system,

new or second-hand, to buy. 02-651-

4206. NS.
•NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC’ - mag-
azines for Israel Museum Youib Wing
Library. Call Mary. Monday and
Thursday. 02-670-8952.

STANDING LAMPS - dining set,

youth bed with extra bed, coffee table,

chairs, appliances, for olim family. 02-

671-8811.
TWIN STROLLER - easy to fold, sec-

ond hand. 02-566-2268,
WOODEN BASE FOR DOUBLE
MATTRESS - 02-563-9193. NS.
CONTAREX SUPER - or “El” with or

without accessories. 02-566-2066.

MAXIM CONVECTION OVEN - for

pans. 02-651-4117, NS.
MONITOR FOR COMPUTER -
VGA or Super VGA. 02-58 1 -7033.

PSYCHOMETRIC BOOKS - in

English. 02-625-8966.

KARMIEL - occasional rides lotfrom,

will gladly share expenses. 02-56] -0733.
BABY’S CHANGING MAT- with rim
around. 02-5664)788.

COLOR TV - in good condition, rea-

sonable. for oleh. 02-672-1548.

LASER PRINTER - 02-653-5802. NS.
ENGLISH PICTURE BOOKS - and
easy stories, reasonable; playpen for

baby. 02-651-9369. NS.
FOR SINGLE MOTHER - carpet,
bookshelf, child’s table, dining set.

stove, toys, etc. 02-671-8811.
ELECTRONICSTUTOR— to assist with

home-study course. Avi. 02-581-2595.

LYRICS WRITER - to wort with me
(xt music, original compositions: jazz,

pop. country. Jewish, musicals. 02-561-

7801.

FILE CABINET - 02-561-7801.
COMPUTER - Apple 2 or 2 C or

Commodore 64 with RGB monitor, inex-

pensive. for private research with chil-

dren. 02-651-0620. NS.
STOREROOM FOR OLIM - seeks

electrical appliances, household goods
(pots, pans, dishes, etc.), old furniture,

etc. Sun. • Tburs.. 10 am - 4 pm; FrL 10

am - I pm, 24 Ha’uman Su, Talpipt, 02-

679-6848,
KEREN KLITA - seeks furniture for

new olim, will collect. 02-678-8277. NS.

PUPPY - pure-bred German Shepherd,
cute, adorable. N!S 300. 04-9S5-4368.
FEMALE DOG - medium size. 6
months, vaccinated, friendly, house-
trained, tikes children, looking for simi-
lar humans for lasting relationship.
David, 02-641-4847.
CATS - all neutered, some friendly,

some shy, some handicapped, free io
good homes. 02-628-3521 , f'S.

KITTEN - white and gray. 2 months, vac-
cinated, healthy, housetrained. 02-651-1396.
FLUFFY PUPPIES - small, gentle
breed, ready for free placement in a good
home. 02-643-0892.

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD FOR FREE
BARGAIN BASEMENT accepts ads of up to 20 words
free of charge on these conditions:
• Onfy one adperJerusalem householdper week.
• Prices in the "Offers’ column must be staled in shekels

Total cost ol items perad must not exceed NIS 360.
'

fwtfm‘j5f be printed dearfy in English and submitted on the coupon bebw.
• The following are NOT accepted: business offers; apartment safes, rentals or
exchanges: car sales; job oners; situations wanted; solicitations lor donaltens-
Mers of marriage or otherpersonal iBfatfonshps.

• The right to reject or edit and ad is reserved ^
Ads must be addressed to;

Bargain Basement
In Jerusalem, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
and must reach us by noon Thursday oi the week
precedng publication. Because of space limitations.
ads may be held over and published the toQowing week.
The price of each item must be stated.
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Playing the Lebanese card

I
n a characteristically iconoclastic speech this guarded by such an international force, and

week at Tel Aviv University. Labor MK and whether the Beilin proposal is any less subject

party leadership candidate Yossi Beilin to a Syrian veto than the other “Lebanon first”

called for a unilateral Israeli withdrawal from scenarios.

southern Lebanon. IDF Intelligence chief A major element in determining what it will

Moshe Ya’alon. speaking from the same podi- take to protect Israel's border following an

urn. rejected Beilin's suggestion, saying that the Israeli withdrawal is discerning Hizbullah’s

residents of northern Israel would suffer. intentions and capabilities in such a case.

According to Beilin. “We have become Having dedicated itself to ejecting Israel, would

hostages in Lebanon. Our soldiers are sitting its support diminish drastically if it were to con-

targets for Hizbullah. We need to get out unilaL- tinue fighting against Israel across the border?

eraily with the help of a third party.” As part of How effectively could the Lebanese army take

this proposed deal, the Lebanese army would control of the area, disarm Hizbullah, and

incorporate most of the South Lebanese Army secure the border? In essence, the viability of

(SLA) and would disarm the Hizbullah militia. any of these options depends greatly on how
The idea of a unilateral withdrawal, combined serious the two major outside players. France

with substitute arrangements to protect Israel’s and the United States, would be in pushing for

interests, should not be rejected out of hand, at least a partial solution to the Lebanese dilem-

The scenario that Beilin describes - Hizbullah ma.

disarmed, the SLA absorbed, and an interna- It is ai^uable that even if France and the US
tional force keeping terrorists away from could not compel Syria to reach an agreement

Israel's border - is practically idyllic from directly with Israel, they could prompt Damascus

Israel's perspective. In facL one might ask why, to stand by as they pave the way for Israel to

if such a plan is feasible, has it not been done leave Lebanon. Such a US-French initiative

long ago. would, after all. be demanding that the Syrians

The question is whether such a plan is any acquiesce to something that Syria supposedly not

more realistic than Israel’s current goal of nego- only supports, but demands - die withdrawal of

dating with Syria a withdrawal from Lebanon. Israel from Lebanon. Syria would be on very

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s initial weak diplomatic ground, to say the least, if ii

foray into the Syrian track was the “Lebanon were to object to an internationally guaranteed

first” proposal. Rather than tackle the difficul- Israeli withdrawal from Arab territory,

ties of a Golan deal, he proposed reaching It would be naive, of course, to believe that

agreement on Lebanon that would sidestep both there is a limit to Syria’s cynicism in this mat-

sides’ main goals - the Golan for Syria and a ter, or that Syria will readily hamstring its abil-

peace treaty for Israel — and instead aim for a ity to use terrorism and proxy warfare as center-

less comprehensive outcome. pieces of its foreign policy. But neither should

The Netanyahu government never provided the international community act as if it is with-

fuH details of its “Lebanon first" idea. One con- out recourse in dealing with Syria,

cept is that the Lebanese army would disarm To take one small example, the United States

Hizbullah and effectively take the place of could reverse itsjust-revealed policy of waiving

Israel in securing the' Lebanese border. Given sanctions to allow exports that do not contribute

that Syria is happy to maintain a proxy guerril- directly to Syria's ability to support terrorism,

la war against Israeli soldiers in southern Other nations on the US terrorism list, such as

Lebanon, Syria is likely to prevent the Lebanese Iran and Iraq, do not enjoy such an exemption,

government from accepting such a proposal. and it could be revoked from Syria either by the

Another version of a limited "Lebanon first" administration or the Congress,

agreement between Israel and Syria would have The US and France could also threaten to start

Israel leaving Lebanon, Syria allowing calling a spade a spade and say that Syria is

Hizbullah to be disarmed by file Lebanese and holding up the peace process, and violating the

ending its support of Palestinian terrorism Taif Accords requiring its partial withdrawal in

against Israel land Turkey and Jordan), and the Lebanon.

United States taking Syria off fee list of pariah The idea of “Lebanon first,” in any of its per-

states subject toeconomic sanctions. In essence, mutations, should not be thought of as a dead

Syria would relinquish its terrorism card in letter - it depends on whether outside" forces

order to end its economic isolation, and Israel wish to breafee life into iLA serious push to call

would leave Lebanon as part of fee bargain. Syria's bluff in Lebanon and facilitate an Israeli

Both of these proposals depend on Syrian withdrawal could even have another important

agreement By proposing a “unilateral" wife- benefit It could increase Syria’s incentive to

drawal. Beilin attempts to skirt the need for engage in direct talks wife Israel. Syria could

Syrian agreement, and substitutes instead the view restarting fee frozen talks as the lesser evil

concept of a third party force. The question is which would distract outside forces from press-

whether Israel's interests can really be safe- ins for a “Lebanon first” scenario.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sir, - As a journalist and author

who was working with the British

Forces Broadcasting Service in

Jerusalem, Beit Jala, Sarafcnd and
Haifa during 1947-48, and who has

been a regular visitor ever since to

Israel and Cyprus, I am putting

together something of the history of
broadcasting in fee area, wife the

intention of publishing it for the 50th

anniversary celebrations in 1998.

In addition to the transmissions of

fee Palestine Broadcasting Service,

the Forces Broadcasting Service

and Shan] aJ-Adna, there were var-

ious illicit Hagana transmitters.

In connection wife fee latter I

world particularly like to hear from

Frederich Sonton, if he is still alive.

He would now be aged 77. We sus-

BROADCASTING HISTORY
peeled him of involvement wife

Hagana underground radio as early

as 1942. More particularly I am
interested in his possible involve-

ment with the theft (by someone
else, wife red hair and mustache) of

a lorry from Wauchope Street,

Jerusalem, on January 30, 1 948. The
lorry was subsequently found aban-

doned in a ditch near Rehavia -

stripped of four short-wave transmit-

ters with which it had just been fined

as a mobile studio. These were sub-

stantial pieces of equipment, each

weighing over 500 lbs - Le. they

were not for normal military use but

were designed for broadcasting.

It would be fascinating to know
what happened to this equipment,

which I suspect was used for Kol

SERIOUS THREAT

Sir, - The Oslo Agreement,
according to the PLO’s interpreta-

tion, means fee transfer of a region

5 km wide x 50 km long connect-

ing Hebron to Gaza. The inevitable

consequence will be disconnecting

the Negev from central Israel - the

destruction of fee great achieve-

ment of Operation Yoav in 1 948, of
which the master planner was
Rabin. Netanyahu is going to give

to the enemy what Rabin rescued.

The decision to retreat from Hebron
will lead inevitably to the disconnec-

tion of fee Negev. If Israel does not

have the strength to defend the eternal

right in the city of our fathers, how it

will have fee strength not to retreat on

a trivial issue - in historical retrospect

- like the disconnection of the Negev?

Furthermore, fee retreat in

Hebron gives Arafat an instrument

of great pressure, against which no

government will dare to stand fast

he will hold the Jews in Hebron as

hostages. How will the govern-

ment of Israel, which cannot stand

against today's pressure, find fee

courage to stand firm against the

enormous pressures of tomorrow?
FAIR PARAG

Maccabim-Reut.

THE HEVRA KADISHA

Sir, - 1 was in Israel a few weeks

ago and read in the Post about the

situation regarding your Hevra
Kadisha. To say feat I was disgusted

is putting it mildly. These men are

asking for more money, when they

are already receiving princely

salaries. This is disgraceful. To cany
out tohnra is a mitzva - the highest

one can perform - and if these men
are truly religious then they will not

look for rewards in this life.

Iam incharge offee Hevra Kadisha

in Wembley. AD our memteis are vol-

unteers. "Wfe receive no grants of any

kind - although the United
Synagogue does provide vestments

for the deceased. But everything else

we, ourselves, supply. Our members
ail have other jobs or are retired. We
regard what has to be done as an
honorand we accord as much dignity
to our deceased brethren as we can.

1 suggest feat a volunteer Hevra
Kadisha organization be started. I

am positive feat there would be
many who would make themselves

available for fee tasks involved.

MA.P. MILLER
Wembley Park, Middx.

Hamagen, and later Kol
Yerushalayim.

The following Jerusalem resi-

dents (wife feeiir 1948 ages) were
also suspected of involvement, in

which case 1 would like to hear
from any of them; Gedalia Dichter.

aged 31; Alexander Hessel, aged
31; Walter Lewinstein, aged 22;

Solomon Elkin, aged 22; Harry
Lifshitz, aged 29. and Josef
Weinman, aged 40.

I would also like to know when
Palestine Broadcasting Service

stopped its transmissions.

IVOR WYNNE JONES.
71 Llandudno Road,
Penrhvn Bov,

Llandudno LUO 3HN.
North Wales. UK.

RAISE FOR MKS
Sir. - According to fee January

14 paper. MK Meir Sheerrit calls a
wage hike for Knesset members
“not unreasonable, particularly in

view of the ban on moonlighting

and fee high costs of the primary-

election system."

The ban on moonlighting was
supposedly already compensated

for when the MKs got a 33 percent

raise last year. Moreover, as long

as we taxpayers are not financing

a bonus for challengers trying to

make theirway in the political pri-

maries. fee/e is no reason to pay
fee incumbents a bonus with
which to beat the challengers

back.
MARK L LEVINSON

Herzliya

SMOKING
Sir, - The Jerusalem Past

should not be encouraging peo-

ple. including soldiers, to smoke.
This is what your newspaper is

doing by printing photos of pow-
erful and influential military' men
such as Major-General Oren
Shahor holding a cigarette

(January 17).

PETER SINGER
Jerusalem.

m

Ezer shoots from the lip

EZER Weizman's heroic

Israeli-warrior image shines

as brightly today as it ever
did.

As a volunteer teenage RAF
pilot in World War JI he saw
action in fee Far East. In 1948 he
took pan in downing five British

Spitfires that were supporting the

Egyptian armed forces invading

the newborn Jewish stare.

As Israel’s first air force com-
mander, he masterminded the

stunning aerial onslaught that

knocked out the Egyptian air force

on the ground, paving the way for

a dazzling Israeli victory in the

Six Day war. .

Promoted to deputy chief of
staff under Yitzhak Rabin, be had
the foresight to insist that Motti
Hod replace him as air force com-
mander. Hod went on to create

what Western experts came to call

“The world's number one air

force”
Weizman remained as flamboy-

ant in peace as in war. Long after

quitting active service, he went on
piloting his personal black

Spitfire. Once, out on a jaunt, he
found himself facing one of the

greatest personal challenges ofhis
life.

Suddenly, out of fee blue, an
IAF Fokker plane challenged him
to a mock dogfight. Within sec-

onds, Weizman was outmaneu-
vered, theoretically shot down in

flames.

Back on the ground came the

insult to add to fee injury. The
pilot who climbed out of the

Fokker cockpit removed a flying

helmet and announced to our flab-

bergasted hero: “This meidale is

good for at least one other thing."

Then she stalked off.

Sweet revenge indeed for

Israel’s fust female pilot, Yael
Rom.
At an officer's graduation party

shortly before, Weizman, then

chief of the IDF Staff and
Command College, had been
introduced to Rom.
Making a rude gesture with his

hands, Weizman loudly and in fee

hearing of hundreds of officers

remarked, “A woman pilot?

Women are only good for one
thing!" Weizman was, however.

URI DAN
DENNIS EISENBERG

big enough to relate this incident

in a book.

As president, Weizman, now
supposedly more mature, remains
as rigid as ever.

When South African-bom Alice
Miller asked him why she was
being prevented from training as

an IAF pilot, he told ben
“
Meidale: Have you ever heard of

A president who
lacks discretion

brings dishonor
upon the office

he holds

a man butting socks?”
Weizman's major failing since

becoming president has been to

think that he is still that daring

fighter pilot

Even as a politician, he shot

from the hip. As .defense minister

during the Camp .David talks in

fee late '70s, he was so enchanted
by Anwar Sadat feat he gave eagef
and unstinting support to

America's buildup of Egypt’s

armed forces - particularly its air

force - with state-of-fee art

weaponry.

Had he given the matter fee

sober reflection: it deserved, he
would have realized that fee only
country Egypt could use those

weapons against was Israel.

Ironically, we now face not only

a verbally hostile Egypt, but one
with a formidable, US-equipped
air force, in addition to top-of-fee-

line armor and artillery.

WEIZMAN’S recent mocking
remarks about homosexuality to a
highschool audience angered gays

and lesbians and those who sup-

port their rights.

In the wake of a storm of media
protest Weizman had to apologize.

Discretion, however, isn’t parr of

his makeup. He was soon shoot-

ing from fee lip again.

Last week he told a private audi-

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

Gardeners in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, put the finishing touch-
es this week to the landscape around the 88-story Petronas Twin
Tbwers, as the first batch of occupants prepare to move in.

: Newly-proclaimed as the tallest buildings in the world, the 452-
meter-tali skyscrapers took four years to build. (Reuter)

ence a joke about an Englishman
who explained why he left Britain

and came to live in Israel:

“I was frightened to stay there,”

he said. “Centuries ago, people

were killed for being gay. A hun-

dred years ago Oscar Wilde went
to prison for it. Fifty years ago
gays started coming out of fee

cupboard. In a year or two, they'll

be making it compulsory to be

one....”

Lack of tact (and an overabun-
dance of ego) was also evident

when Weizman abused the writers

of this column forsaying, after the

president's powerful speech in

Germany earlier this year, time he
was "a worthy navigator for all

Jews"
This description - surely com-

plimentary - raised the president's

hackles.

“How dare you call me a navi-

gator!” he? thundered. “A pilot,

yes. A navigator? Never!**

Acting first and thinking later is

always dangerous. For a president

it can be catastrophic.

Weizman proved this by invit-

ing Yasser Arafat to his Caesarea
home during fee Hebron talks, in

. the aftermath of the shooting of
Israeli soldiers following fee

opening of fee Jerusalem tunnel.

How could he treat fee PLO
leader as an honored guest at such

a time? How coold he confer

respectability on the man who has
consistently refused to amend the

PLO covenant?
It wasn't Weizman’s first flirta-

tion wife Arafat. Back in fee
1980s, as a member of Yitzhak
Shamir’s cabinet, he met illegally

wife PLO emissaries in Europe.

Until recently Weizman liked to

co-pHot an IAF helicopter. He was
upset at recent reports saying that

there were those in fee air force

who regarded these jaunts as a

waste of money.
In a prompt counterattack, he

sent his helmet and other flying

gear by special messenger to Air
Force commander Eitan Ben-.
Eliyahu wife this message: “The
helmet and other gear are all too

big for you. The major-general's

insignia, however, will fit.”

Perhaps the IAF chief will

indulge fee veteran flyer. The
sight of fee 72-year-president “on
active duty” would certainly raise

morale and boost motivation

among today's young recruits.

We wish our president many
more happy hours up in the air at

the controls. We remember and
honor his past heroism.

But as president, he might do
well to carry one of his “mei-
dale'

s"
mended socks in his pock-

et and use it whenever he feels
tempted to shoot his mouth off.

The writers are authors of The
Mossad: Secrets of fee Israel

Secret Service and other books on
the Middle East.

POSTSCRIPTS

YOU KNOW all those stories feat

begin “Only in Israel”? Hus one
would have to begin “Only in the
Diaspora”—
A letter to the editor in Toronto's

Globe and Mail commended the
paper’s coverage of fee Israeli

elections.

The letter must have delighted
Jewish readers - not so much for
the subject, but for fee signa-
ture.

The letter-writer was identified
as “Mamzer Ben-Zona.”

Word Watching

SOME TYPOS are simply inex-
cusable.

The Nation , an English-lan-
guage daily In Kenya, apologized
recently for having made refer-
ence to a person living in “Jew
York.”
“Inevitably," the paper wrote,

“he was a man of Arabic extrac-
tion.”

The apology ended wife a
cheery wife to its readers to “have
an ethnocentric day.”

Esther Hecht

Tears &
glee

LARRY DERFNER

I
can’t go along wife fee offi-

cial Hire on the “Bar-On-for-

Hebron” affair - that we all

fervently bope the story isn’t

true.

In fact, the thought that

Channel 1 reporter Ayala

Hasson’s story isn’t true makes
me queasy.

As Razi Gmerman, head of the

journalists federation, puts it:

“God forbid” this story doesn’t

pan out. We media types will be

eaten alive.

I hear cheering out there. You
see my point? There are masses
of Israelis just licking their

chops, waiting for us journalists

.

to fall hard on our faces so they

can kick us and jump up and

down on us.

I'd rather they didn’t have the

satisfaction.

Bat that’s just a personal and

collegial interest 1 also have a

high-minded, altruistic concern

here.

Alright agreed, fee Israeli

media spew out a lot of garbage.

There are loads of stories based

on nothing, the lowest cheapest

kind of tear-jerking and hysteria-

ruongering - and, yes, politically

slanted reporting, mainly from
fee Left, sometimes from fee

Right.

But the news media aren’t all

bad all the time.

Sometimes the story is right as

in correct Maybe even most of

the time.

And if Channel 1 screwed up
this colossal story, no news orga-

nization will be able to run a crit-

ical piece or expose on the

Netanyahu government and
expect to be believed. Journalists

will be more or less neutralized.

This would not be good for fee

Jews.

Compared to this, I’d rather see

fee government fall. But as a

friend of the Oslo accords, I don't

want to see Netanyahu leave

office, at least not for awhile. The

However the
‘Bar-On-for-Hebron’

affair ends,
the public

gets what It wants

huge support for the Hebron
agreement showed there are big

advantages to having a right-

wing regime manage the peace
process through its middle stage,

and - who knows? - maybe all

the way to the end.

Ideally, then. I’d like to see tire

“Bar-On for Hebron" story turn

out to be true ina way that would
spare fee government but topple

fee heavies in this tale - Sbas
MK Arye Deri, political fixer

David “Dudi” Appel and prime
ministerial enforcer Avigdor
*Tvet" Liebennan.

IIXJNTthmkrmalcne in flris wife.

Deri is up to his kippa in cor-

ruption charges. Appel, a very

rich building contractor, is

accused in court of cheating for-

mer transit camp residents in

Kfar Saba put of NIS 2.4 million

in government compensation.

Liebennan is merely the most
feared individual in the adrafeis-

.

tration, supposedly a regular
Prince of Darkness.
Besides their friends - and, in

Deri’s case, the Sephardi baredim
- is anybody rooting for these

guys? Anybody crying, “Arye,

Dudi, Ivet, say it ain't so”? There

wouldn't be any damage to the

system, no outpouring of sorrow,

if this ferociously powerful trio

took a fell.

On fee other hand, if Channel

I 's story evaporates; we lose

Israel Broadcasting Authority

head Mardechai Kirschenbaum,

who’s probably done more good
things for Israeli television than

anybody else;-TTY director Yair

Stem and news editor Rafik

Halaby, two of the country’s best

journalists; and Ayala --Hasson,

whose accuracy is stfll ni ques-
tion, but whose tiraveiy. isn’t

And we may weH Jose ITV
altogether. ' -Gdnntig; '

.. from
America, I’ve .always been a
defender of' Channel 1. After
watching an evemngbfAmerican
TV, you’re .stupidec. than .when
you started; after an; exiling of
Channel 1 ,'ycra’fesuraiter.

So I have a very dear set of
interests in “Bar-On for Hebron”
being true. Bui ifeink fee bulk of
fee public may be less partisan.

The Israeli “common man,"
looks at feis story and says: If it’s

true, some politicians,-a contrac-
tor and maybe? lawyer or two go
down. If it isn’t, a bonch ofmedi-
aerats are finished- Fm in a win-
win situation. J caivjust sit back
and enjoy this:

So enough, sanctimony. There’s'
something in vtius.- scandal for
everyone. Whichever way it
ends, there wfll be tears and glee,
but probably morerglee.

The writer is ajoicrrtalist Bring
in Tel Aviv. . .

'
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dear RUTHIE

Getting in

a cat flap
PyBUTHDsBUJM

D ear Ruthie,
J have rhis

problem with
My roommate's
boyfriend. Be tor-
tures -my cat every
moment Tm hot in

the apartment. I've asked him to
stop, but he won't. My roommate
and I get along very well, but this
lS a sore P°int between
«* Whatsuggestionsdoyou have
in handling this crazy situation

?

Crazed Cat hover
Somewhere in the US
Etear Feline Flabbergasted,
If a simple request put to the

torturer of your pet has gone
unheeded, you have no choice ;

but to hold a serious powwow
with your roommate. If, up until
now, the two of you have been
getting along very well, a little
heart-to-heart chat could not be
so difficult to arrange.
hi the meantime ask yourself

whether you may have been “par-
ticipating” - consciously or
unconsciously - in an unhealthy
dynamic which has resulted in
the aggression against your cat
Indeed, this man may be a

sadist who takes pleasure in per-
secuting innocent creatures for
no particular reason. However,
there may be other factors play-
ing into his hostility. Perhaps
your own behavior in relation to
the couple has been less titan tol-

erant, for example.
(Nevertheless, I must say that

nobody has the right to take out
even justified hostility on an
innocent bystander.)

ft is unclear how you know for
sure that such torture of your cat
has actually been taking place.

But, if you are certain that it has,

and equally certain that your
behavior has nothing whatsoever
to do with-the cruelty, you may
have no alternative but to rethink

your living arrangemait- Or to

hope your roommate rethinks her
relationship with her other mate
- the meow molester.

Dear Ruthie,
"

'

^
‘

I wehtHnio business witlixc col-

league ofmine. We both worked
for the same firm until deciding

to go into the same business for
ourselves. Though 1 had high
hopesfor our partnership, things
haven’t worked out as I planned.
In the first place, he is great at
taking credit for everything we
do and lousy dr doing any ofthe
work. He spends more time on
the phone with the press (and his
girlfriends) than he does at work,
he charges expenses to our
account which have no relation
to the work, and he corner in late

and leaves early.

I cannot fire him, because we
are equal partners. Nor do I wish
to dismantle the business, which
is prospering, thanks to me. What
can I do?
In Business with a Bum
Somewhere in Israel

Dear Bummed out by the Bum,
Most of us are raised to believe

that partnerships are based on an
equal balance of give-and-take.
This couldn’t be farther from the
truth. In fact, human relations

usually end up as a kind of tug-
of-war, in which the more
responsibility one of the partners
takes, the more the other forfeits.

This is as true of business part-

nerships as it is of marriage. It

applies to parenthood and friend-

ship, as well as to teachers and
pupils.

It is probably a safe assumption
that you did not select this par-

ticular colleague to become your
partner in business as a result of
his sloth or wastefulness. There
must 'have been other qualities

.

you saw in him which caught
your attention.

Once in business together, you
took on the. role of the ''ant,”

enabling him to slip comfortably

into that of "grasshopper” In

order to rectify the situation, you
will have to forfeit some of the

responsibility, and drop it in his

lap.

If he still is incapable of doing

his share, you may end up dis-

mantling the partnership - per-

haps by buying him out and find-

inga replacement. But give him a
chance 10 tug at his end of the

rope before acting in haste.

. Letters .Should be addressed
to: ‘Dear Ruthie,’ POB 81,
91000 Jerusalem. For E-mail:
edltors@jpost.coJl

Against the grain
An Arab lecturer at Bar-llan
University says the school’s

image as a right-wing hotbed is

mistaken, Pircha Lottner writes

Dr. Muhammed Amara has found a comfortable niche as a
Moslem teaching political science to Orthodox Jews. (Jonathan Rein

S
plit between his sense of being
“a full-fledged Israeli citizen

and being part of the

Palestinian entity,” Dc Muhammed
Amara is not a run-of-tbe-nuQ Bar-

nan University lecturer.

Amaru’s vision for Israel is of a
secular egalitarian sate. He wants
tire State of Israel to recognize its

Arab minority as a national minority,

with an anthem, and a flag with

Much tire Israeli Arabs can identify.

Bam in the village of Zalafe, near
Utnxn d-Fahm.Amara recounts flat,

aged 14, he applied for ahigh school

in Haifa, but with a poor schooling

background and a limited knowledge
of Hebrew, he gave up and returned

to graduate from the village school.

Although after graduating, the

study oflaw was his first preference,

be felt foal there were too many
obstacles to overcome and instead

he decided to study English at Bar-

llan and become a teacher.

The turning point came when
Amara was offered the opportunity

to study for a master's degree in

social linguistics- He would research

the influence ofHebrew and English

languages on Palestinian Arabic.

This led to the study of the political

behavior patterns of the Israeli

Arabs, and on to a position at Bar-

llan University as a lecturer in tire

Department of Political Science.

“Bar-Dan prides itself on being a
heterogeneous institution, but in feet

tire environment is highly religious,”

comments Amara. “For instance,

male students are requested to wear
IdppoL Often, opening sessions at the

faculty meetings are conducted by
rearing parts of the Torah portion of
the week. The common dimension

here is a shared political view, hence

my dialogue is muds more complex.

“It is true that Yigal Amir was a
student at the university, but I am
convinced that he represented only a

fringe element. Perhaps one or two
faculty members didn't regret open-

ly tire death of the prime minister;

everyone else was in total shock.”

Although happy on the campus,
Amara is fer from happy at tire lack

of progress vis-a-vis the State of
Israel and the Palestinians.

“Since 1947 tire Israelis have had a

chance to solve tire problem, but did

nothing.” Amara hopes that Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu is a

pragmatist and not an ideologist.

“Otherwise we are all feted, includ-

ing my beloved university, to find

ourselves in a situation of total war

with unconventional warfare by the

Arab countries against Israel And
since the political right is in power, 1

must make sure that there is a flow

of communications between the

Israeli Arabs and a religious Zionist

university."

Bui, “the flow of communications
is very much one-sided, after all he
is the professor and we are students,"
says Avi Ziv. “Everyone agrees drat

Amara is well versed in his field,

veiy respectful to his students, and
an excellent lecturer. When Amara
states in his political science class, T
am more of a Palestinian than
Israeli,’ the tension is palpable. We
live in such confusing times. I listen

in order to learn, knowing that objec-

tivity is not always possible when a
man is so deeply involved in his

cause"
As is the case with most Israeli

Arabs, Amara had to go through the

school of hand knocks to achieve
success in the Jewish state - “a
that prides itself on democracy, but

has felled to treat its Arab minority
as equal
“How can I swear allegiance to a

Jewish state? How can I be faithful to

symbols of a different tradition, how
can I sine the anthem where Zion and
Jerusalem, the epitome of Jewish
longing, mean nothing to me?”
“With such political beliefs what

are you doing at Bar-nan
University?” I ask Amara.
“Contrary to what is believed,” he

says. “Bar-Dan is far from a bastion

of right-wing activities. The univer-

sity’s image has bom wrongfully

tainted. Even as an Arab student and
lecturer 1 have never encountered

anything but friendliness."

Culture shock for Arab students at BIU

What of tire perception of
tire Arab students 00 tire

Bar-Dan campus? What
made bright-eyed Fahfma (not her

real name.) front Kafr Kassem wear-

ing tire traditional chador, spunky
Hadi! from tire same village, pretty

Mirarat from Kafr Anna, Abo Alo
Muhammed from Wadi Ara, and
Mdhar from Tira, choose to study

there? “Our fathers [who pay tuition]

want us to study at a religious uni-

versity ” they agree unanimously.

Mirarai’s parents came to verify

tint tire women’s dormitory was
gtmrded, which was not the case on
other campuses. Mirarat was terri-

fied to come to Bar-Dan. ‘“The reli-

gious will slaughter you,’ was the

typical comment in tire village, but

in feet it is just the opposite."

The major problem they encoun-

tered was the high caliber ofthe aca-

demic milieu. Arab students coming
from tire village schoolface aculture

shock when entering tire Israeli

world of higher education.

Muhammed said, “The lectures

seem to be given in Chinese. My
first instinct was to flee. Arab friends

encouraged me to stay. It took a

whole semester before the fog

cleared.”

Dealing with Hebrew in which

English terms are so prevalent is a
real hunfle, but does not compare to

the problems of finding accommo-
dation. The male students have to

find accommodation outside the

campus. “When calling regarding

apartments for rent we are told to

come. As soon as the landlord sees

us, the standard answer prevails —
sorry, we have just rented." So. they

commute or they sleep at friends’

apartments. Muhammed’s lucky

break came when an angry apart-

ment owner wanted to annoy her

neighbors, “so she rented to Arabs.”

The women students reside in

prefabs on campus. Until last year

the Jewish and Arab students lived

in separate dormitories. Mirarat

said that, “initially, the Jewish stu-

dent was in total shock about Irving

with Arabs” Slowly, the antago-

nism changed to friendship. Ail

those whom I interviewed admitted

that friendships with Jewish stu-

dents were limited to the Campus.
Rarely, if ever, have there been

cases of socializing in each other’s

homes.

Muhammed, like many of the

Arab students, chose to study

Hebrew language and literature. He
“decided to concentrate on the

Spanish era and the Middle Ages
since so much of the prayers and
philosophy are based on the verse

and prose of those times.” HadiL a

literature graduate from Beit Bert, a

teachers’ college, switched to Bar-

llan. “At Bar-Dan we have a center

for Arab students. I like a compact

campus, where one doesn't get the

feeling of being lost among the mul-

titudes.”

Fahima says that there is a need for

an Israeli Arab religious university,

so that Arab scholarly works in all

Abo AloMuhammed (I) from WadiAraandMdhar from Tint; Our
fathers, who pay tuition, want us to study at a religious university.

fields would be studied alongside die

Jewish works.

Maharan. like his friends,

describes himself as an Israeli

Moslem who identifies witii his

brothers, the Palestinian Arabs.

As we are talking he receives a

nod and a smile from a lecturer. ‘The

university staff couldn't be friend-

lier,” he comments. “What irritates

many Arab students is die lack of

friendship by kippa-wearing stu-

dents. Whenever we walk into the

cafeteria we feel all eyes are turned

on us. The unspoken thought: ‘Here

come the Arabs.’” PJL

SaudiArabian tourism - no bikinis please

Don’t cxpect bikim-ciad women on beach-

|es, gambling in caanos oc drinking die

night away at bars. But Saudi Arabia

warns to promote "domestic tourism” to its

deserts, beaches and racuntains

.

“Tourism is a money-generating industry,

which we shoiddtrnfize.Ws arejustat thebegin-

ning of the road,” said Khalid Rabah al-Hariri,

director of foe department of tourism at the

Jeddah Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

“We are concentrating on domestic tourism and

tourism from Gulf countries due to die special

situation of visas in the kingdom. There is no

trend to encourage foreign tourists," said Hariri,

who is also zl member of the National Tourism

Committee.
Industry experts say Westerners would not be

targetedm foe new tourism campaign in a coun-

try where women baveto cover up and are not

allowed to drive,and alctfotri, gambling arid mix-

ing of angle men and women are banned under

Islamic norms. “There is no way that they would

open the doors to your average Wfesoam tourist,”

one expert said. • 1

Abdul-Mohsen aJ-Hakii; chairman of the pri-

vate National Tourism Committee, said in recent

remarks in foe Saudi press that Saudi tourists

spend 10 times more abroad than American
tourists and 12 times more than European travel-

era. The Iaiert official statisticsshow that in 1995

two millicsj Saudis went on holiday abroad

spemfing $8 bflKoa, Hariri said. “IFwe can attract

10 to 20 percent of tius towards domestic

tourism it will be an achievement," he said.

Armed with petrodollars, Saudis are used to

vacationing abroad, mostly in Europe and Asia,

cm average three times a year. Summer is espe-

cially popular, as people try to escape searing

temperatures at home. That, however, is chang-

ing with government spending cuts due to weak

011 prices until early 1996 denting consumer con-

fidence. More Saudis are looking for local

vacations and need places to do that. The small

tourism industry is also seeking to cater to the

needs ofa fast-growing, mostly youthful popula-

tion, in a country of 18 million, including six

million expatriates.

Harbi said more Saudis are looking into holi-

daying athome due to “growing awareness” and

not financial reasons. “It is not a question of less

money, there is more awareness now that Saudis

can spend holidays here,” he said. “Travel agents

are being encouraged to organize domestic

tourism packages which they did not do before.”

Experts question how successful the campaign
will be in attracting Saudis, some of whom
admit they travel abroad to enjoy some of the

social freedoms lacking in their own country.

“Many Saudis like to vacation abroad, where
they can let their hair down a bit,” one said.

New tourist developments worth about 15 mil-

lion riyals (54 minion) are being built, including

two huge Red Sea projects comprising entertain-

ment cities and villa complexes, they say.

Officials speak ofthe infant industry opening up
scope for investments. They die modem com-
munications, roads, clean beaches, historic sites

like Mecca and Medina and foe mountains of

Asir, Abha and Taif.

But an added attraction is being advertised.

The Saudi Gazette daily in September 1996

reported foe Holiday Inn hotel in the eastern city

ofJubail was promoting the Jubaii industrial city

as a tourist attraction. “You can see world-class

petrochemical complexes, the pride of Saudi

Arabia, foe huge oil refineries, industrial compa-

nies,” the hotel said. It added that men and

women would be taken on tours on separate

buses and tourists “will have to abide by a num-
ber of restrictions, including the prohibition

againsttaking photos.” (Reuter)

US mail not routinely

screened for letter bombs

Letter bombs can slip past the

US Postal Service and pri-

vate security officials so eas-

ily that authorities leave it up to

recipients to identify them before

they explode.

“The people who receive these

kinds of devices are in foe best

position to determine if they're

something suspicious,” John
Brugger, spokesman for foe US
Postal Inspection Service, said ear-

lier this month.
The Postal Service makes no sys-

tematic effort to screen mail for

potential bombs. In fact, foe agency
maintains that it would need a
search warrant to screen letters and
packages with X-ray machines- an
impossibility given the 180 billion

pieces of mail processed annually.

“There’s altruist no way they can

really spot them, because of the

volume of mail,” said John
Roberts, a board member of the

Institute for Research on Small

Arms in International Security,

based in Alexandria, Virginia.

Authorities advise people to

examine unfamiliar letters and
packages and alert the post office

or police ifany appear suspicious.

On average, about 16 letter

bombs are mailed in the US each

year, the Postal Service says, most-

ly from jilted lovers, angry busi-

ness partners, fired employees and
convicts angry at their lawyer or a

judge. But foe potentially deadly

dispatches that draw greater public

attention are the less-frequent ter-

rorist mailings, such as the nine

bombs the Unabomber sent

through the mail over 1 7 years and
foe explosive greeting card-sized

envelopes sent to al-Hayat, a

Saudi-owned newspaper whose
UN correspondent was targeted last

week.
Last fall, the Posial Service

began prohibiting customers from
dropping stamped packages weigh-
ing 16 ounces (454 grams) or more
into collection boxes. Customers
must drop off heavier packages in

person az a service desk - a mea-
sure intended to deter would-be
bombers by making them risk their

anonymity.

The Pentagon, the United
Nations and some corporations

routinely screen mail for bombs.
But when mail is X-rayed. letter

bombs can pass through undetected

if they are resting at an angle that

obscures the shape of the battery or
wires, or ifthe operator is not well-

trained or vigilam.

(Los Angeles Times)
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All You Should Know About Jerusalem

..d

In WhoMjMittlainEIfyahuiy boldly tackles the con-
troversial issue of Jerusalem and presents foe many
facets of its history, religion, demography, archeology,

tourism, education, culture and health.

Afl bi aS, an extensive 330-page source book wtfo a
compendium of 265 quotations and a chronology of 375

Hardcover, richly SustratBd deluxB edition.

"Avertable treasunefrove of f8ds and figures including

.some untold stales. No book Hke this on foe market."

Teddy KoBek.

"Jerusalem explored and expounded from almost every

possible angle." Mayor Ehud Olmert

. "Amust read tor every Christian."

Sister Dr. Rose Thering.

JP Price NIS 99.00 plus deOvery costs

Tbs Books,
Tlw Jerusalem Post,
POB 81, Jerusalem 91000.
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check payable to The Jerusalem Post or credit-card
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Quite Possibly The Only Dictionary You'll Need To Learn Hebrew

The MULTI DICTIONARY, published by Ad, is a super

comprehensive learners1 dictionary for beginner and
advanced levels. Its most valuable asset lies In Its

structure and the abundance of relevant

information to aid the student

Softcover, over 900 pages.

The Hebrew-Hebrew-
F-ngKsh dictionary contains:

- Hebrew definitions,

sample sentences and
English translations

• Spelling, vowelizanon,
stress

• Verbs presented in third

person with idioronatic

examples, pins verb

’family"

• Nouns presented with

grammatical gender pins

plural

Adjectives

presented in

singular

masculine pins

feminine and
plural form.
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1 1
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I mvafre I

|
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JP
Special Price

NIS 85
Nowavailable

fa hardcover -

NIS 99

Other relevant information:

• Word lists by subject

- Verb conjugation tables

• Interpersonal communication phrases
• Medical terminology

- Holidays and customs

Verb list in infinitive form
• "Hebraized" foreign words
• Eaglisb-Hebrew dictionary with page
cross-reference

1
Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81. Jerusalem 91000

|
•Please send me copies of g

MULTI DICTIONARY at NIS 85 each T

Hardcover at NIS99 each

Postage in Israel: one copy NIS 6, two or more NIS 10
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BUSINESS
in brief

Bezeqcard to move to subsidiary
Bezeqcard activities will be transferred to a subsidiary, Bezeq

director-general Yitzhak Kaul said yestenlay. More than 600,000
residents"hold the telephone credit card, which is die First appli-

cation of the company’s "smart card" services. Bezeq will soon

offer a pre-paid calling card of the type growing in popularity

around the world. Judy Siegel

Ormat to build third New Zealand power plant

Ormat Industries, a Yavne-based turbine manufacturer, has

begun shipping equipment to build a geothermal power plant in

New Zealand. The company expects to earn $23 million from
the project, which will be completed in July, 1997.

The 25 megawatt plant will be built on Rolokawa, an island in

the north of the country. This will be Ormat’s third plant in New
Zealand, and the company said it has plans to build a fourth.

Ormat has built more than 25 geothermal power plants in 10

countries, including the US, Thailand. Iceland, Argentina and
China. Jennifer Friedlin

Orbotech, Continental Circuits in $8m. deal

Orbotech Led. announced an agreement yesterday to provide

Continental Circuits Corp. with $8 million of its printed circuit

board inspection systems. This agreement is pan of a long-term

partnership between the two companies to advance the techno-

logical capabilities of Continental Circuits Corp., one of North
America’s leading printed circuit board manufacturers.

Continental Circuits* circuit boards are used in electronic

devices in the computer, communications, instrumentation and
industrial controls industries. Based in Yavne, Orbotech manu-
factures automated optical inspection systems. Jennifer Friedlin

Madanes Insurance becomes Assures affiliate

Madanes S. Insurance Agency has been accepted and approved

as an international affiliate of Assurex Internationa]. Assurex is

an international organization of independently owned agents and
brokers that provides insurance companies and retail agencies a

system for selling their niche programs. Galit Lipids Beck

Africa Israel

to invest overseas
By GALIT UPtQS BECK

Africa Israel intends to soon
launch its first-ever overseas
investments, in real estate and
industry, in eastern Europe and
Mediterranean countries, the hold-

ing company's new owner and
chairman Lev Levayev announced
yesterday.

Several months ago diamond
merchant Levayev won a tender to

purchase a 54 percent controlling

stake in Africa Israel (excluding

the insurance holdings) for

$!86m. Bank Leumi, the seller,

officially transferred control of the

investment company yesterday.

Shortly after the ceremony,
Levayev was appointed chairman
of the board in place of Izzy

Tapuchi, who was appointed to the

position by Bank Leumi only four

months ago. Avigdor Kaplan, for-
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partnership in construction, s
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For Sale: Textile factory 3
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MINISTRY OFTRADE AND INDUSTRY

Tender No. 4/97
Temperature Reference Points

according to ITS-90

The National Physical Laboratory, Ministry of Trade and
industry, invites bids for the suppty of temperature
reference fixed points according to ITS-90. Each point will

have a fitting furnace or refrigerator and will enable
calibration of PRT and thermocouples in the range -40°C

to 1100°C.

The systems will have maximum uncertainties of 3/4 mK
up to 500°C, 3mK up to 960°C and lOOmK for calibration

and thermocouples.

The bids will include calibration of each fix point at a
national laboratory. The bidder will indicate the level of

purity of each fixed point, the temperature repeatability

and toe systems uncertainty, at least one reference from a
National Laboratory and its price.

For additional Information please contact Dr. Pepemo,
Tel. +972-2-566497® or fax 4972-2-6520797.

The bid should be submitted in a sealed envelope, marked
with a bid number. The envelope should be inserted Into

the bid box at our office, room 22, 30 Agron St.,

Jerusalem, by 10/3/97, 12:00.

Note: The right Is reserved to negotiate with the bidder; No
undertaking Is given to accept the lowest or any bid; The right

is reserved to accept part of a bid.
SIMVLMh

|

Meridor to renew effort

for capital market reforms
Cabinet approves more structural changes in economy

By DAVID HARRIS

The Treasury will resume its campaign to

reform the capital markets as recommended by
the Brodet Committee, Finance Minister Dan
Meridor said yesterday.

Speaking to the finance section of the

Chambers of Commerce, Meridor promised to

again bring the report's recommendations
before the government for approval in the com-
ing weeks.
While the government approved much of the

report following its publication in mid-
September, the key proposal - to tax Interest on
short- and mid-term savings to encourage long-

term investments - was not approved.
Instead, a new committee was formed com-

prising Treasuiy director-general and original

committee chairman David Brodet, Prime
Minister's Office deputy director-general

Moshe Leon, and Bank of Israel monetary divi-

sion head David Klein.

Its task was to agree on a compromise
between the Meridor-backed Brodet report and
the Prime Minister’s Office-led opposition Co

taxing the popular short- and mid-term savings.

This committee's members failed to reach

agreement As a result, Meridor and a less-keen

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu agreed

the debate should be renewed at cabinet level.

Among the original committee's recommen-
dations are: taxing short- and mid-term savings

accounts by five percent to 10%; offering tax

breaks for savings plans of 10 yeara or longer;

and instituting a series of reforms in Tel Aviv's

stock and bond markets.

Retirement plans - including pension funds,

life insurance, and provident funds - would
enjoy higher tax breaks than at present.

Savings plans for periods longer titan 10
years would be fully tax exempt, while a 10%
tax would be imposed on training funds for

periods shorter than 10 years.

In the capital markets, (he report recom-
mends reducing taxes on negotiable braids,

dividends, and gains on foreign securities, as

well as the establishment of a second mortgage
market based on the US model.

Meanwhile, the cabinet approved yesterday

all but two of the outstanding proposals from
the Treasuiy blueprint for structural reforms in

the economy, which are largely designed to

encourage deregulation, demonopolization and
create greater efficiency, particularly in the

public sector.

With some two-thirds of the 25 proposals
having already passed the cabinet stage,the fol-

lowing five additional measures received,
approval during a special sitting yesterday:

* Alterations in the water pricing system.
Reducing the number of exemptions from

municipal lax (amoiuz).

Speeding up land development for housing
projects.

Reducing noise levels on highways.
Privatization of public housing manage-

ment.
Some of these measures require further com-

mittee discussion and others Knesset approval.

In addition to this last proposal, Netanyahu
set up a ministerial committee comprising him-
self, Meridor, Labor and Social Affairs

Minister Eli Suissa, Immigration and
Absorption Minister Yuli Edelstein. and deputy
Construction and Housing Minister Meir
Porush to consider how to sell public housing.

The committee will report within six months.
The two reforms not yet approved, the sale of

land for constructing apartments and a levy for

tapping water resources, will be discussed at

one of the next regular cabinet meetings

mer director-general of Kupat
Holim Dalit, was appointed gen-

eral manager of the company.
Kaplan will take over from Motti

Meir, who-has been serving as act-

ing general manager since last

September, following Shlomo
Grafman’s resignation.

The 13-member board includes

seven new appointments in addi-

tion to Levayev. The new directors

include David Friedman, former
genera] manager of Bank Leumi;
Yitzhak Landsman, former gener-

al manager ofTnuva; Yair Youtzis,
formergeneral managerof Moriah
Hotels; and Haim Erez, past chair-

man of the board of Israel

Chemicals. Other new directors

include Yehezkel Harraelech,

Meir and Avraham Zahavi.

“The new directors and manager
all have significant experience in

many fields, and will direct the

company to new areas, diversify

the company's activities and
expand outside of Israel,*' said

Levayev.

The new chairman intends to

take an active role in the compa-
ny's management

Bulgaria

may
default

on debt

repayment
BRUSSELS (Reuter) - Bulgaria

may have to default on its debt

repayments later this year unless it

receives much-needed help with its

strapped economy. President Petar

Stoyanov said yesterday.

“Bulgaria is due to make pay-

ments on its external debt later this

year which will face our financial

system with a final collapse...a

default and a moratorium on our

payments is not out of the ques-

tion,” he told NATO ambassadors

during a visit to Brussels.

Stoyanov, whose country has

been shaken by 24 days of strikes

and rallies, said “unpredictable

social consequences” would follow

if the economic crisis in die impov-
erished country was worsened by
meeting its international debt oblig-

ations.

He told the NATO ambassadors

that hiscountry had not received the

recognition it deserved for having

complied with the Internationa]

embargo against former
Yugoslavia.

“The universally recognized mis-

takes of the Socialist government
were compounded by the fact of the

billions worth of losses which
Bulgaria suffered through the sanc-

tions," he said. He estimated the

losses at half die country’s total

external debt.

Stoyanov has criticized the for-

mer communists (now called

socialists) for mishandling die

country's economy and called on
the European Union earlier yester-

day to help end the economic crisis

shaking the Balkan country.

He called for more direct invest-

ment from die West, pressed the EU
not to delay cm opening EU entry

talks and urged it to help Sofia

recover £2 billion owed to it by Iraq.

He said the best way die EU
couid help Bulgaria was by helping

the country help itself.

Plans stall for new
Jerusalem-TA rail route

Work on light

railway in capital

likely to start

next year

By DAVID maws

Plans for a new train line

between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem

could be abandoned before they

even leave the drawing board,

according to a senior Jerusalem
Municipality source.

His comments followed a meet-
ing last week among senior city

officials, the Jerusalem
Development Authority and
Transport Ministry representative

Dr. Moshe Hirsch, during which
the planned line alongside

Highway Route 1 was described

as **a dream.”
The municipality and ministry,

together with the Ports and
RailwaysAuthority, will decide on
the final route. The source said it

will almost inevitably be an
upgraded version of the existing

line, which departs Jerusalem
from the south.

The proposed Route 1 line,

which has received initial

approval from one of the Ports and
Railways Authority committees, is

planned to enter the capital from
the west, with its terminal under
the new central bus station.

“This is a dream; it'll be too

expensive and impractical ," the

source said. “We've got to keep
this as cheap as possible, especial-

ly given that Egged is likely to

drastically reduce its fares on the

Tel Aviv-Jerusalem bus route

[because of the opening of public

transport to competition]."

In addition, the source said the

existing Jerusalem train station in

the south of the city already has

freight facilities. While moderniz-
ing the old line would mean a

journey time of under an hour, it

would not be as short as the antic-

ipated 30 minutes in a Route 1

journey.

The budgets for both proposed
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Jerusalem’s current railroad tracks were laid by the Ottomans.
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SI 3 US Dollars/NIS 45

S2S US Dollars/NIS 88
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SI 30 US Dollars/NIS 456
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lines will be published in eight

days, at which point the Route l

scheme will most likely be aban-

doned completely, or at least put

on the back burner, the sorce said.

Meanwhile, the Jerusalem
municipality is about to announce
an inner city master plan, includ-

ing a light railway system to be
operational by 2001, coupled with

at least four huge parking lots sur-

rounding the city to enable the cre-

ation of a modem “park and ride"

system.

The scheme, which will cost

several billion dollars, according

to the source, will be considered in

three months for approval by the

Finance and Transport ministries

and the municipality. If approved,

an international tender will be
advertised, with construction

anticipated to start some time in

1998.

“It’ll change the thinking of
transport in Jerusalem," said

(mun) target onu
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municipality spokesman Haggai
Elias, who confirmed that foreign

companies and investors have
expressed interest in participating

in the project.

Initially, the light railway will be
constructed, along roads and
umfeigrouiKi between four main
stations; in Bayil Vagan; at the

entrance to the city, near the

Jerusalem International

Convention Center and the new
central bus station; alongside Jaffa

Gate; and the central light railway
station at the Jerusalem Mall,,
which will be linked to the Tel
Aviv-Jerusalem train line that

passes nearby.

The municipality insists the sys-.

tem will be economically viable
and only has to decide on the exact
routes between the four stations.
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Elbit in

$25m. deal

with Italian

Air Force
By JEXNOFER HUEDUM
and STEVE RODAM

Elbit Systems Ltd., the Haifa-

based
.

defense contractor,

announced yesterday that it

received a $25 million, three-year

Contract to supply the Italian Air

Force with its Opher. .guided

weapon system.

The Opher is an autonomous
guided weapon system designed

for precision strikes on surface tar-

gets. Unlike other systems that

require two people to target and
fire on objects, Opher can be oper-

ated by solely by the pilot, a com-
pany representative said.

Joseph Ackerman, president and
CEO of Elbit Systems, said this

contract, the first such deal with

the Italian military, will help the

company to further penetrate the

Italian market
The contract signifies an

important milestone for
.

Elbit

Systems as it constitutes the entry

of the company into the Italian

defense maricet,” Ackerman said.

“We anticipate that this program
will' lead to expanding Elbit

Systems' relations with the Italian

Air Force, as well as enhancing
prospective Opher sales to addi-

tional NATO countries and other

customers."

Elbit Systems develops integrat-

ed defense systems, focusing on
upgrading existing militaiy plat-

forms.

Elbit Systems is one of the three

spin-offs from the Elbit holding

company, which demerged its

interests in November.

FDA okays

two Teva
drugs

ByJEHMFERBllEPUN

The US Food and Drug
Administration has given approval

for Teva Pharmaceutical
Industries Ltd. to market and sell

its drags for Wilson's and
Parkinson’s disease, the company
said yesterday.

The FDA approved Tteva’s

Galzin drug, an original drug
designed to treat people suffering

from Wilson’s disease, a rare,

inherited disorder that causes
cooper to accumulate in the liver

and can lead to neurological disor-

ders and dead).

Galzin is Teva’s second original

drug to receive FDA approval.

Copaxone, Teva’s multiple sclero-

sis drug, received approval at die

end of 1996;

.

The FDA also approved
Selegiline, a generic version of
Eldepryl, which treats Parkinson ’s

disease, a progressive nervous dis-

order that causes muscle tremors

and stated movement in the elderly

Galzin has orphan drug status,

meaning that the FDA will not

grant approval for a similar drug

during the next seven years. The
status is granted for drugs that

treat diseases affecting less.than

200,000 people in order to encour-

age drug manufacturers to invest

in research fix' treatments of rare

diseases.

Meanwhile, Dan Suessldnd,

chief financial officer of Teva,

said that he is not aware of the

company's plans to build a drug

factory in Russia.

The Ha'cmtz daily yesterday

reported that Teva will participate

in building a $20 million factory

in Russia.
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AlcanAlBrirum
Atom Slanted
Ate&AkB
Ategheny Ponar
AfedSipal
Alcoa

Aire
AmtaMCap
Amerada Hass
Ainer Brens
AmarB Power
Anci Express

AnnrGeriCap

27.125
39.125

822S
343

51125

AmerGwfldw
Home nAner Home 1

ArenrMI
Ante Haft fats

AaerPtmrCeor
AnwStores
AmerTAT
Areoriteob. -

.

AaetefMe. r

:

Amgen
Amoco

Aon Cop

Archer!
Anna)
AnnjKwgWadd
Asarco
AsHandCOM '

AsMandOl
ASTRwBan*
AitenRcMO
Auto Dsn Pro

Ainoderii

Avety tknfea
A»neJ toe

AuorPitxfcda

74375
9375

41375
30825
cams
51375
33375
3475
44125
17375
383

60325
065

35375
>125

58325
50575
41325
G03»
40375
. 28
61375
TML6S

76
21

«L5
3875

57375
-2030.

565
87

2675
<2

643«
10325
5025
19375

+0375
-05
-025
+0
-05
+1375
+05
+0375
+025
+0
+0375
+1-75
-0875
+025 .

0
+0
+0
+0875
+03 •••

-OS
025
•05
-0125
-0125
+0375
+0.125
-02$
«L125
+2375
-075
•01»
0125
+0125
4035
+OW
-OS
L75
tus..
+0_
40375
-0
+0425
0125

LIST CHANGE?

DoRttmRn 3075 025
to*
Oowrooro

31.125

TO
+125
+025

Dow Chsmtotas 7873 +0125
DowJorras 3875 +325
Dresser

.
3407S +1

DGCCnwr Qyf -0825 -

Dute Power 47 -025
DonOBraM . 2475 +0525
Du Foot 1O70S +2575
Du Port .

• 10725 +2575

EG &G Corp 2075 •0125
Easton Eras 38025 -0375" •

EftstateiNDddC 66 +05
Etexi Corp ' TO +0875
Edtinlnc 3025 -0125
EmetaonBoc 33075 +125
EngtihanfCnp 1975 +0
Emu Cap •

EnsattiCbro
41max

075
-025

pud Otocnetn 16075
0975
+05

BhylCoro
' • • 8025 +0

Ftm 1035 +3

"USr~VBS6F LAST CHANGE"

McDonnel Dgtes
MDSrawM
McNassoo COrp
MeedCorp
Uodronic

UafcnBk
MeMsOorp

6525
485
5675
57.125

67325
73

-0325
+0125
+03
-0375
-025
40625

Itetfctac

MsretttiOorp
Ueofl Lynch
ticron rodnei
IfcnwtCorp
MBport

SSMS?
Mkfael Energy

Hour

Motex fate

UananSMadit

FUCOoqi
FPL*

FedeKl Expres

MeolMogjl
FadTWMge
-FedBtePjfrBd
FietocnstCun
Hot BankSys

70.125

45
625

48375
26125
36125

+0375
-0375
+0125
42375
+0
+0025

Morgan [*>)

Morten toll

Motorola toe

UsphyOl

10375
48375
8825
513

82.125

33
9725

42
56375
6425
2235
1305
73
30
9

3725
100375
4075

66
50375

+00825
+025
+125
+0
+2
*025
+13
+0
-0376
+0375
+0125
+1375
-03
*0
0125
-0325
-075

+0375
•0375
+025

1025
733

55325

+05
+075
+025

FkStUcon
Faitalto Loom

"HSS

81125
40325

+125
-05

BBLUonl
tFrt&p

lEntop

j CDs Ok
FWJaPnis
Ftoor Otxp
Food lion fr|c

FnnlMotoi
-

FosterIMlaator

Freeport McMor

115
53
26

1625
3125
7025
1025

32375
36125
29375

+025
+05
40
-0375
-03
+225
025
•0125
+0.125
-05

Nacoo tads 51.75 -0375

UMcaOowkat 3S.75 +0125
Nashua Corp 12075 •0125
NanCiv Cap 45.125 +075
NTOSert 255 -0025

N*Star kid 37025 +0125
NaWMBank 7425 -05

(Merab* .9075 +0
Ntaacapa 36075 -1.125

NmEngma * 345 •025

New* Cap 2025 -025
NYState Q Gas 22525 -025

NYTraraeA 38075 -0625
Ntanrarttfining 40025 -025
MagMokte* 10525 +0
tecratoc . 35.825 +0075
Maine 6625 +125
NLtotaotria* 1175 +0125

’ NObtoAB 4425 +025
Naitotom 38025/ 0125

GNoobHres
GatewayznO
GATXCorp
GTE Cap

Banco Oop
Baker Husftres

WCoip

SSnoreGas
Bare) One Ctap
Bavtog
BankAnerea
Barik M Boston

Bre* tf New
BartersUKNY
Band Barts
BaMBMooiGd
Bauset) A Load)

Baxterw
,

BayNeMfrfc

40W +0 •

Toare +05
270 +05

27025 0075
€.75 025

‘

4025 •O062S
13L62S +2
30375 •1

3225 +00625
355 +2.125

82 0375
82 1.125

725 +0
‘

• 30 .2
25375 +0125

GaptacM
Grrewp
Gn Am Invest

Gen Dynamics

Ben tactile

Gen IBs
Gan Motors
Gan Motors H
GttltoMcUB
Gan I

Beni
Gail
Genura Parts

GeonjiaPW

GtouADR
GoWanWfW

BafAOantc
Beiirdustots
Boeoull)'

'

HABNoCcrp
BovfcUICttp
BtWSften Steel

Bererij Enter*
Bwra
aadrAEMw _

Basel
Banter toe

0 5M*J

273
44085
46875

108.
0835
36875
8335
4175

»
33

42375
22

46875
66125
22325;
-41125
28375
(65
65

. 1375
153®
1 3175
JOUK
36®

;
-si

BnlAswsJ _
Bnt SteelADR
BMlMacon
Brooklyn Itom

EfrownASnte*
atwnragftTO
Brjnsmr*
Burington nub

. U35
05675
24625
eas
293
153

11125
X

2425
87375

+025
-+1.125

-005
+23
025
*0025
,+LZL
+037$
•0
+0
+005
-0B2S'
+05
+05
-0.125
+0625
-025
+005
-0125
+*
+0.1875
+0375
-0375
•025
+0625
035

-483.
-0025
0375
-605
*0
+0.05
40
+0375
-0373
075

Geoddch^
Goodyo*™
Grace (WAR)

GrtCsnfrte Mas
Grt Western FU

IS
00

+SBJ5

4425
75325
28375
1925

- 215
89325
T03JS

07375
00375
58.05
SS373

154

«l125
6875
41625
7175
•81

31.125
6525

88
54325
50375
7675
305
725
3125

+605
+1375
6t25
+075
+0625
+0373
+0
+0.125
0125
+2375
+1.06
+0125
0325
•05
+275
+05
40
+025
-0125
-0025
+0
+0375
+025
*05
•0375
+12S. -

•025
+0
+0

NodcteSMten
NnHatettM
Novel
NUre State Par

I Core

NS!
Nynax Carp

.•3325

1225
11

4625
765

46375
11025

50

+13
-0125
+0
+0
-0375
+0625
+0125
+0375

OcckteMPai
i Carpsr

OhtoCasuafay
Oto ErSson

OSnCorp
Oartcm Group
Oner* toe

Ckada System
* rCo

Culwardl
Overseas Slip

Omm Coning

25375
20125
473
3526
2125
3975
47375
2625

370075
243

14.125

1675
17375
4425

-025
+0125
+075
•05
+0125
-0025
+0625
-0125
•01075
+0125
025
+0
-0125
+0

PW Group
PNC Financial

PPGtoduatoes
Paccar Inc

FacScorp
Pac Ententes*
KGusaed

Haute Cap
HarscoCorp

HadaMWag

70
21085
46125
42375

45
193
78

69.125

675
393
6125
46125

32
4SL7S

44

43J2S
51375
26875
223

640625
3525
46375
145

T1375
. 24
99J5

. 22375
1025
1625

+2.125

+0125
+0
-0.125

+0
+0375
+0375
+0825
-0125
+0
+0
+0375
69375
+0875
+0125
-1375
OKS
+1
+0
-003125
0
*0125
+025
+025
-075
+2375
+0
-oia
0125

PacGassaect
PaeTete*
PStfC»p_

Pater Dr*ng
Patter Harem
PanneriJQ
PamsytPwU

Peoptote Energy

Pwldnl
Pfaar
Pfaenoacto 0 Upj
Pbalps Dodge
PMadalBec

PtrtpsPte
naneerMBad

PolqrMglSys
Potycom
PntaSfaC^)
PrtxnacSPv
Procter AGantta
ftoOSic&itepr
PugSdPw

47325
38625
51625
83JS

21
29375
2175
36625
222

5

46376
9J5
413

47.125
22.75
62375
315
3425
ea75
86825
36125
71385

23
116375
3675
44J75
67325
565
4125
4375
865
25

111325
2675
26125

-025
+05
-0675
*15
+0
-025
+0
+05
+0125
+0
+0
0375
+0
025
+0375
•035
-025
+03
1.125
035
+1
0375
*2
•025
1375
0625
025
-025
+0
-035
*0
+1.125
0025
-0125

OusterOtte
OMcom
Quane* Corp

37.75

54-125
2675

+0375
-0375
-1

CBSUK
cus Energy Cmp
CPC Went
CSXCaparoBoii
CatwC

. Cta

Canon Stern
Tern

213
33325
.

75
46375
24325
BUS
6675

Caqwwrl
catenate
CWworEwg
Ceotax Cc^
ConM3!
Cotton
ChmpmM
OmaSwpcw
OaseMamam
OcvroaCWp
CfaeyanMStoMra
Chqten Brands

cwbCap
C6CD
atm

.

W
il

2525
36875
<2375
43875

sups

+0
0125
•035
+05
+0.126
-0375
05
+0
+075
+025
-0125
+0625
025
+0125
+025
-0125
•1.125
*1325

MFUjrfidB
MlWAFr
MMoMoock

156375
26375*

. 7675
-•333
4425
193'

15475
1025
875

17375
45

1775
4125
40375
57325
5732S

+6025
-05

'

+075
+0
+1
-0625
+3375
-0125
+0125
+0
+0
+0
+025
+05
+075
+075

RJRNBtraco
Ralston IVha^
RartCfrgnsnADF
rtoyctixn Gorp

nretrton
ReeOokftW
Reynold* ReynA
Reynolds Me&fe
FNeAttCvp
ftMteay Service*

FtodcMlfafl-
RobmAttass
Rofartoduafalet

ftouse

Rohoi
! Dutch

14125
36025

111325

-41SON
J1K7S

*Ot».
-2375
+335

32
0075

55

-0125
+025
0325

ftoddk*
RsreDCorp
RjderSgwn

Onto C88s
nanji
CoastiCtap
CocaCnta^
Coca Cota Em

C«5*slC*pA
Aropaa
Cona»*5toi
CanpterSa

t

•'SSI

-1*

.*y -

- '

Coral
Cons!
Coos Nat!

Cooper HS

esntegtoe

CunsaWW;
cypress Smtoan

44
,11635
46875
56375
5675
93875
175

84625
47.CS
TOTS
5075
31125
26375
56825
106625
42375
77.875
36125

31
16875

•S«
23

4C.125

+025
+13
+0035
+0375
•C
0125
+0
+0125
+2
*075
+0325
+0
*0375
*025 -'

075
0875
-00025
<025 .

+0825
+0125
+075
*4826.
+0
os •

A
05

toan-MoGea -

KMedrOric
KqgtfMdProd
iMgtomtor
.-Kmga .

.

11325
1275
67375
393TO
36375

96375
39375
37375
4735

+0
-65
+075
+0125
+0375
•0125
+03
+1
+035
65

Ryrocr!

32.125
70325

14

8375
4525
465

26025
605

36125
21

6175
8135
20375

81
2475
17275
22.75
1435

32375
2725

038125

+0
+1.75
+0375
+025
+05
<2878
-05
+05
-0125
+1
*075
+1325
-035
aos
+05
+05
+0125
-025
+0
•0125
+003125

SPSIMnotogy
SelecoCrep
Scto^Neen
SiPatfsCM
Satoraon Inc

San Diego Gas
Ser* Lea Coro

gSSfRte
SSteNrt

linearActaul
Uacdtoltel

'

3ara>0*P .

O-ffian Hutton

De5w»
.

OctahrU
^eCimioa*i«K£to5»Wl._

Qe2F3a“j#n

ggS!?
1

32875
16125

as
196

•*8

14375
67.

Otsney

2975
73875

'+0
'

+012$.
41MC -

+475
,

+0375
o- •.

+0
+a

a

•0825-

-0376
..-0125
’ 4125'

•+0

+L5
•am
+1 : -

UzOatocrna - -

ImteMdCtoro
Lawn Cotp : -

Lon* Star-

Imn liikwtU
Lungs Dmg SB
Loral Corp
latomutd
lntetona Part.

’

LoMteCktlnc
tueerftlfaclr

Ldjrizd

3175
81326
865
82

17.125
46025
52AS
41125

43
893

. 9475
34875
2Z75
24S25
17.125
54875
20025
3225

54
84

-0875
•02S
-0126
-025
+03
•03
-0125
-1

•0
+0825
+03

ScrotiMama
Scrip*
Seagate Tech
Season
SeasorrartcBac
Service Corp <

Sbered Medea!
Shed Tran*
StereinllffiBm
Sbnnefstoc
'• lAUidr

+0
+0
0625
+0
+0125
+0125
*03
+05

SfryftnaCoro

SmteM
SMttreartroA
SnafrOn-Torte

Sate
Sanocco Prods

MOL
irtidns
itaaCn
Mipcutnc

IMi&McU
UMRUtoWte 1

Move!
Ifa—• Coin •

jaanmmScoro
Htoeltoc

MODnnrtto

16125
84825

41-5

24875
3275
5425

TOOTS
148
2

343
40125

20
' 20
1775
4675

.+1-25

+08825
+OlS
025
-0125
+075
-0870
+275
+025
+0376
*ota
+o -

-0125
+0
-025

sramm Co
SfaN.EagTU
$titerjte»
SodtotednM

IMS

y Works
SaneCoianer
SDomWnl
asesGtanp
SmAnerica
Sun Conway
Sired—to

.

SonUcroqstaa
EUrtust

64
sa

16.125

6L2S
56375
22.CS
38875
705

106375
16125
3675
40375
305
1675
2735

-26125
46025
1023

56375
7375

31.125
27.125
21075
43375
865
S75

62875

V
0775
3035

22.125

3025
2275
533
4235
367S
223
36

133
47.76
3135
IS
20
43

323126
TOTS

•05
-035
+0
-OS
-0.125
-0125
+025
-1375
*1375
+05
0375
+1
0125
+0125
+0
*025
-OT2S
ore
+1.125
+0
+0
•025
0125
+0825
135
+05
-0375
025
15
-0075
+0
-0125
+05
+06
•0126
•0125
-0325
+0J25
-0075
•OS
+0375
0
*0125
•0375
+0125
0876

Supervalu y\K *0

Syinantae 16.125 -0125

Sysco Cap 320 +0125

TJX Cos Inc 3925 -1

TRWtac 505 *075
40125 -0675

laratofnCanp
TBratfOg)'

14 +0
43075 •025

TaecomCap 133375
+0375Tranpta Inland SJ5

termsco jnrr*. ora
Taradyne 28 -00
Tesoro Pst 1375 -025
Texaco 107 +1.75

6975 +075
Texas Utitte* 4025 -025

9825 •075
hrotel 51075 1075
Thomas S Beta 40125 +0125

6275 +10
ItoraHtamr 3875 +075
Timss-Unw 4675 +025

50.675 *0625
- 5125 0375

TbscoCorp 87 +025
Total Pet N Am 1075 05
ToysHUs 2S.12S -0125

Tnacamerica 81075 0375
54

Tra+rtersGrp 51 0125
Trfeune 36 +025
TRWOVRCap 3825 -0125

48075
TWA 0125 +00625

ft*
50625 4025
2.125 0125

ualcap $5075 *05
JSGCdrp 340 +125
USTtac 31 +0125
USXMraalhcn 26025 +05
iSX-US Steal 32.125 +00
Unican Cap
UnaaroNV

23075 -275
90875 •0

JntonCarn 48075 •0

LtatonCatroe 44075 +0125
LMonBeorc 38075 +0125
Union Padfc 620 1
Unisys Cap
USAJR Gftajp

0875
22

-0125
-0125

USF&G Corp 20025 -0125

LB Home 25075 +025
JSLte 39075 05
USHotnfacs 6825 4X5

LS Surgical 39 +025
USTwsi 6475 .105
US West 320 025
UrtsdTecfa 6775 025
Unocal COp 41075 +00

VlFCap
Vatero &W®

05075
32

-0375
+075

5425 +025
Viacom Inc 34 +0

245 0025
ViticraiMOBriate 59.125 +0075

56025 +1075
UMqreen
WaAtet Stores

40125
23

+075
+0125

74075 2025
HWtGteLU*
VtetaitaBtonroa:

Waste fcnrt toe

2175
327075

350
24025

-0125
+0075
+125
0125MatM 31025 -025

Wefts Parao
Wendy's WJ

297
2175

*8026
0

WestinghouseB 18025 •0

IWtiraco 29 -0025
Wtefettaeuro . 435 0125
WWpool

•025WWtaen 2175
HHamoetad - -

WSanraCo 40 0375
Wton Dbw Stas 30025 +0

Wooteorth 19075 -0125

MtetfConmraicatans 2525 -0075
Wfcrtftingion fnd 1975 0.125

YWdev 5575 0
Xerox 570 +0075

105 0375

1125 +0
ZeroCo 21025 0.125

LONDON 1

AttestDomeoq 420 +40
BATtn* 488 63
ST 4210 -3

BTR 2560 -40312S
11315 -120

961 -US
6405 -00

British Afrxaro 594 -20
anfchGw 2J5

General Beckc 3320 2
Grand Uta 456

9590 -10

437 -4

HS8C(75pste) 1442 150
910

K3 7505 a
LandSecratoes 7520 -70

4710 -30
Mtasigwsr 482

762

-10
-14

Prudential 5430
668

Sakotaay
She* Transport

3280
1048 -130

Unterrar 13910 *3

PARIS J
705 +2

toLlgude 868 +0

AtatodAisSham 452.7

BSN 822 11
Coral 1174 -59

Contour 3358 -30

Qrargaraa
Cktatted 3597 M
Cred Lyon (Ol 170

BIAontaa
100 -0.15

LVIW 1462 -28

LaJarge Ceppee 3270
LyonnEsux
UtatetoB

566
3100

6
+13

Mortnex 135 -70
37* 6

Pernod Ftierad 301.4 44
Peaosat
SrtiGobtan

558
812 -6

Total 5 4710 20

ACanzAG
BASF
Bayer

0—re*
MMfr«K
Dented* Bre*
DresdwBk

i— - r—

»

nOmCntB
Lufthansa

Moarasw

1050
568
623
85

11615

515

Stamens

2702
649

3205
1335
761
771

11
*08
+0.75
<0
+105
-036

+074
-010
45
+025
+10
038
+175

SOURCE; COMSTOCK TRADING UB-
0ME20+JAN471

•J.7-
'•
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TASE ROUNDUP

Two-Sided up 1.5%
Mishtanim

240.07 A +1.52%

Maof

249.42 A + 1 .38%

By ROBERT DAfflEL

The market rose yesterday as

investors in options on the Maof
bought shares, while chemicals issues

benefited from a weaker shekel

The Two-Sided Index climbed

1.52 percent to 240.07, while the

Maof Index added i .38% to

249.42.

Options investors needed to push

the Maof 25 to around 250 to make
their securities valuable, said Dior

Key Representative Rates

US Dottar NIS 113120 -021%

sterling NIS 03886 +0-&9%

Mark NIS 2.0174 +056%

Kraus, analyst at Koor Investment

House. The options expire today.

In addition, he said, the chemi-

cals companies benefited from the

shekel’s drop against the dollar on

Tuesday to 3.31*9 from 3.306

Monday. The currency strength-

ened back to 3J 12 yesterday.

Leading issues on the Maof
included- chemicals producers

Dead Sea Bromine Ltd. and Dead

Sea Works Ltd., each up 4.25% to

19.29 and 9-33 respectively, Aean
Chemical Manufacturers Ltd., up

2% to 69.55. and Israel Chemicals,

up 0.25% to 3.56. Makhteshim

eased 0.25% to 17.0S.

Across the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange, NIS 107.7 million

worth of shares traded, 30% off

the month’s daily average of

151.6m. Almost four issues rose

for even,* one that fell.

Other movers included candy
and coffee producer Elite
Industries Ltd., up 3.25% to 81 .42.

and holding company Israel Corp.,
up 4% at 211.54.

On the Maof. Clal Israel Ltd.

eased 0.25%' lo 0.985. Subsidiaries

Clal Industries Ltd. and Clal
Electronics Ltd. each rose 0.75%,
to 1 7. 1 6 and 380.27 respectively.

Koor subsidiary Tadiran LttL,

with telecommunications equip-
ment, defense and consumer prod-
ucts interests, edged up 0.25% to

84.60 shekels.

Bank Leumi added 2.55% to

4.92. Bank HapoaJim tacked on
0.5% to 6.05. Discount Bank
added 1% to 3.79. and First

International Bank Series 5 gained
1 5% to 2, 1 65. ( Bloomberg)

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

NEW YORK MARKET INDEXES

DJtadtetMS
DJ Transport

QJ Litis

QJGsrre
NYSE toOctr

NYSE Transport

NYSE Comp
SSFIK)
S&PSptahdn
AMEX Comp

Last

674D.74
231 B86
23237

2097.32
51133
3844S

•17-26
-203

7564
7723

+300
+303
+S,7?

748

Wall Street lifts

European stocks

NYSE STOCKS

Dertwa
Share mowroente
1167

Umiangad Monas

1239

Vtaumup (to lOOtrcl 267319
Vbtom (tote 1000%) 177204

OTHER STOCK MARKET INDEXES

FT5E100 42073
Tokyo W*a 183363
~ iTOsteroinds 5*681
^^SngHteg Sang toftat 132864

I tods 23304

Chang*
-298
+5383
Q
1170
+61

DOLLAR CROSSRATES (US)

Pound: rota

MreJufaretChE)
D-raark: sprt

UarJuMB (OO
Sfroncrool
UtaJPAretCME)
ten: spot
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LONDON (Reuter) - European

stock markets crawled off their

lows yesterday after Wall Street

bounced back from Tuesday’s

gyrations following a surprise

decline in US durable orders last

month.
Frayed nerves caused by the

Dow Jones average’s 100 point

surge then plunge overnight earlier

sent European investors into

retreat

But the Dow, taking its lead from

bonds after the favorable goods
data and IBM buying, helped to

steady European bourses and was
up more than 40 points as Europe

closed.

On foreign exchange markets,

the dollar recovered above 1.64

marks after retreating from
overnight highs that saw it reach a

near four-year peak against the yen

as well.

By 1700 GMT the dollar was
quoted at 1.6428 marks and 121.99

yen compared with late Tuesday’s

European level of 1.6496 marks
and 121.31 yen.

With the US Federal Reserve's

Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC) due to meet next month.

December’s surprise decline in

orders for manufactured goods was
seen supporting the theory that the

American economy was growing

only moderately.

“This report doesn't change the

very moderate uptrend in orders

and in feet underscores the softness

in the economy.’' said William

Griggs, managing director of
Griegs & Santow Inc. in New
York.

London's blue chip FTSE 100

share index limped to a 0.7 percent

decline but closed off its lows at

4,207.5 points. “Data on both sides

of the Atlantic has been fairly bull-

ish recently,” one London trader

said. “But although people's heads

tell them this is a buying opportu-

nity, their hearts tell them they

don’t want to be in ihe market.”

French shares recovered some of

their lost ground. loo. overcoming

jitters over Wall Street to close

showing a fall of 17.75 points at

2,465.01.

The Paris rally since the stun of

the year has taken the market ro

historic highs but risks running out

of steam as profit-taking kicks in,

analysts said.
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NEW YORK (Reuter) - The
Dow Jones industrial average
ended with a gain of more than

84 points yesterday as the mar-
ket’s volatility prompted
investors to seek the relative

safety of big-name blue-chip

stocks.

Based on early and unofficial

data, the Dow was up 84.66
points at 6,740.74.

But in the broader market,

advancing issues Jed declines by
a small margin on heavy volume
of 499 million shares on the New
York Stock Exchange.

LONDON METAL FIXES WHERE TO GO
Lost Change
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Notices in mis feature are charged at
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JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
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Foreion financial data courtesy of

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Futures, Options.

Stocks. Bands

and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda SL, Jerusalem

Mount Scopuscampus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thur., IT a.m. from Brfrontman
Reception Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9. 23.

26, 28. For info, call 5882819.
HADASSAR Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations. Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-

6416333. 02-6776271.

Andres Serrano: The Morgue. Soviet

Photography from the Museum collec-

tion. Lucian Freud: selection of works.

Tzvi Hecken Sunflower. Portraits: By a
group ol Israeli artists. Virtual ReaFty.

Tiro domestic and realistic in contem-
porary Israeli art. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Shlomo Ben-David and
Aman Ben-David. The Inverted

Campaign. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-B

p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-

2 p.m. Meyerhof? Art Education Center,

Tel 69191.*

TEL AVIV
Museums: TEL AVIV MUSEUM.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-

8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

Tel Aviv shares data supplied

by Pacific Mediterranean

Investments, TeL 09-958-5873.

All other data supplied by
Commstock Trading Ltd., Tel.

02-624-4963. Due to technical

failures data may be inaccurate.

The Jerusalem Post will not be

held responsible for the

consequences of any
transaction made on the basis

of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted data

should do so (Hi postcards

only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business Desk,

P.O.B. 81 , Jerusalem 91000

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Super Pharm, Maiha maU.
679-3260; Balsam. SatBh e-Oln, 627-

2315: Shualal, Shualal Road, 581-

0108: Oar Aldawa. Herod's Gate. 628-

2058.
Tel Aviv: Briut, 28 King George. 520-

3731; Kupal HoBm Cidlt, 7-9

Amsterdam. 523-2383. Till 3 am.
Friday: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125
Ibn Gvirol. 546-2040. HU midnight
Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein.

641-3730; London Ministora

Superpharm. 4 Shaul Hameiech, 696-
0115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Ctaf Pharm, 114
Ahuza. Ra'anana. 741-0211.
Netanya: Magen David, 13 Weizmann.
882-2985.
Haifa: Kiryat Biezer, 6 Mayerhofl Sq..
851-1707.
Krayot area: Biafik. 15 Sd.
Yerushalayim. Kiryat BiaHc, 872-1230.
HerzOya: Clal Pharm, Beit Merkazim. 8
Masks (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), Herzfiya
Pituah. 955-8472, 955$MJ7. Open 9
ajn. to midrtighL

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev
Ha'ff Mad. 657-0468. Open 9 a.m. lo

10 pjn.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Hoiim (internal.

POUCE
FIRE
FIRST AID
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or

100
102
101

911 (English) in most parts of the
itry. fn addition:country.

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or

911 (English) in most parts of the
country, in addition:
Ashdur e8551333
Asrteton 6551332
Beercheba- 6274767
Beit Siemesfi 6523133
Dan Heaton* 5793333
BtaT6£J2444
HaBe- 8512233
Jerusalem- 8523133
Kaimer 9985444
* Mobfta fritensive Care Unv (Micu) service «
Ihe area, around me dock.

Kfar Sava- 9902222
Nahariya" 9912333
Netanya' 8604444
Pstati revs' 93tt(t(
Ret)MOT 9451333
Rtehfjn' 9642333
Sated 6920333
Te) Aviv* 5480(11
Ttoenas- 6792444

Medical help for tourists fin EngBsh)
177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at
Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours
a day. tor information in case ofpoganmg.
Eran - Emotional First Akt 1201, also:

MED ENT); Shaare Zedek (surgery,
rthopedtos, obstetrics); Hadassah

Ein Kerem (pediatrics. Ophthalmol-

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center

INVESTMENTS
Dana Pediatric Hospital pedi-
atrics); Tel Aviv Medical Center
(surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-1111
(chadren/youth 696-1113). Haifa 667-
2222/3, Beersheba 649-4333, Netanya
862-5110, Karmiel 988-8770, War
Sava 767-4555. Hadera 634-6789.
Who hotlines for battered women
02-651-4111. 03-546-1133 (also in

Russian), 07-637-6310. 08-855-0506
(also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel
Aviv 523-4819, 544-9191 (men).
Jerusalem 625-5558. Haifa 8534)533.
Bfat 633-1977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association simoon ser-
vice 02-624-7676).

^wmser-

7
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Off-form Israel falls to Bosnia United beats
EUGRONER

Gordan Finic and Nanad
Markovic proved 10 be loo much
for the Israeli national team to
handle last night, as the Bosnians
defeated Israel 72-67 in the
European Championship qualify-
ing tournament
Fortunately for the Israelis,

Georgia defeated Belarus earlier
in the evening, virtually guaran-
teeing that the Israelis will quali-

fy for the Championship in Spain

this summer.
The game was not as close as

the score indicated. Samir Avdic

convened the first field goal of

the game, and the Bosnians never

looked back.

Finic was outstanding, display-

ing a vast repertoire of offensive

maneuvers. His combination of

deadly mid-range jumpers, com-
plimented by effective slashes to

the basket confounded the Israelis

all night long. Markovic led all

scorers with 21 points and

showed just how lethal he can be
when he is expected to score, as
opposed to his role as playmaker
earlier this season in Eilat
The Israelis managed to keep

the game interesting thanks to

three offensive spurts. Down 16-

6. Nadav Henefeld scored five

points and spearheaded a run that

closed the gap to 20-15. At the

end of the half. Oded Katash con-
verted two three-point shots in

the last minute to cut a 1 3-point

Bosnian advantage to single dig-

its, and in the last three minutes
of the game, Katash and Adi
Gordon combined for 10 points to

help cut a 65-52 deficit to 69-65.

But over the course of the
game, the Bosnians controlled the

pace offensively, while the

Israelis displayed no offensive
creativity, whatsoever. While the

Bosnians’ patient offensive sets

usually led to either a good shot
or a trip to the free throw line, the

Israeli lethargy led to too many
turnovers and no offensive execu-

tion.

It appears that Israel will quali-
fy for the European
Championship in Badalona in
June, but based on last night’s

performance, a good showing
will be too much to expect

w L Pts
Greece 7 1 15
Bosnia 6 3 15
Israel 5 4 - 14
Belarus 4 5 13
Georgia 3 8 12
Stovaltia 1 7 9

Raptors beat Portland by biggest margin in club history

LONDON (Reuter) .-

Manchester United came from
behind ' to beat Wimbledon. 2-1
yesterday - a result which-' takes
the team top of the Premier
League for the fim. time this sea-

TQRONTO - Toronto Raptors
coach Darrell Walker just hopes
it's for real.

Doug Christie scored 1 7 of his

career-high 33 points in the first

quarter and fuelled a pair of first-

half bursts that gave the second-

year Raptors the biggest victory in

franchise history, 120-84 over the

Portland Trail Blazers Tuesday.
Walt Williams added 24 points

and rookie Marcus Camby 18 for

the Raptors.

Continental Basketball

Association signee Reggie Slater

scored 15 points and Damon
Stoudamire added li and 13

assists for the Raptors. Clifford

Rozier, another CBA signee, got

13 rebounds.

“The guys played well. The

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

W L Pet GB
Miami 31 12 .721 -
New York 31 13 .706 »
Washington 22 21 .512 9
Orlando 19 20 .407 10
New Jersey 11 30 .268 19
Boston 9 31 .225 20X
Philadelphia 9 33 .214 21V

Central Division
Chicago 38 5 .884 -

Detroit 31 11 .738 6X
Atlanta 29 12 .707 8
Charlotte 25 18 .581 13
Cleveland 24 18 .571 13X
Milwaukee 21 22 .488 17
Indiana 19 22 .463 18
Toronto 15 27 357 22K

whole team played great," Toronto

coach Darrell Walker said.

*i hope it’s for real. We shot the

bail, we rebounded. That's what
I’ve been saying all year. If we do
those things, we’ve got a chance."

The 36-poim margin doubled
Toronto’s previous best of 18

points, accomplished twice last

season.

Bulls 111, Grizzlies 96
Michael Jordan scored 28 points

and Scottie Pippen added 24 as

visiting Chicago beat Vancouver

in a matchup between the NBA's
best and worst teams.

Jason Caffey added 19 points for

the Bulls, who have won four

straight and 1 3 of their last 1 4. The
Grizzlies have tost six straight and

1 1 of their last 1 2.

Chicago improved to 38-5,

while Vancouver fell to 8-38,

including D-3 since Stu Jackson

replaced Brian Winters as the

team's coach.
Cavaliers 84, Nets 62

The New Jersey Nets had their

worst scoring night since joining

the NBA in 1976.

Terrell Brandon celebrated his

second straight All-Star selection

with IS points, but it was the

NBA's best defense which stole

the spotlight, limiting host New
Jersey to 10 points in the first

quarter and 1 1 in the final.

Kendal] Gil! had 19 points for

New Jersey, whose previous low
in an NBA game was 68 points

against Utah in 1989.

Knkks 109, Celtics 107
Chris Childs made a 3-pointer

with 8.4 seconds left - his only
basket of the game - and host New
York beat Boston for the 18th-

straight time. (Reuter, AP)

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

TUESDAY’S RESULTS:
Ibronto 120, Portland 84
New York 109, Boston 107

Cleveland 84, New Jersey 62
Washington 102, Orlando 82
Charlotte 98, Indiana 97
Detroit 93, Milwaukee 84
Sacramento 91, Minnesota 88
L_A. Lakers 102, Dallas 83
Utah 114, Denver 99
Chicago 111. Vancouver 96

Atlanta 112, LA. Clippers 96

W L PCI GB
Houston 32 11 .744 _
Utah 30 13 .698 2
Minnesota IS 24 .442 13
Dallas 14 27 341 17
Denver 13 31 395 19tf
San Antonio 11 29 375 19X
Vancouver 8 38 .174 25K

Pacfflc Division
LA. Lakers 32 12 .727 _
Seattle 30 13 .698 Ilf

Portland 25 19 •568 7
Sacramento t9 25 .432 13
Golden Stale 17 25 .405 14
LA. Clippers 16 25 390 145f

Phoenix 15 28 .349 16»

New role for Shaq: All-Star reserve

NEW YORK (AP) - Shaquille O'Neal, Karl

Malone and Clyde Drexler expect to be All-Stars

every season. Tom Gugliotta, Christian Laettner and

Eddie Jones, on the other hand, are new to this sort of

thing.

Gugliotta, Laettner and Jones made the NBA All-

Star team for the first time Tuesday when the Eastern

and Western conference coaches each picked their

seven reserves.

‘Your goal isn’t just to make the NBA," said

Laettner, an Atlanta forward. “Your goal is ro be con-

sidered a very good player in the NBA. And for that

to happen, you have to be an All-Star."

O'Neal, meanwhile, will be starting the AJl-Star

game on the bench for the first time in his five years

in the NBA
O’Neal was a four-time starter for the Eastern

Conference when he was with the Orlando Magic.

Bui the Los Angeles Lakers center, second in the

league in scoring to Michael Jordan, will back up
Houston’s Hakeem Olajuwon for the West

**He’s a legend in the game," O’Neal said of
Olajuwon. “That's fine."

The Nos. 3, 4 and 5 scorers — Malone of Utah,

Latrel! Sprewell of Golden State and Mitch
Richmond of Sacramento - also were picked for the

West
The other West reserves are Drexler of Houston,

Gugliotta of Minnesota and Jones, the NBA steals

leader from the Lakers.

Gugliotta is the first Minnesota player ever to make
the All-Star team.

“I think we’ve added some legitimacy to this orga-

nization with the new management we have and the

players we have," Gugliotta said. “Now to have a

player named as an All-Star is going to add to it I

think you're seeing a Jot of positive things come out,

and there’s going to be a lot more to come ."

Jones said his work in the offseason paid off with a

trip to the game in Cleveland on February 9.

"I put myself in position to be a better player," he

said. “Not for rewards, but to be better for this team.

When you get rewards like this, it’s for what you did

in the summer."

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES DWELLINGS DWELLINGS

Jerusalem Area Sharon Area
PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AH rates

indude VAT:

Single Weekday - NIS 128.70 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
1£87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
198.90 10 wonts (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 19.69.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 292.50 lor TO wends
(minimum) .each additional word - NIS
29.25
WEEK RATE (B Insertions) - NIS 409.50
for 10 words (minimum}, each additional

word - NIS 40.95.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.50 (or 10 words (minimum), each ad-
dition a) word - NIS 52.65.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 994.50
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 99.45.

New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.

RENTALS

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 5 or 4,

SALES/RENTALS

garden, basement, parking, tong term. Im-

mediate. (No commission). DIVIROLLi
5IANI. Tel 02-5612424.

SALES
REHAVJA/SHA'AREJ chesed, bar-

HERZUYA PfTUAH! LUXURIOUS home
+ hail dunam, possibility (or pool. For
sale/rent. Tel. 050-231-725, (09)-955-
2692.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

GAIN ot the yearl 320 sq.m only
Sfi0«5.nnn. Tel. 02-538-4314. 02-538-S895,000. Tel. 02-538-4314. 02-53
6348.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2.3

or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIflOLLI SlANf. Tfcf.

02-561-2424.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-

liest families, best conditions, the agen-
cy with a heart for the Au Pairs. Can Hfl-

ma. Tel (03) 965-9937.

DWELLINGS
Tet Aviv

DIPLOMAT ENGUSH FAMILY seeks
South African au pair in central Tet Aviv

special conditions. Tei. 03-6201195,
052-452002.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
betore publication: lor Friday 4 pjru on
Thursday.
Tet Aviv and Haile - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday In Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

RENTALS HIGH SALARY FOR 1 child, good con-
ditions. Tel 03-560-9531.

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS I STUDIO-2
rooms. Ban Gurion Btvd.. tourists / busi-
nessmen, shorl/long term. Tel. 03-696-
9092. 050-358972.

MISC.

For telephone enquiries please call

SAVION, FOR RENT, large villa, very
luxurious, * pool. Suit diplomat. Exclu-
sive to DE BOTON REALTY, TB\. 03-

DANISH AND FINNISH speakers wanted
for permanent job in Ramat Gan. High
oai-m, call Malone at TeL 03-575-8255.

ilbmat. ExcIlh VEHICLES

DWELLINGS
534-3356.

General

WHERE TO STAY

SHIKUN DAN, BEAUTIFUL new cot-
tage. 8 + large basement, air-conditioned.

YAEl REALTOR (MakJan). Tel. 03-642-

6253.

Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED

THE JERUSALEM INN atthe City Cen-
ter - double rooms wtfh private bathroom.

SALES

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying. seIBng. leasing, trading.

Tet 02-6523735, 050-240977.

T.V., telephone. S38-S4B until 20/3(97!
TeL 02-625-2757, Fax 02-625-1297.

TEL AVIV, 2 APARTMENTS, each 3

rooms, excellent location, bright, quiet

TeL 03-691-2405, 03-54&9643-

SELL!NG?BUYfNGTTNSTANTCASH*

Any car. Huge inventory. Bargains.

Bennett. Tet. 02-993-1493. 050-316715.

The defending champions
leapfrogged over • arch-rivals
Liverpool, who were not in action.

Andy Cole scored the United win-
ner seven minutes from the end.
Newcastle also fought back

from a goal down, scoring four
times in the last 16 minutes to beat
Everton 4-1 at Sl James’s Park to
give manager Kenny Dalglish his
first league victory since be took
over from Kevin Keegan eairiier.

this month.
Arsenal won 2-1 at neighbors

West Ham to join Liverpool on 46
points; a: point behind United.

Newcastle remain fourth on 42
points. .

*

In the nfght’ssoie League Cup tie

Second Division Stockport cane
from a goal down to triumph 2-1 at

Premier League Southampton in a
quarter-final replay. Substitute

Andy Match scored their winner in

the 83rti minute.

Stockport faces Middlesbrough
in the semifinal.

PREMIER LEAGUE RESULTS:
Aston Villa 0, Sheffield Wednesday 1

Leeds 0, Derby 0
Leicester I, Sunderland 1

Manchester United 2, WirnbJedon 1

Newcastle 4, Everton I

Nottingham Forest 0, Coventry 1

Tottenham 2, Blackburn 1

West Ham T, Arsenal 2

A

t

S. African batsmen
ensure victory

rVE GOT YOU COVERED- Portland TYail Blazers center
Chris Dudley fights off Toronto forward Popeye Jones. (Renter)

CAPE TOWN (Reuter) — South Africa’s batsmen ensured an effi-

cient five-wicket victory over Zimbabwe yesterday to maintain their

100 percent record in the triangular one-day series.

Each of the seven Smith African batsmen reached double figures as

the host side easily attained their asking rate of 4.5 urns an over,

reaching their target' of 227 with 1 S balls to spare.

Gary Kirsten, who shared a half-century opening partnership with

Andrew Hudson (26) was the top scorer with 55.
Zimbabwe’s 226 for six was based on 52 from opener Andy Waller

plus a vigorous unbeaten 57 off 44 balls with seven fours and a six

from Dave Houghton.
The Zimbabwe coach shared a 51-run sbeth wicket partnership in 59

balls with his skipper Alistair Campbell and an unbroken seventh
wicket stfcnd of 50 in 32 balls with Guy WhittaU (26 not out).
South Africa will miss out on a place in the final in Durban on

February 12 only through an unlikely combination of circumstances
including a second tie between Zimbabwe arid India.

transfer deadline

The East reserves are Vm Baker of Milwaukee.

Terrell Brandon of Cleveland, Tim Hardaway and
Alonzo Mourning of Miami, Dikembe Mutombo and
Laettner of Atlanta and Glen Rice of Charlotte.

The starters for both teams were announced previ-

ously.

For the East, it’s Chicago's Michael Jordan and
Benny Hardaway of Orlando at guard, Patrick Ewing-

ofNew Yotk at center, and Grant Hill of Detroit and
Scottie Pippen of Chicago at forward.

For the West, it’s Gary J^yton of Seattle and John

Stockton of Utah at guard, Olajuwon at center, and
Charles Barkley of Houston and Shawn Kemp of
Seattle at forward.

There still could be some changes on the rosters.

The Rockets learned Tuesday that injuries will side-

line Barkley for 10 days and Drexler for two games.
Among those left off the teams were Toronto guard

Damon Stoudamire, Golden State forward Joe Smith

and Minnesota forward Kevin Garnett.

Indiana guard Reggie Miller, Milwaukee forward

Glenn Robinson, Philadelphia guard Allen Iverson,

Washington forward Chris Webber and New Jersey

swingman Kendall Gill - all of them averaging more
than 20 paints - also were left off.

Stoudamire, averaging 203 points, 8.2 assists and
4.1 rebounds, was last season’s Rookie of the Year.

“I'm not mad, I’m disappointed," he said. “They
were telling me no one from a team with under .500

record made the team. I guess now records dictate

everything in this league."

Everyone on the East squad played for a team that

was at 300 or better going into Tuesday night’s

games.

This is the 10th All-Star selection for Malone and
Drexler, the fifth for Richmond, the fourth for Tim
Hardaway, Mourning and Mutombo, the third for

Baker and Sprewell. and the second for Brandon and
Rice.

Doug Collins of Detroit is the East coach and Rudy
Tomjanovich of Houston is the West coach.

The East, which won 129-118 at San Antonio last

year when Jordan was the MVP for the second time,

leads the series 29-17.

By DEREK FATTAL

The customary stampede to beat the sea-

son's transfer deadline in the National League
and Second Division ended at four o'clock

yesterday afternoon.

Former league champions Maccabi Tel

Aviv added over a million shekels to its -cof-

fers as it divested itself of three more players

in a bid to trim its large playing staff. As part

of the cutback, the dub recently sold Yevegny
Kashentsev and Boris Metveyev.

The most noteworthy sale sees attacker Nir

Sevila join current runaway leaders in the top

flight, Betar Jerusalem. Full back Ya'acovflight, Betar Jerusalem. Full back Ya'acov

Hiliel will continue to ply his trade with

Hapoel Taiba, while Amit Levy will take to

the field for his next outing in the colors of
Maccabi Herzliya.

Hapoel Taiba signed five new players yes-

terday. In addition to Hiliel, Eyal Beigleibter,

Tamir Daniel, Bilal Mansur and Slovakian

import Tibcnsky are joining the fight to save

die National League's bottom club from a

return straight to Division Two.
Hapoel Kfar Sava sold Hungarian star Gabor

Marion to title challenger Hapoel Petah TUcva

fOT more than NIS450,000. The club' resigned

feririer playfrr-Kobi-Reftiafr from Bned Yehuda,

and took Bogadan Ubijec fromTaiba.
Maccabi Petah TIkva signed Alexander

Bugaichuk from Irani Rishon Lezlon on a

loan deal to the end of tire season.

One big surprise was the last minute break-

down in negotiations between Hapoel
Beersbeba and Hapoel Taiba for the transfer

of Thiba goalkeeper Mickey Dahan. The
southerners Intended to sign Dahan as cover

for Shanl Smadja who fractured a leg in train-

ing earlier this week. As a result, Beersbeba

will have to play the second half of the cam-
paign with just one senior goalkeeper, Avi

Feretz, with the youth team's Oded Mesika
providing emergency cover ifnecessary.

One man who did not get to pack his bags

yesterday was Hapoel Tei Aviv and national

sauad full back Felix Halfon. Halfon hadsquad full back Felix Halfon. Halfon had
hoped to make his.way to.Maccabi Tet Aviv
bat'new Hapoel coach Dror Kasbtan has:

'refnsedhte transfer request _
‘—

-

As a result Halfon has petitioned the Tel

Aviv District Court with aclaim which will be
heard this morning. Halfon kept his lawyer

busy yesterday by also also initiating arbitra-

tion proceedings with tire Israel Football

Association for a ruling, on the club's stand.

Ironically Kashtan’s own contract with
Hapoel is still awaiting the stamp ofapproval
by tiie IFA’s budgetcomptroller.

In other news Betar. Jerusalem signed a

sponsorship deal yesterday with CeUcom
which is worth in excess of NIS 3 million to

the club over the next three seasons.

SUPER SHEARER - Newcastle striker Alan Shearer looks at a figure of himself, one
launched by toy manufacturers at a toy and hobby fair in London. i. (Reuter)

Israeli handball team
beats Greece

NHL SCOREBOARD
TUESDAY’S RESULTS: Philadelphia 4, Phoenix It Honda 5, Montreal 1;

Calgary 4, NY Islanders 3 - -

By HEATHER CHAIT

The national handball team celebrated a healthy opening performance
in the qualifying rounds of the European Championships test night with
a 29-15 win over Greece. The halftime score was 14-7.
The nine-point difference is significant because in the event that

Greece wins the next game, the victor will be decided ot the points
average.

The return game, on Sunday in Athens, is expected to be tougher, with
a supportive Greek crowd in tow.
Cyprus is the third and weakest team in this group from which one

country will advance to the next round of the qualifying rounds to play
against France. Slovenia and the Czech Republic.
Outstanding in last night’s victory at Hadar Yosef were shooter Idan

Maimon who scored 14 of his team's points and goalkeeper Vladimir
Zeikman who spearheaded the defense. About 200 tens watched the host
team lead from the start against an unexpectedly lax opponent.
Along with the praise for the deft passing and defense of the Israelis,

the precious points wasted in front of the net by Guy Rubin and Roi Ben
Hayoun will be surely remembered by coach Shell Bar-Sela.
For Greece, Nikolas Gramaticos was in a league of his own, but even

his sharp play often ended not in the net, but in Zaikman’s (rusty hands.

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic DivisionW L T Pts GF GA

Pffladefpftia 28 14 7 63 157 121
2> 14 10 60 143 114

N.Y. Rangers 2S 20 7 57 178 145
New Jersey 24 17 5 53 127 115
Waslwgson 20 24 5 45 130 136
JajpaBay 18 23 6 42 138 149
N-Y. Islanders IB 24 9 41 736 146

Northeast Division
Pittsburgh 27 17 5 59 183 151
BuflalO 25 19 5 55 141 131
Hartford . 20 21 7 47 140 152
Montreal 18 25 8 44 158 182
Boston 18 24 6 42 140 170
Ottawa 15 22 9 39 127 137

Danas
Detroit

St Louis
.Phoenbc

Colorado
Edmonton

WESTERN CONFERENCE
CenttaJDMsfen
W L T P» GF GA

'
.. 28

. J7 4 £0 (50 119
22 18 9 53 144 108

*s ••2* 13 * ISO 158
be 51 -»'*•£ 157

p. -2 2® §• tt 130 ,3S
a 310 38 149 178
. .pacific Division

do 30 "12 | |8 170 117
itort -23.. 22 5 51 160 ISO

Vancouver -23 23 2 48 155 1 60
Anaheim . ‘48 23 f.

44 137 144
Calgary

..
18 25 £ ^2 123 145

Los Angelas - IT - a £ $ 131 168
San Jole -IT 25 5 _ 39 133 151

Scoring leaders

Lemeux, Pit

Jagr. PH
Gretzky, NYR
SeJanna, Ana
Suncfin, Tor
Francis, PH
Messier, NYR
SaWc, Cd
Patffy.NYl
TXachuk. Pho
Leetoh, NYR

A PTSPM
50 84 45
34 75 38
61 57 12
35 64 20
33 62 26
41 60 6
31 58 61
40 55 20
24 54 33
23 53 ,130

88 53 .28

Yaarman. Date ;.47 13
Lectair, PN ‘ .48 29
Shanahan, HafrDel-46 26
Kartya. Ana 36 20
fieccfcL Mon

.
50 2

3

Amatita.CH .5? fl ;

Sendra, Was- « 30
HuB,®...:;_;4 49 ‘ 26.
AHracteson. (St . 46 IB
SavtKfe.Mon.'.' . .

49 ie.

DanxSiousse. Moft 50 20
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CLASSICAL MUSIC ;

Michael Ajzenstadt - :

Everybody seems to be celebrating
the 200th anniversary of the birth of
Franz Schubert these days. And tomor-
row, on the actual anniversary of the
composer's birth, Emanuel Krasovsky
plays the composer's three last sonatas
(C minor, A major and B flat major), at
the. Independence Hall -{Dizengoff
House) m Tel Aviv. at 11 tun. Also
tomorrow (2) at the Tel Aviv Museum,
Emanuela Greenberg presents & con-
ceit lecture focusing on the B flat

major Sonata. Saturday at die same
locale (8:30), the Salzburg Chamber
soloists play Schubert's Op. - 100 Trio

and Brahms Op. 25 Quartet. 1

DANCE
Helen Kaye

The^200th anniversary.of Schubert’s birth is cdebral-
OioicograpbCT AnatDanjeli saw^d"

halls and on TV.
winning October; in which space w* iuui»«w«u«
becomes fluid, sometimes hostile and
sometimes serene, is on the mainstage ?t Suzanne,

Delia] tonight at 9.

Tbmoirow the Vertigo company, will , dance

Bordomino by Noa Wertheim and Adi Sha'al, a

journey thmngh reality... and what’s that? The
music is live. On the mainstage at 10 pjn.

Belgian choreographer W3m Vandekeybns

demands a lot from dancers, like skshing an apple

in two with a sword in mid-air. It's part of

Exhaustion from Dreamt Love, the dance he cre-

ated last spring for the Baisheva Dance Company.

Vandekeybns was just here to renew the dance,

.

which is paired with Ohad Naharin’s Tabula

Rasa. Tomorrow and Saturday night at die Noga

Theater, Jaffa at 9 p.m.

TELEVISION

The small screen marks the Schubert anniver-

sary with a performance by tenor Francisco

Arraza of Schubert’s poignant song cycle Die

Winierreise in a most appropriate setting.

Standing in an empty room which he shares only

with a piano covered with some leaves, this bar-

ren setting provides the exact atmosphere of the

season and the feelings these songs depict The

pianist is Jean Lemaire. It is a pity though that die

songs are not translated on the screen. Channel 8

Friday (9:30 pjn.) and Saturday (4).

MichaelAjzenstadt

On the qfltrn» channel Gilbert and Sullivan buffs

can enjoy Patience, one of the British satirist s

lesser known works and as for a reason. The plot

is the usual concoction of Gilbert’s Victorian

social criticism and die music is Sullivan’s usual

delightful pastiche. This very colorful, pic-

turesque and cardboard production comes from

the Australian Opera in Sydney and is directed by

John Cox. Tonight (1 1) and Friday (7).

MichaelAjzenstadt

A new CBS documentary series in 26 parts.

WorldWar I, provides an exhaustive and thorough

view of the Great Wan Using archive material it

follows the events leading up to die war, its deci-

sive moments, battles, central figures and conse-

quences. Today’s installment, “A Summer m
Sarajevo,” looks at the indifferent Europe of the

prewar period and die assassination of Archduke

Ferdinand. ETV 2 (23), Thursdays at 7 p.m.

Elana Chipman

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

22 Obliged to produce tax

before spring (4-5)

23 Is post given to one of the

Aga Khan’s subjects? (7)

24 Crew from a freighter (5)

25 Woman will support and

old sailor (9)

DOWN
1 Fail to mention that time

offwork is not on (5,3)

2 Let battle commence in a

hot spot (4,4)

3 Vacuum left by framer FBI
chief (6)

4 Suit I found in Ealing area

(6)

5 Prepares to play golf with

team in the North-East (8)

I CHANNEL 1

630 News flash

6:31 News in Arabic

6:45 Good Morning
Israel

I EDUCATIONALTV

8.-00 Family Ties

6:30 Medicine
Demystified

9:00 Arithmetic

&25 Reading
9:45 Programs (or the

very young
10:15 Astronomy
10:30 Literature

11:00 Mathematics
11:10 French
11:30 Biology

12:30 Art

13.-00 In the Heat of

the Night

14:00 Surprise Train

14:20 Kitty Cat and
Tommy
14:35 Babar the

6 Weapon in dry sack (3,5)

7 One held by Spanish man
afhJgfrranfc(6)

8 Manage somehow to

produce and act (4,2)

14 Attack a lazy loafer (3,5)

15 Writer suing odd
underwater swimmers to)

16 Daimonie disruption in the

West Indies (8)

17 Staunch Labour supporter

is not from Oxbiidg© (8)

18 Merry monarch grasp^
divine way to cook eggsm

19 Council tax earns stem
reproof (6)

20 Ideal arrangement by key

Roman magistrate (6)

21 “Man is by nature a

political •" (Aristotle)

(6)

SOLUTIONS
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QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS

s Curiedignitary(5)

8 Fundamental (5)

9 Rich (7)

10 FollowerofJohn
Wydi£fe(7)

11 Porter'sroom (5)

12 Sausage (6)

14 Unimpaired (6)

17 Hurl (5)

19 Skin line (7)

22Beagourmand(7)

23 Irish poet (5)

24 Relaxed (5)

25 Vacation (7)

DOWN
1 Defamation (5)

2 GreekV (7)

3 Pronouncements
(6)

4Cheap andnasty
(6)

5 Fbolishly
sentimental (7)

6 Concede (5)

7 Withdraw (7)

12 Made to order (7)

13 Intellectual (7)

15 Clumsy (7)

16 Tie (6)

18 Articles (5)

20 Pastoralpoem (5)

21~ Composition (5),

» Autoto

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Motormice from

Mars
15*0 Booty

I Who's Afraid of

Quick Sdatlflai

ApyiBHi 1 Short, 4 Croat, IS

Apricot, 11 Iflch*. 1* Banjo, 13

X»U.£ 15 Noro, IT Angrt, 19

Adam, *S Nota, 28 Mfnirab, 27
p-hS” 2S About, SO Soiatie, SI

KBtpy, aSAitOE. .
DOWN: 2BwM 8 Eon
to. 8 Sacking. T Mamba. 8 Altor, 9
Udhi, 14 Boot, IS Btna. 18

~NmIcmp. 80 Petoio^ 21 SmaaT|23
Oboaa,14 EOadc,28CM«n*8 Bathe.

16.-00

the Dark?
16:25 Friends of

Shosh
16^5 Eye on TV
16*^5 Zap to Basel

16^9 ANew Everting

17:34 Zap Around the

Country - Sve

18:10 Tem for

Language
18:15 News in

Englsh
ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18^0 Meeting

1&55 Ramadan pro-

gram
19:00 News
HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash

19:31 What a
Wonderful Trip- ani-

mated movie about

Wallace and his faith-

ful dog. Gromit, who
tve in a small town In

the north of England.

Wrner of the British

Academy Prim for

short animated 0ms
(30 mils)

20:00 News
20:45 Rise and Wale

(1994) -TV movie

about football star

Dennis Byrd. Who
fought to reclaim con-

trol of his body after

'ury left Iwn para-

from the neck

(88 mins.)

22:15 Backtrack with

Bitid Manor
23:30 News
00:00Tme for

Language

CHANNELS

6:15 Tt

6:30

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

13rf» Program for

Ramadan
13&0 Cartoons
14:30 They Came
from Outer Space
15:00 Movie
16:50 Program for

Ramadan
17:30 French pro-

grams
19:30 News headfines

19:35 Parenthood
20ri)0 Islam in (he

West - documentary
20&0 Babylon 5-
sdence fiction

21:10 Kung Fu
22ri>0 News In

^^Stelam in A
Changing World
23:00 Movie
23:50 Miniserios

1:15 Ramadan talcs

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 TV Shop
14:30 The 700 Ctub
15:00 Gospel Bi
15:30 Treastses ol

Makusna - feature

Sm
16:55 Family

17:40 ^miy Matters

18:05 Saved by the

Bell

18:30 Lany King

19:30 World News
Toniflht (Arabic)

20:00 CNN News
ak30 Beach Patrol

21^0 Lancfs End
22:30 One West
Waikiki

23^0 The 700 Ctub
00:00 Quantum
Shopping

CABLE

7:00
Magazine
9:00 Santa Barbara

10:00 Pablo
11:00 Sirens -pofce
drama
12:00 TheGW Next

Door
1230 Make A Wish
13:00 Sounds from

the Conoert Hall

14:00 Echo Point

1430 Te Tac
15:00 The Best Israefi

Video Cfips

16^)0 The BoW and
the Beautiful

’17:00 News
jgazine with Rafi

. «jshef

17:30 Open Cartte

I8d» Almost Perfect

18:30 Kfckoff — soccer

19:00 Pacflic Hue
2tfcOONews
2tt30 Zehu Zeh - Live

21KB Cancfld Camera
21:45 Dan SMon Live

23-9Q Exposure
00:00 News
00KB Ticket tor Two
00:30 From the

Concert Hate
1:10 On the Edge of

the Shelf

rrv 3 (33)

16:15 Yatin and Bahaya

17^0 From Day to Day

18:00 Amores

19:00 News in Arabic

19:30 Today- news
m Russian

20:00 News
20:45 TelekBSsef

21:15 L-627 (French,

1992) - satire about a
devoted French

poficeman in the drug

squad, and his

atten^ts to function

amid masses of red

tape. Directed by

Bertrand Tavernier.

(139 mins.)

23:35 Neon Rider

ETV 2 (23)

15*^0 Al TogetherNow
16ri» Fairy Tales

17:00 Rights and
Wrongs
17:30 China in Focus
18:00 Destfaos

18:30 Art Workshop
19^0 World War I

-
CBS documentary
19:30 Vis a Vis

20:00 A New Evening

20:30 Faml^fAbum

20:00 Perta I

20-^0 Cafe Parfe -lrte

around an old Tel Aviv
neighborhood cafe

21:15 The Comrrash
22.-05 Renegade
22^5 High Society

23:20 Stand
with Dick Dietrick

23:45 Law and Order

00:30 ENG
Newsroom
1:20 North of 60
2:10 The Pontman
255 Maioret

3:50 ENG Newsroom

MOVIE
CHANNEL (4)

11:301871 (1989)

1^:10 B Cid (1961)—
epic on the file of the

Spanish medieval
hero (rot)

16.-00 Special report

on Jane Eyre
16:15 Square Dance
(1987)m _
18:15 Letters From
the East (1995) (rpt)

1955 Specfal report

on Secrets & Lies

directed by Mite
Leigh
20:15 Major League II

(1994) (rpt)

22:00 Under the Hula

Moon (1995) - offbeat

comedy. An escaped
convict shows iffl;at

the doorstep of his

estranged brother.

The convict demands
money and, when he

is refused, kidnaps

the wfte. With

Stephen Baldwin,

Emuy Lloyd and
Christopher Penn.

2355 Blackmail

(1991)-a pair of con

artists btacxmaa rich

women. A private

effective who stum-

bles on to them plans

to gain their confi-

dence and their booty.

With Susan Blakely

(89 mins.)

1:10 A Good Man in

Africa (1993) -with

Sean Connery and

Lou Gossett Jr. (r

2:45 Erotique (1

(rpt)

Newsflash

What a

Wonderful

-

Trip

News

Rise and

Walk

Backtrack

with Ehud

Manor

““
Local Cream

broadcast Special Rocko's

report on Modem Life

Porte Negra Secrets A S

Lies Mamed with C

Major Children

League II

Cafe Paris Roseanne

Candid The Ldsand

Camera Commish Clark

DanShDon
Live

Under the Night Moves

Renegade Hula Moon

High

Society

MB— mmmmm Esssam

Woods and Melanie

Griffith. (94 mins.)

23:40 Twenty One
Days (1938) -a lov-

ing couple spend their

last three weeks
together, after which

the man wfll have to

stand trial for murder.

With Laurence Ofivier

and Vivien Leigh (71

mins.)

DISCOVERY (B)

6:00 Open University

-Astronomers; The
Search for Gravity

Waves; Earth

Revealed
12:00 World of Geo:

Zanzibar (rpt)

13.-00 Heart of Heafing.

15- Coping with

(i

'

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9rt0 Nils Hoigersson

9:30 The Center of

Things
9:45 Pink Panther

Show
10:00 The Center of

21 .*00 Star Trek: The
Next Generation

21:45 Pop
22:00 Seventy l

22:30 ReaHy on the

Rocks
23&0 The Cato Gflniza

FAMILY
CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Oprah Winfrey

(rot)

9rt)0 One Lite to Live

(rpt)

9:45 TheYoimgand
the Restless (rpt)

1(k30 Days of Our
Lives Opt)

11:20 Perta Negra

iSo Neighbors (rpt)

12:35 Dates (rpt)

13:40 Pursuit of

Happiness _
14:10 Rosie O’Neill

15ri)0 Seeing Stars

1550 Days of Our
Lives
16:40
17:10
18:00 One Ufa to Live

I8*j45 The Young and

the Restless
;

19:30 Local broadcast

lO^OMirror. Mirror

11:05 Welcome.
Freshmen
11:35 Little UrtiversHy

12ri» Gust- Children’s

Ojyrrtfcsjrpf)

12:30 Hugo
13.-05 The Muddies
13:30 Benjamin
Bluemchen
14:05 Mighty Max
14:30 NHs Hofgersson

15:00 The Center ol

Things
15:15 Pink Panther

Show
15:50 Clarissa Explains

16:15 The Center of

Things
16:35 Saved By the

Bel
17:05 Utte University

17^0 Shesh-Tus
18:00 Hugo
ia^0 Looney Toons
18^5 BSnky Bill

19TO0 Slmba the Uon
King
19:30 Cream — Michal

Yanai hosts
19*-55 Rocko’s

Modem Life

20:20 Married with

Chidren
20B0 Roseanne
21:15 Lois and Clark

14:00
University (rpt)

1&00 Wortd of Geo (rpt)

17:00 Heart of

Heafing, part 5 (rpt)

18:00 Open
University (rpt)

20:00 Survival:

Galapagos, part 3
21:00 Worlds Apart

-

Christmas Island, the

Scorpion Island

21:30 Wlldshots, part

5- Wet, Wet - under-

water photography

22:00 Rubinstein

Remembered - inter-

views with and paces
played by the great

pianist

23:00 Patience - fight

opera by Gilbert and
Suflhran

00:00 Open
University (rpt)

SUPER CHANNEL

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22KB Night Moves
(1975) -dark and
moving mystery hi

which a private detec-

tive Is hired by an
aging film star to find

her runaway daugh-

ter. Although he finds

the daughter, the plot

continues to thicken.

With Gene Hackman,
Susan dark. James

6:00 The Selina Scott

Show
7:00 The Ticket

7:30 NBC Evening

News with Tom
Brokaw
8:00 Today
10:00 Wall Street

Morning Reports

11B0 European
Money Wheel
15:30 WaB Street

Morning Reports

17:00 MSNBC -The
Site

18:00 National

Geographic
19:00 Executive

Lifestyles

19:30 The Ticket

20:00 The Selina

Scott Show
21:00 Datefine

22:00 Soccer South

Africa League Soccer

22:30 Giletta Wortd

of Sport
23:00 The Tonight

Show with Jay Lana

00B0 Late Night with

Conan OBrien
1:00 Later with Greg
Kinnear
1:30 NBC News with

Tom Brokaw
2:00 The Tonight

Show with Jay Leno

MOVIES

3:00 MSNBC -

Intemight

STAR PLUS

6:00 Master Chefs of

Florida

6:30 El TV
7:00 Kate and AIBe

7:30 Oprah Winfrey

B:30 21 Jump Street

9:30 Santa Barbara

10:30 The Bold and
theBeautiu!
11:00 Tehkikat

11:30 Khandaan
12:00 Home and
Away
12:30 Land ol the

Giants
13:30 Black Stallion

14:00 Kale and Alie

14:30 Master Chefs

of Florida

15:00 Destinations

15:30 News in Hindi

16:00 Small Wonder
16:30 The Bold and

the BeautBul

17:00 Ghutan
17U» Star News
18:00 Are You Being

Saved?
18:30 The X-Ffies

19:30 The Bold and

the Beautiful

20:00 Santa Barbara

21:00 Baywatch
Nights

22:00 21 Jump Street

23:00 Quincy

00B0 Oprah Winfrey

1:00 Bamaby Jones

2:00 Home and Away
2:30 The Sulfivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies fa Motion

16:00 Bates in Motion

16:30 European
Handbal - Israel vs.

Greece (rpt)

17:45 Soccer:

Southampton vs.

Stockport

19:30 Soccer Special

Six on Six European
tour - Milan. Rangers,

Ajax and Liverpool

held inAmsterdam
22B0 Spanish

League Soccer
23:30 South American
Soccer

Tour. Croatia - live

21:00 Alpine Skiing:

World Cup. Austria

-

live

22:30 Driving on Ice

23:00 Heavyweight

OOBOpBody Bufeting,

European
Championship.
Hungary
1:00 Darts, World

Championship,

London
2:00 Stem

PRIME SPORTS

4:30 Badminton:

Korea Open - semifi-

nals

8:30 Asia Sports Show

9:00 GoU: Hefaeken

Classic. Austrafia

12:00 Cricket: India

Tour of South Africa -

,j:00 WWF Raw
14:00 Spanish Soccer

League
14:30 Golf: Inside

PGA Tour
15:00 Winter Sport

Magazine
15:30 Table Terms:

rTTF Pro Tour Engfish

Open
17:30 Cricket India

Tour of South Africa -

Patience

12:30 World Report

13:30 CNN American
Edition

13:45 Q & A
14:00 Asian News
14:30 World Sport

15:00 Asian News
1 5:30 Business Asia

16:00 Lany King Live

(rpt)

17:30 Wortd Sport

(rpt)

18:30 Earth Matters

19:30 0 & A
21:00 Wortd Business

Today
21:30 CNN World

News
22:00 Lany King Live

(rpt)

23:00 European
News
23:30 Investigative

Report
00:00 World Business

Today
00:30 Wortd Sport

1rt)0 Wortd News
2:30 Moneyfine

3:00 Headline News

EUROSPORT

9:30 Free Style

Skiing. World Cup,

Canada (rpt)

10:30 Motorsports

Magazine
11:30 Swimming:
Wortd Cup, Scotland

13:00 Cross Country

Sknng. Austria

14.-00 Skeleton: World

Cup, France (rpt)

14:30 Bobsleds: wortd

Cup. Poland (rpt)

15:00 Snowboard:
World Cup. Austria

and Germany
16:00 Athletics: Pole

Vaulting with Sergey

Bobka
16:30 Olympic

Magazine
.

17.-00 Tennis: ATP

18:30 Tennis:

Austrafian Open

-

Men's Finals (rpt)

22:30 GoB: Hemeken
Classic, Austrafia

1:30 Table Tennis:

ITTF ProTour Engfish

Open
3:30 r

Indian

BBC WORLD

News on the hour

6:05 The Frnng Line (rpt)

10:05 The Earth In

Balance (rpt)

11:30 Holiday (rpt)

14:05 Horizon (rpt)

15:15 World Business

Report
15:30 Asia-Pacific

Newshour
16:30 Top Gear (rpt)

17:05 The Fling Une
18:30 Film U7 (rpt)

19:30 TheCkXhes
Shew
20:00 The World Today

22:05 Assignment (rpt)

22JO Earth Report

23:30 Tomorrow's

World
00:00 BBC World

News 4 Business

Report

CNN INTERNA-
TIONAL

News throughout
the day
6:30 Investigative

Report
7:30 Inside Politics

8:30 Moneyfine (rpQ

9:30 World Sport

10:30 Showbiz Today

11:30 CNN
Newsroom

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert

9:05 Arriaga: Los
esdavos fefices over-

ture; Brahms: Sonata

fa D minor op 1 08;

Mozart Symphony no

29; Schoenberg:

Senate fa B flat D960;

Barktic Viofin concerto

no 2; Debussy: La

bofte aux joujoux ballet

12:00 Noon with

Gideon Hod- famifiar

music and quiz

14:06 Encore

15:00 Voice of Music
magazine
16:00 Monteverdi:

Vespers for Mary;

Mozart String quartet

in G K387 (Mosaic

Ot); Reger Suite no 3
for cello solo;

Schoenberg: 3 piano

pieces op 11; Kurtag:

12 Littie Preludes for

string Quartet

18:00 New CDs -

Webern: Variations for

orchestra op 30,

Cantata no 2 op 31;

Schubert Symphony
no9“Grear
20:05 From the

Recording Studio -

Haya Livni (viofei),

Herat Yisraefi (piano).

Works by women
composers - Clara

Schumann: 3
Romances; Yardena
AJutnr SOTata for vk>-

fin and pano (1960);

Amy Beach: Lullaby:

Rachel Gafirme:

Variations for viofin

soto; Vardina

Shtonsky: Hora
21^)0 Clouds,

Celebrations and Sirens

23:00 The Art of the

Song

1

^EMAn^QUE Cokl C^mtwtRvm
5 * After the Rehearsal 7* Peeptng

Toms + Big Eyes
Mall (MaJha) » 6788448 FtrstWtves

Club • taimmer Man • DayfighteMr.

THEATER 20 Marcus Sl - 5610)11

wwraukWiMB
SStttoSom 5, 7:15. 9:45 *Emma
577^3 9:45 + The Mirror Has Two

4:45. 7:15, 9:45 * Evte 430.

7:15, 9:45 * .Son* Motte^Son
J

9:45 * La Ceremonle weekdays 5 *
ajn.

CT^EMATHEQUE Breakingtt«Waws
4, 7, 10 * Document: Farmy anb

Atexander 7:30 * The MariteFtirtelO

430. 7115. MS GORDO®
g»woQg Pr 8, 10 * Citizen Kane
6&OHOT 1-4 « 5226226 Hod

passage, 101 Dizengoti SL Brtt wtiras

730. 10 * Surviving Pteawo Sj, 730.

10 * S^flght
4*0,

LEV'S^eS
2. 43^ 7:15.9:45

staaltna Beauty 1:15, 730. 10 *
10 * Antonia’s Line

iPKEftis * La Oewnonteiij45
aura. 2:15, 730. 10 * La Afftna Batthra

1V5 * The Trutii About C^andl^g
11 am, 3. 4:45. 730
Wives CtubAMr. Renable 5. 730.

1

0 *
430. 7:15. 10 aairirtig

PlSSao 5, 730/ib * A Thne to Kffl

43a7:15.10Rffl^OjOl^^^ ®

5282288 DtowgoflCen»ttenaom zsu.

5.730.9:45 * lndepedBiM» Day 4.^.

SWsTlhe Mirrorjtes TwoAm
7:15,9:45 + ThatThingYpuDo 9.45 *
Lone Star &45L7:lS.SfS * EtetiH 5.

B? aim.*!V - 5281181

PfaskerSL

CINEMA CAF^ AMAMI *8325755
Breaking the Waves &45, BflLjUA
Ceremonies 7:15, 930 __

ATZN^I
DaytWtiMRainspotiing 430. 7, 9:15

Dragonheart 430, 7. KM

2157^5. 10 * DayUghitWane

EyroeHrst Whres Club .i^/Ju'noL
* Mr. Ftaftable 4:45, 7:15, 9:45MOTk
AH CAFE n

*8643654

Secrets and Lies 7:15, 9:45 * Lone

Star I!fcl5 a.m ORLY^Some Mother's

S7.9% PANORAMA Brot Wjvts

Mjb 430.7,930 * Sleepers 4^
6:45. 930 * Jane Eyre 4:30, 7, 930

RA^-GAT 1-2 * 8674311 Long

OoodnlyhfHanaom 430,7.9:15 RAV
MOREvlta 4,7,930 * FtensoH* 4 ^0.

7.930 * Emma 430. 7930 * The

Mirror Has Two Feces 430. 7 930

She’s the One 4:45.7,930 RAV-OR 1

3" 8246553 The Mirror P®583
430.7.930 + Evlta 4,6:45,9:30

RAV
L
CHEN Two Much 7, 930 *

Ransom 7. 930 Long Kiss

Goodnight 7,930

STAR Daylight 7:15, 9:45 * TtetThfag

You Do 7:S) Long Wss GMdnlgm
9:“ Emma 7t15.«45 ARIEL

Dl
- - -

A

4.7.9:45
BEfcRSHEBA

.

GLG. GILGHmmerMan • Dragonhearl*

Dragottoeart 9

G G* GIL « 8647202 LonglOss

io"8JlWi i-3

^Ti1223 Sleepers
•First Wives Ctub 5. 730,101

RAY
CHEN Ransom 5, 7^5. 9.45*
Bro^dnq the Warns 7. 9:46 * Evite

7:15, 10 Tl

Joy 5. 8*

uws
10

rav uien tony
Truth About CelsandIW
+ The Mirror Has
9:45 * Ransom 5. 7:15, &45 * Lone

Star 7:15.9-45 * Jingle All the Way 5

RAVCHEN Long Kiss GoodirigM 5.

730. 9-^5 The htiiTor Has TWo Faces

4'45. 7:15, 9:45 * Daryflght 5.730,9:45

i pwraom 5. 7:i 5. #.45 * First Wives

Stub 1^730. 9:45 * The Troth About

Cats And Dog* S, 73a 9^5 * Sleepera

TsSSpSs?. to RAV-NEGEV 1-4 *

23^78tomom 5. 7:15.9:45 * Lons

430^^^9:45

L^V Ransom 7:30. 10 * Steepers#Lone

Star 7. 930 * Emma 730. 10

cSoNY
A
Lone aar

Evlta 5, 7:45. 10:15 HOUDAYTt«
Mirror Has Two 1

7
°

rtfl

ST^2
V 589068 The Rrst Wives Cfc^ 730.10 *

Siewna 7:15.9:45 * Ransom 730.10

CINEMA Dtabollque •Ransom •
Glimmer Man 7,930

GJS.
R

GIL
A
*7677370 First WNres

3tS^L°7.H>.ua»>Goodnight 7, 930 * The Mirror HasJWo
Facesduhe Truth About Cats and Dogs

7, 930 * DayflflWThe Hra Wives

OubWane Eyre^S. 7^30 i«mr
Man 7.930 * Dragonheart 4:45

K1RYAT ONO
MATNAS Dtebgflque 10

K1RYAT SHMONA
G G. GIL RansormSSteallng

Beauty«The Mirror Has TWo Faces

430. 7. 930
lod
STAR Dtebotiqua^Dayllght 730. ift*
l^uptn 10; * Long Kiss Goodnight

UPPER NAZARETH
G-G GIL First Wives Club Mliabolique

• Daylight •The Mirror Has Two Faces
•SteeUna Beauty 4:30. 7, 930 *
Ransom•Sleeps 430. 7:15. 10
NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729 DayiigM •
Surviving Picasso • First Wives Club

pjJiM^VA*
Ste8pers 7:15,10

gS. GIL 1-5 * 828452
DayUght^Steanng BeautySFirst Wives
CtubSJarra Eyre 5. 730. 10 *
Sleepers 430. 7:15, 10 RAV CHBI
Ransom 5. 7:15. 9:45 * The MijrerHas
TWo Faces 4:45,7:15 * She's The Onti

9:45 Long KISS GOOdnlgm 5.730.

9:45 + Evtia 430. 7:15. 9:45 *

Matiida*Homeward Bound MTte
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew tta-

loq) 7.930

§.G
YE

Sli
DA

1-4 DayllghtJSteallno

BeautyWThe Mtoror Has Two Faces 5.

730., To * Sleepers 7:15. 10

G^HTCHALRaroom 5. 730. 10 *

n8 Emma • Bound • DiaboBque

730,10 SIRWN The Mbror HasiTWo

Faces*First Wives Club#The Trutii

430. 7:15. 10

RARK^Secrets and Lies 4:^7:15^10
* Ransom 4:45.7:15,10 * First Wives

CHMEvlta 445. 7:i5, 10 * Sleepers

10* The Mirror Has TWo Faces 7:15

RAV^GAN^-4 » 6197121 Evtta 430.

7:15, 9:45 * Sleepers 7, 9:45 * The
Minor Has Two Faces 4*5. 7j15.9*5 *
The First Wivesqub 5.730.9:45 FJAV-

OASIS 1-3 tr 6730687 Long Kiss

HASHARON KOKHAV
Breaking the Waves
REHOVOT

7.10

CHEN Jane Eyre 730. 10 * Br
7.9:45 * Sleepersthe Waves ----- -

* Secrets and Lies 7. 9:45 - r;
MOR Diaboflque^Long K^Goo*ilght
•First Wives Club 5. 730. 9:45 *
Ransom 5.7:15,9:45 * The Mirror Has
Two Faces 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 * Evtta

430, 7:15. 9:45 _
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 « 9619669 Trainspotting

•TwisterMfission Impossible 73010
GIL 1-3 Steepens.

_ JyjJf
First Whies

Secrets and Lies
inheart 4:45 RAV6:45.9:45 -

CHOI Ranso
* Dragonhe— -----

nsom*Long Kiss Goodrdght

5 7:15. 9:45 * The Mirror Has Two
Faces 4:45-7:15,9:45 * Evlta 430,

7:15. 9:45 STAR Sleepers 7:15. 10 *
The Mirror Has 'TVvoFaces 730. 10 +
Janlla 730,10 * The Truth About Cats
and Dogs 730. 10

YEHUD
RAV CHEN Ransom 5, 7:1 5. 9:45 *
Evita 430, 7:15, 9:45 * Long Kiss

GOOdnlgm 5,730,9:45 * Sheathe
one 5, 730, 9:45

Phone reservations: Tel Avhi 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
All times are pjn. unless otherwise fadP

HAJFA

General Assistance and Where To Go listings now appear on Page 9.



time cut

debated
UATCOLUKS

Summer time and the living

ain't easy. At least if you have to

get up early to pray.

Interior Minister Eli Suissa
(Shas) yesterday announced his

suggestion that daylight saving
time be cut by 50 daysT Under his

proposal, approved by the ministe-

rial committee on legislation, day-

light saving time would come in

force at midnight Saturday, March
22 and expire 175 days later at

midnight Saturday, September 1 3.

It was meant to be in force

between March 13 and October
18. The new dates need to be

approved by the Knesset.

The suggestion for the shorter

period follows government dis-

cussions in which ministers raised

the point that, among other things,

these dates would affect those who
fast on Yom Kippur. schoolchild-

ren who would have to get up in

the dark: and the religious public

which would find it difficult to

have time to pray before work if

sunrise is at 6:43 a.m.

The Knesset plenum discussed

the issue yesterday when MK
Avraham Poraz (Shinui-Meretzj

raised it in a motion to the agen-

da.

Suissa told the MKs the longer

period would affect the majority

of the Jewish public, which fasts

on Yom Kippur and holds a Pessah

seder service which would end too

late for many children. It will also

affect those who rise for stihot

[penitential] prayers leading up to

Rosh Hashana, he said.

Poraz politely disagreed with

Suissa and described the shorter

daylight saving time period as

‘•illogical.”

“Although I feel badly for those

who say penitential prayers in the

month of Elul, the vast majority of
the public enjoys daylight saving

time and you can't impose on the

majority because of the difficulty

of a minority.”

He said daylight saving rime
brings a huge economic savings in

terms of energy consumption."

NRP bill: Annex
lands if Palestinians

declare state
By UAT COLLINS

The National Religious Party

has submitted a bill which calls

for declaring Israeli sovereignty

over the sections of Judea.

Samaria and Gaza under Israel's

security control - areas B and C
- if the Palestinians declare a

state.

In Area B, Israel maintains secu-

rity control and the Palestinian

Authority civil control, while in

Area C Israel has sole control.

The NRP believes that Israeli

sovereignty should be in force,

over aU of Judea, Samaria and
Gaza in any case, faction chair-

man Hanan Porat said, but added
that this should be done through

creating a broad national consen-

sus.

The bill was signed bv five

NRP MKs: Porat: Shaul
Yahalom; Zvi Hendel;
Shmaryahu Ben-Tzur, and Avner
Shaki. In the introduction, the

MKs wrote: “Recently state-

ments have been made by the

chairman of the Palestinian

Authority and senior PA officials

about the intention to declare a
Palestinian state in the not too

distant future. Among all the vio-

lations of the agreements
between the PA and Israel, there

is no cruder violation than this.

We therefore suggest that the

Knesset establish a law that such
a declaration by the PA on estab-

lishing a state would mean that

Israel would enforce its laws,

judiciary and administration over
areas B and C.”
The MKs note that the govern-

ment could do this even without

Knesset approval under a Jaw dar-

ing from 1948 which was imple-

mented in 1967 in the case of east
Jerusalem.

MK Avraham Seem did not sign

the bill, saying its only value was
declarative and it had no practical

worth.

WEATHERmmmm
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One hurt in Maze
A fireman inspects the ruins of a south Tel Aviv office where a fire broke out yesterday morning, injuring one woman lightly.

Fifty people were evacuated from the four-story building. The fire was apparently caused by a short circuit ini an electrical box
on an upper floor. The third and fourth floors were almost totally destroyed in the blaze, while die first and second floors were
partially damaged. (DanaStemmnsna Saa)

,

Forecast: Rainy:;

AROUND THE WORLD
LOW' HIGHere f

MWBOT 01 34 K « ClOUdy
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B9ta - - 01 34 04 39 rain
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. 09 48 21 70 dear

"Wnming cards

. In yesterday’s daily Chance
drawing, the winning cards were
die 10 of spades, the 10 of hearts,

the 8 of diamonds and fee 10 of
.clubs.

IAF attacks

Hizbullah
north of zone

By DAWD BUDGE

IAF warplanes struck at

Hizbullah targets north of the

security zone yesterday in the first

such raid in several weeks.

The IDF Spokesman said the

planes attacked terrorist targets

in the Jabal Shaffi region. The
statement said the pilots reported

accurate hits and that all the

planes returned safely to their

bases.

Reports from Lebanon said two
fighter bombers took part in the

raid, firing around four air-to-sur-

face missiles at targets in fee

Milita hills area of the Iqlim al-

Toufah region. There were no
immediate reports of any
Hizbullah casualties as a result of

the raid.

News agencies reported that

Hizbullah gunman fired ar least

one ami-aircraft missile at the

IAF planes. The planes were not

hit.

According to the news agency

reports, IDF gunners also shelled

Hizbullah positions in the same
region.

Israel, PA exchange accord violations
By JOB IMMANUEL

The Palestinian Legislative

Council, meeting in Hebron for

the fust time yesterday, told the

Hebron Municipality to ignore an
order by the IDF barring building

in the casbah area.

Council speaker Ahmed Qreia

said the order was patently a vio-

lation and "the council asked the

speaker to issue a statement”

Hebron Mayor Mustafe Naishe

said. “We consider it a plot against

the people in the Old City. It was

prepared before die agreement and
kept secret It affects 1 22 building

units. Some were demolished by
army bulldozers and the people
were then called to rebuild them
months ago. Now, the Israelis are

renovating the yeshiva school by
Beit Romano. They do anything in

fee name of security, but they

actually need and didn't get per-

mission from the municipality for

their building.”

Qreia said the council also dealt

with “the expansion of settle-

ments.” He said the council was

especially concerned by signs that

Israel planned to connect Ma’aleh
Adurnim, east of Jerusalem, wife
Neveh Ya’acov. to Jerusalem's
north. “We are in front of fee per-

manent status talks and they are

expanding settlements,” he said.

Meanwhile, Israel has ordered

fee Palestinian Authority to with-

draw fee appointment of seven

Palestinian diplomats accredited

to fee Netherlands, Norway,
Tkrfcey, Canada, Cyprus, Portugal

and Yemen.
Government Coordinator Maj.-

Gen. Oren Shahor sent Jamil

Tariff, his counterpart in the civil

affairs committee, a letter saying

fee appointments were a breach of
the Oslo accords, since the PA is,

not entitled at tins stage to conduct

foreign relations, except in trade.

. Meanwhile in Jerusalem, Israeli

Islamic leader Sheikh Raed Salah

reduced his claim that Israel has

been digging under Ai-Aksa
Mosque to a demand that Israel

clarify what is being done inside

existing tunnels that ran near or

under the mosque.

Weizman tells gays to ‘come out of the closet’
By ESTHER HECHT

Now is fee time for homosexuals to come out

of the closet and by doing so combat fee pub-
lic’s ignorance. President Ezer Weizman told a

group of Hebrew University students and
alumnae yesterday.

The uproar following his disparaging

remarks about gays to Haifa high-school stu-

dents last month created an opportunity for

homosexuals to present themselves as they

really are, he told members of Ha’asiron

Ha ’alter, fee gay, lesbian and bisexual students

union.

The hour-long meeting followed a -letter of
protest to Weizman signed by dozens of
Ha'asiron members and a long phone conver-
sation between the president, and Ha’asiron
chairman Hagai El-Ad. The delegation includ-

ed a psychiatrist, a psychologist and doctoral

students in physics and mathematics. Some
bad served in combat units in fee IDF; one
completed his army service wife the rank of
captain.

“The president’s remarks in Haifa resulted'

from his ignorance about the gay community.”

said El-Ad, a doctoral student in physics. “He
said that fee more he-meets people' from the

community, fee more be learns.”

They discussed experiences of gay young-
sters, couples, soldiers and university students.

“We told him our own experiences as exam-
ples of difficulties gays have in fee society we
live in,” said Jerry Levinson, a psychologist

El-Ad said the delegation's members were
pleased at die president's willingness to hear
what they had to say. They asked to continue
the dialogue and urged him to meet a group of
gay soldiers in the IDF.

Indian scientists interested in Israeli high-tech product know-how
By JUDY SIEGEL

Negotiations to export Israeli

know-how in laser and environ-

mental products are being held

between the Hebrew University

and scientific institutions in

India.

Indian scientists showed enthu-

siastic interest in Israeli ideas for

manufacturing products for

export and with high added value

at the recent Indian Science

Congress Association (ISCA)
meeting in New Delhi. The con-

ference was held soon after

President Ezer Weizman ’s slate

visit to India.

Two Israelis invited to speak

were Prof. Renata (Rina)

Reisfeld, a senior inorganic

chemist at fee Hebrew University

in Jerusalem, and Aharon
Gedanker, a professor of chem-
istry at Bar-IIan University in

Ramat Gan.
In an interview yesterday,

Reisfeld said feat India, with its

950 million inhabitants, is a “very
rich country in terms of resources

but with a terribly poor popula-
tion. It has gold, silver, oil, dia-

monds and metals of all kinds,

but many people live in the

streets. It has some very good sci-

entists, and they’re trying to ben-

efit society. They realize that

most of the country's exports

offer low profits, thus they want
to develop high-tech products

that will bring in more currency.”

After Indian scientists heard
Reisfeld discuss her work in glass

and ceramics at a conference in

Israel, they invited her to India.

A formal invitation arrived

from Dr. C. Garguiy. head of fee

ISCA in Calcutta. “Despite the

large Moslem population [ in

India] there was absolutely no
tension over political issues at the

conference." Reisfeld said. They
and other Moslem delegates -
from Bangladesh, Pakistan and
other countries - were extremely

enthusiastic and said they admire
Israel greatly for its achieve-

ments.”

Among fee techniques devel-

oped by Reisfeld and colleagues

in Jerusalem are solid-state lasers

made from glass.

The team have also developed a
way of coating window glass

wife a low-cost “sol gel.” When
a small electric current is inn

through fee glass, it turns from
clear to a transparent blue, which
keeps out most solar rays and
reduces the need for air condi-

tioning. feus saving much energy.

Specially treated glass turns

specific colors when exposed to

impurities such as mercury,
hydrogen sulfide, cadmium and
ammonia - all air pollutants. One
can look at fee glass and see fee

concentration of these pollutants
‘

In addition to fee type, Reisfeld'

explained. This will be of much
interest in polluted Western coun-
tries, in addition to highly-pollut-

ed India, die said.

'

Indian companies are likely -to

want to obtain Israeli know-how
for setting up new industries.

“They have unlimited raw
materials and manpower, while
we have fee sophisticated knowl-
edge,” die added.

The Indians were very excited

by Reisfeld’s suggestion to paint

fee Taj Mahal, which is disinte-

grating due to heavy pollution,

wife protective paint that con-
tains glass particles.
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Fill out this entry form today, return it to The Jerusalem Post and participate
in our weekly raffle for valuable gift certificates from Kitan Center, Golf and Levi’s stores!

Every Friday in The Post, we'll announce three new prize winners:
1st Prize: NIS 700 value, 2nd Prize NIS 200 value, 3rd Prize NIS 100 value.

The more you read The Post...the better your chances are to Be A 'Winner

l

THE Ji&RUSALiiiM

-j- -i— Vstaatf*'

Golf

"Be a Winner" Contest, The Jerusalem Post Circulation DepL
P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem 91000

Name

Address

— The shop I buy The Jerusalem Post from:

— I subscribe to The Post

come in ainerent shapes and size
...ihe long and the short and the tafl and they come with different talents aid ambitions,
and they come rich and poor and mostly in between. And some crunej.uSnaHythtotigh
ix> fault of their own. disadvantaged. : , .

Thats where we come in. .

•

For nearly fifty years, readers of The Jerusalem Post, both in Israel andln sorne LOO
countnes around the world have been sending money to help thosek^fomioate.
The Forsake-Me-Not fund, together with social workers and voiunteer&inJbe CekL use
your donations to help old folks living In distressed circumstances.

’

With your help weve been able to alleviate suffering arxi provide a liitie.J^
Help us to help people by sending a contribution today to:

’
: :

TDRSKEI

mE sot

The Jerusalem Post, p.O. Box 81
,

. :
7'; 7

’

V:

Jerusalem 91000
, Israel

' '

Friends of The Jerusalem Post Funds,-_-
20 East 56th Street, New York, n.y. 10022, U.S.A

not be held over from previous week draws. Jerusalem Post employees,

families and distribution agents arc exempt from participating.
Together, we shall overcome-
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